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On reading Fred Pickard's erudite comments in the December newsletter, answering a query
concerning the 1936 Landscape issue, I was reminded of the situation regarding the 1949 issue. Printing
started in May of that year, and in the case of the 20c value, printing was halted after 18,000 sheets of 50
stamps had been printed; it was decided that the appearance of the stamp was not satisfactory. A new die
was prepared and printing recommenced, some 1,558,240,000 being eventually produced; the original
18,000 sheets were not destroyed however, they were issued to Post Offices along with those of the later
printing (die 2). The differences between the two dies, was not discovered until late in 1951.
Obviously large quantities of the Die 2 stamp were printed before the first day of issue,
consequently there was plenty of scope for printing errors to have occurred. I have a block of four stamps,
with a first day cancel, which shows blotches of colour, which are not uncommon in stamps with much
later cancellations.
Whilst looking at the first day of issue blocks, I discovered error in the 25c value; this was not due
to faulty printing, but was caused by a scratch in the printing plate, which creates a straight line of colour,
not unlike a tall post, rising from the road across the Melide dam, directly above the letter L in
Helvetia.(see illustration)

Zumstein lists this error under Z302 pfl ; I had previously seen exactly the same fault in a single
stamp, unfortunately undated, and I also have a stamp with a similar fault, but in this case directly above
the E in Helvetia. This would seem to be a different scratch in the plate. I started looking at all my 25c
th
stamps, and found a further example of the first fault, in a 25c Officiel overprint dated 6 April 1955, this
made a total of three examples of the same fault.
Finally I examined a first day cover with the 25c stamp, and found the same type of fault, this time
below the road, falling between the E and L of Helvetia. Have other members seen this type of fault
where indicated?
BACK NUMBERS OF THE "NEWSLETTER" ARE AVAILABLE FROM Doug Houtris - the man who sends
out the Newsletters every month! The last 10 years are available in sets at 5GBP
per year, or 50p per month - FREE postage. Payment by cheque please to 'Helvetia
Philatelic Society' (under 2GBP cah be in mint, current GB stamps of small denominations only) orders to Doug at: 62 Thirleby Road, Edgware, HA8 OEZ. GB.
th
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"BRB 3.10.1939"
Bundes Rats Beschluss --= Federal Council Decree
In French ACF Arrete Conseil Federal,
In Italian DCF Decretare Consiglio Federate
(probably - translation from dictionary for French and Italian)

Is this shutting the door
after the horse has bolted?
All those 'Leica'-toting
tourists had gone home!

Gesundheit und
.. lebensfreudedurch

NTERSPORT

POSTKARTE CARTE POSTALE CARTOLINA POSTALE

tovertezzo, Ticino

No 6040 BR3 3. 10. 39

7 ACF

Examples from other picture-postcards, both printed and rubber
stamped on the address side.

BRE 3.10.1939 - an explanation from Eric Lienhard
oord towards the
With a nudge from the 'fount of knowledge' that is Michael Rutherf
page 371 of the
on
e
footnot
the
and
46,
page
ue,
Zumstein Postal Stationery Catalog
the following:
ted
,
transla
have
I
Zeitung
rken
Briefma
er
October issue of the Schweiz
ical
The notation "BRB 3.10.1939" is to be found on some postal stationery post cards and topograph
picture post cards during WW2.
On the issues 1939 to 1945 on some postal stationery cards with pictures one can find the notation
worded
"(4 digit number ) BRB 3.10.1939". This notation is due to a Federal Council Decree of this date,
as follows
to
Section 1 :- The export of maps, plans and other territorial representations, .... are subject
authorisation.
Section 2 :- Sale, distribution and publication of maps, .... are subject to authorisation.
Section 3 :- As mapping material in the meaning of sections 1 & 2 are the following
a) all official maps which are issued, published or sold by the Federation, Cantons or
Communities
b) ???? no section b) ???
c) Private maps of any kind, purpose or origin ( e.g. aerial photos, picture postcards )
within the area of the federal overview map of the frontier areas.
The BRB (Federal Council Decree) was lifted on 1.7.1945.
made on this
On page 107 of the Postal Stationery Catalogue further reference is
ng of October
beginni
l
the
at
stock
in
still
sub ect: All National Exhibition cards
still valid
were
they
,
However
.
reasons
y
1939 were withdrawn from sale for militar
was not given.
stamps
other
for
e
exchang
or
wal
withdra
for postage until 31.12.1940. A
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POST SECOND WORLD WAR CENSORSHIP OF MAIL
ENTERING AUSTRIA AND GERMANY FROM SWITZERLAND.
and Austria was
It has come to Henry Towers and my attention that mail into both Germany
have mail sent
censored in those countries well after the cessation of hostilities in May 1945. We
n Civil
Austria
the
by
ed
from Switzerland to Vienna in May and June 1946 which was censor
of Occupied
Censorship Authorities. Mail addressed to Augsburg in the American Zone
ship, Germany.
Germany as late as the end of July 1946 was opened by the U.S. Civil Censor
all the Zones of
Does any member know as to whether Postal Censorship applied throughout
and many
Occupation in both countries? Also when did this practice cease? Information please,
Maybe
tion.
publica
uent
members must have items in their collections, to the Editor for subseq
es who can
too some of our members have friends in the Austrian and German Philatelic Societi
r mail entering
provide this information. Perhaps we should ask too the question as to whethe
Vonwiller.
Peter
Switzerland at that time was also subject to inspection.
2006 issue - D R Brinkley
The "ODDBALL" from Martin Mantell on p57 of the August
me. In fact nothing
Mr Mantell's `proto-T Due' cover of May 1954 (HPSN Aug 2006) doesn't surprise
whether because
that
clear
seems
It
me.
surprises
1950s
the
of
in the Postage Due world of the first half
going to
was
system
the
heard
had
they
because
stamps,
Due
they were running short of Postage
of things
lot
a
doing
change, from carelessness or from cussedness, Post Offices at that period were
with understamped letters that weren't according to the book.
As examples:
A 1951 T handstamp used instead of Postage Due stamps on an internal Swiss letter.
Due stamps stuck
A 1952 incoming letter showing a T handstamp with correctly cancelled Postage
over it.
A 1954 letter with a normally cancelled definitive stamp used as a Postage Due.

Figure 1 -

1 951

1 2 01 -1951
750 Jahre

Stadt Zofingen

MINISTERE DE L'AGRICULTURE

-

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES
ET D'EXPERIMENTATION
DE GENIE RURAL
2, Avenue de Saint - Mande
PARIS - XII•
0-4nTiTZ"

Monsieur JENNY
if on Marais d'eseais agricoles

Figure 2 - 1952

LAUSANNE
(Suisse)

Figure 3 - 1954
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from Bob Medland
The hunt for the one centime postage due - continued
ly a rewarding activity. Recently,
Reading back-numbers of the Newsletter is invariab
Stuart MacKenzie's article 'Hunt for
whilst searching for something else, I chanced uponthem
e of the article was the rarity of a
the One Centime' (HNL 1988:25-26 & 51-52): the ral scarcity even in multiples. A quick
single i.e postage due stamp on cover and their gene responses to date with examples on
check of the Index revealed that there have been two
letons found. I resolved to look for
cover (HNL 1989:43 and 2004:44) but no further sing
further examples of interest.
e to nearby Chardonney (VD). Three
Figure 1 is an underpaid cover sent from Lausann ) and the stamps were cancelled with
z59B were affixed (comprising 9 centimes franking
on 21/6/1898. The shortfall was
the Lausanne Exp. Lett. (despatch office) cds atr. iipm
letter arrived at Bussy post office
noted with a blue-crayoned figure 1 on the cove The
) was affixed. The deficiency was duly
the next day where a single ic blue postage due (zPi
due stamp by the Bussy cds of
collected, confirmed by cancellation of the postage
Postelchronik that post office was
22/6/98. Interestingly, according to Karl Gebert's
plain Bussy in August the same year.
opened as Bussy-Chardonney in 1874 but it becamerted to its original name in 1962. 'Plus
In 1902 it was renamed Bussy sur Morges but reveto the second item shown in the 1988
ies
ça changd , it seems. This cover has similarit
th of stamps were used when the
article: in both cases it seems odd that only 9c wor
not the correct rate for postage.
senders must have been aware that such an amount was
Neither appears to be a philatelic 'creation'.
ic postage due stamp from any of the
I have not yet come across a cover with a singletion
in the Newsletter subsequent to
subsequent issues and, as nothing has been men on.edThe next best thing that I have is
the original article it appears that the hunt is still
dues. Posted at Bovernier (VS) on 26th
Figure 2, an envelope with two ic postagefran
king, it was neatly marked on despatch
September 1895, again with only 9 centimes
deficiency. This was incorrect at the
with a blue-crayoned '2' for payment of double thebeen
withdrawn in 1891. Nonetheless,
time as the double-deficiency penalty system had
r received two ic postage due stamps
on its arrival at St Gallen the following day the cove
Brf. Distr. cds confirmed that the
(zP15GcN) and their cancellation by the St Gallen Incidentally, the back-stamp on the
day.
double-deficiency was duly collected the next
r posting: considering that it travelled
afte
day
the
day,
cover confirmed arrival by mid
ntry, this is a nice example of the
between diametrically opposed corners of the cou
efficiency of the Swiss postal service in years ago.
le 3c and 5c 'Tell boy' stamps, a 2c
Figure 3 is a cover addressed to Luzern with sing
edition (sorting/despatch) office by 3
shortfall in franking. It was received at Bern Briefexp
blue crayon correctly indicated the
am on 11/2/1918. This time the figure 2 in the dreaded
two ic `Jungfrau' (or `Alpenrosen') postage
postage due payable. Luzern post office affixedirme
d collection of the amount due by 5pm
dues (z29) and the Luzern Brieftrager cds conf
First World war was nearing its
the same day. Such efficiency! - and at the time that the
end.
Chiasso post office was keen to use up
Finally, Figure 4 is an interesting item that suggests
use for them? A block of 20 was
unwanted stocks of z29 in 1921 — perhaps they had little
nungskartel — apparently being only
affixed to the reverse of an accounting card CAnrech
nately some stamps have been
part of the total Fri.60 due to be collected. Unfortu
removed from the front of the card.
Figures on the facing page.
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I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvw.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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for
showing horse-drawn mail
the December meeting. Dennis began with a selection of postcards
These came with a variety of
vehicles. Then followed examples of the mail carried by post coach.
the 'ovals'. Also here were
strikes and included a section on Canton Ticino with examples of
the next section dealing with
examples of Verbano ship marks of Lake Maggiore. This led nicely into
see. Dennis pointed out that
the ship cancellations and cachets of lakes Lucerne, Ziirich and Boden
mail and goods. The coming
before the railways the lake steamers were important for the carriage of
. The Gotthard route was
of the railways was then shown and illustrated with a variety of TPO marks
railways. The introduction of
looked at in some detail while examples were shown from the private
for various events. A small
the Mobile Post Offices was then covered with a variety of cachets shown
. The final section of Dennis's
section then showed the various stamps issued on the transport theme
from the early days of mail
display dealt with airmail. Included here were examples of pioneer flights
int on the 50c. Helvetia with
carrying. Noted was a nice used on cover example of the propeller overpr
their use on a variety covers
Sword of 1919. After this came the various airmail stamps issued and
Swissair aircraft used for mail
including first and special flights. Also shown were photographs of
with a wide variety of material
carrying. Overall this was a wide ranging display superbly illustrated
DH
Colman.
much appreciated by all present. Dennis was thanked by Chairman David

by Dennis Cairns
Northern Group report: 'From Post Coach to Jet Plane' was the topic chosen

th
ry, at the CloveIly
The next meeting in Salisbury will take place on Saturday 24 Februa
Zeppelin Story". A
Hotel; from 10:30 to 4pm. Martin Mantell will entertain us with "The
display not to be missed!

collection for a
Those attending the meeting are invited to bring items from their
frame)
per
sheets
(9
frames
two
or
"members display", consisting of one
members please
An Instant Auction will take place during the afternoon. Would
their sale items. Anyone
with
er
togeth
forms
remember to bring their completed vendor
7
71198
01403
ey
without a vendor form should contact Fred Hoadl
-m
, p ,
ark,
(email: ?-- d. 1",c441.23 a.
Teas, coffees, and a light buffet lunch will be available.
Summer and autumn meetings at Salisbury will be held on 16
Watch the Newsletter for further detail.

th

th
June and 27 October.

changes
Following the success of the meeting held in Salisbury in 2006 and the
AGM plans have now been made for next year.

agreed at the

th
May. There will be
12
ay
Saturd
on
Hotel
Lodge
lands
Wheat
the
at
held
be
will
g
The meetin
ys material. Ian
a full programme of displays and an auction which will include railwa
be £10 per delegate
Gilchrist has agreed to provide a sales table. The inclusive cost will
the evening to which
covering Tea and Coffee and Lunch. We are also arranging a meal in
together with a
month
ble next
wives and partners will be invited. Full details will be availa
booking form.

n on the south west
The hotel is situated approximately 10 minutes walk from York Statio
with many interesting
side of the city. York is a popular holiday and shopping destination
reserved some rooms
have
I
places to visit in the area. So why not make it a weekend break!
per person per night
£35
at the hotel for the Friday and Saturday evening at a cost of
t the hotel direct
including Breakfast. If you would like to book accommodation please contac
on 01904 654318. Please mention the society when booking.
Lucas Witte-Vermeulen of Sharnbrook,
NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr
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M.Rutherfoord

Did You Know ?

is
THAT I managed to find out some more about the NOM label mentioned last month. This service
"AR"
old
the
of
version
electronic
new
the
available only to firms, not individuals (like philatelists) and is in fact
still cheaper.
return signed postcard system, which remains, as it provides an actual signature of receipt and is
has taken
person
correct
the
that
firm
sender
the
to
message
The receiving post office sends an electronic
.
world-wide
lly
theoretica
is
and
purposes
most
for
over the item. This is sufficient
in German. If
THAT a new Swiss Railway Atlas has appeared, 80 pages (A4 plus) in colour, but only
irekch, of
www.min
from
books
railway
available
you are interested you can obtain a 16-page listing of all
too.
list
this
in
included
are
s
publication
British
of
Luzem. Price 49.00 Frs, excl. P&P. A number
to the
THAT a 1935 letter from Wallenstadtberg to Luzern, shown to me the other day, was returned
in
one
has
Member
a
Perhaps
sender marked with a black text, see figure 1, which is new to me and to others.
how?
but
out",
called
sfully
"Unsucces
as
his "box", without realising its significance. The text could be read
on the
THAT in an old auction catalogue I have come across another "fake" PJ 1912 label, naturally
the
that
proof
enough
are
segment
upper
the
in
Cross
Swiss
the
of
remnants
The
2.
Italian one, see figure
of
time
the
of
ahead
dash)
a
of
cancel was made after 1914. However a neat proof is the large dot (instead
ely
successiv
be
to
had
cancellers
all
of
reels
day, 10 am. This dot was introduced in 1919 when the time
P.M.). This
modified to indicate time in the 24 hour system (replacing the old: Roman for A.M. and Arabic for
Railways
National
Swiss
the
and
Ofice
Post
Swiss
the
as
and
Europe,
in
had become the norm for the railways
same
the
have
to
logical
was
it
case,
any
in
intimately
cooperate
to
had
they
as
and
Ministry,
were in the same
time-indicating system.
th
d to the
THAT for the 10 time the SP will send during the Christmas Season any parcel addresse
for
originally
ie,
children,
needy
help
to
e
programm
"
Christmas
"Twice
their
of
Swiss Red Cross free, as part
be
can
food,
or
presents not needed by their first recipients. Now parcels of new items for the winter, for school
in Bern
handed in at any PO. This year will probably exceed the average of 300 tons, which 500 volunteers
1997.
in
Radio
Swiss
the
from
came
idea
The
will sort out for distribution in Switzerland and Eastern Europe.

been
THAT the first example of the new-style Letterbox, (see figure 5 on page 57, Nov 2006), has
f
thief-proo
new
this
by
spotted in Zurich! By 2010 all 20 000 old boxes, of 13 different types, will he replaced
better
to
moved
be
will
many
d,
rationalise
pillarbox. The SP mention however that the distribution is being
customers
locations, and some will vanish. Only last collection times will be shown. As in other countries the
else in
anywhere
than
box
per
users
potential
of
number
lowest
the
have
"We
are groaning, but the SP says
the world"
THAT as in previous years Zumstein includes a CD with each catalogue, which is a simplified version
good and
of their complete active CD-ROM, but as I have now found out for myself, the "free" version is very
it!
Try
useful for most purposes.
3 and
THAT recently the SP has issued some interesting stamps in a new series ProSpecieRara, for 2,
pigs
animals,
of
number
a
d
resurrecte
also
has
work
4 CHF, for re-introduced fruits. This important scientific
to
able
be
they
Will
bank.
gene
broader
a
maintain
to
varieties,
and goats for instance, as well as old wheat
day?
one
chance
give the Neandertalers another
labels
THAT during the Olten "Day of the Stamp" Exhibition I had the chance to get one of the new
Yourself
It
Do
new
these
of
million
One
stand.
his
at
from expert Markus Seitz of Luzern, see figure 3, printed
now. The old
"stamps" have been printed at home or office, with all manner of subjects, often photographs, till
letter?
per
Price
type with a four-part 2-0 matrix will very soon be phased out So far a great success story.
THAT there were about twice as many Open Class exhibits as the organisers had expected, showing
for some
an increasing interest in this field. The creator of the prize-winning stamp, B.Castelllani was present
good
with
creations
peculiar
some
and
cards
covers,
of
hundreds
signed
time
this
hours on 2 days, and during
by
handled
be
humour. The Philatelic Bureau was also very pleased, as the stamps bought will seldom
PostMail.

refoiglos gIngeraffert
tnconnu a liappel
Figure 1

Tag der
Briefmarke
Olten 2006

etv :7 1

Figure 3
Figure 2

. 1 "' 001.00

A
STANDARD
20000086
CH-6003

aapasz
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g
- from John Millener
NOT JUST ANOTHER lc (see pages 4 5) but seven

I enclose a photocopy of an understamped cover put into the post on

13 d1 October

t this
1910 at Bassersdorf and addressed to Baretswil, both in Canton airich. I bough
t to
interes
of
be
at the recent exhibition and fair at Torquay and thought it might
in,
readers of Newsletter. The sender, PfmTanat Bassersdori is, so far as I can ascerta
y
priestl
for
made
be
an official Priest's Office where, I assume, arrangements could
y
this
in
duties to be performed and taxes or fees paid. I may well b entirely incorrect
translation.
a
However, the main point of philatelic interest to me is that the cover is franked with
3c Tel Buy Wimp (i11 deep violet with cord of crossbow in front of stock. - Z118)
in
whereas the rate: at the time was 5c for a local letter or 10c for elsewhere
at
letter
d
tampe
Switzerland. The printed paper rate was 2c. The charge for an unders
a
that particular time was equal to the deficient postage which in this case, not being
ation
combin
the
was
me
to
What especially appealed
14th
local letter, was calculated at 7c.
in two separate vertical strips consisting of
of postage due labels used on
new
three of the 1 c of the 'figures in circle of stilts' issue and four of the lc of the
were
design
new
the
tion and Jungfrau' issue. As the labels of
'Cross of the Federa
st
to
only issued on 1 September 1910 the use of the two issues together would appear
be genuine rather than a philatelic concoction.
wil
A modest flight of fancy on my part is that the postmaster or his clerk at Barets
last
said to himself 'As I don't use a great number of the lc stamps I will use up the
of
sheet
ed
receiv
ly
recent
the
few remaining stamps of the old issue and then start on
on
le
availab
the new design.' To achieve this he placed the two strips in the only place
the envelope. Well, that's nay story and it fits!
be
But the question is why should what appears to be a nice commercial cover
rate
e
understamped? One would think that the sender would know the correct postag
the
at the time. Furthermore, how can one make the blue crayon figure written over
.
tax mark is written in violet crayon
address into a '7'? The
Any comments would be appreciated.

marks; can you shed any light on them?
Cedric Dry has sent these ROUTE DE GENEVE
amps on letters written to
These two 'enhanced' marks, in light blue as backst
The letters originated at
Connerre, France, south west of Paris near Le Mans.
then entered France at Maiche,
Estavayer-le-Lac, received the T.B. mark at Bern,
Can you help with this query?
an unusual route(?).
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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FORGERIES OF THE 1900 UPU ISSUE.
When the late John Mitchell came up to Leeds in November 2003 to give the Northern
of
Group his presentation on this issue, I initiated a correspondence about the known forgeries
display
his
In
ter.
this issue and John hoped to produce an article on the subject for this Newslet
he had crude forgeries of the three values which were exactly the same as three forgeries in
my own collection.
He obtained his copies many years ago from Mr.Katcher of the 'Amateur Collector'
and was given to understand that they were the only forgeries of this issue to come to light.1 got
mine from Ian Gilchrist five years ago but the origin of the forgeries is unknown.
The forgeries are very poor quality and it is hard to understand why they were made.
John's notes are very precise and I can do no better than precis his remarks.
Each of the values is on original paper with two clear impressed control marks. How
this paper came to be in the hands of the forger is a philatelic mystery as is why such a forgery
was made with no financial gain possible. One can only presume that the forgery was done just
for the pleasure of creating a copy even though it is so crude.
The postmark is dated 30.V1.01 which is some seven months after the UPU issue was
on
invalidated on 31.12.1900. Had the forged stamps been on a card or envelope and posted
y
manuall
have
would
who
clerk
postal
30.V1.01 it would no doubt have been spotted by the
forgery.
a
also
is
tion
cancella
the
that
scored it out using a pen, not a canceller. This indicates
If anyone has any information on this forgery I would be very pleased to have some
further light thrown on the subject.

Cedric Dry

th
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John Cordingley

Bulk Posting Document

bid, won and lost
Internet auctions are odd affairs as all those who have looked, items
go for absurd
Some
realise. Some items receive no bids, others receive many.ishin
high. No real
prices, sometimes ludicrously low and at other time astonhousesgly
suppose. Similarly
difference from auctions run by the established auctiont do you Imake
of 'Switzerland
how items are described is sometimes a mystery. Wha
you bother?
would
document with stamps'? If you had to ask for a picture of the item

Well I did, and this is what turned up! I
thought I knew what it was and because
the starting price was ridiculously low put
in a bid. As the only bidder I got it at the
seller's asking price. That the item was in
the States and I had to pay postage and
packing did add to what I paid but I had
taken into account this cost when I made
my bid. When the 'document' arrived out
of courtesy I contacted the seller and said
what I thought it was and that if ever he

came across any more such interesting
pieces would he let me know. How many
times have we said this to a dealer and had
no further response? Not so in this case!
in one or any

I interested
This seller wrote that he had a stack of a further 38 and was
I took the lot! This seemed
more - pictures of all included, and a big reduction in price i f office to buy dollars over
post
too much of an opportunity to miss so down to my local
ly prepared envelope.
the counter and send them off to the US in a suitab
the 'documents'!
Now I have this collection I wonder what lam going to do with all
ael
As I hadn't seen anything like these 'documents' I decided to contact Mich
was:
Rutherfoord. His reply with a few editorial changes
might be dire consequences, as the
"Next time you cross the Swiss frontier there of
a lorry?) is stolen state property. In
material you have 'found" (fallen off the back
odd years ago!
mitigation you could plea "Statute of Limitations", ie it happened 90
Sorry, I love using big words.
turned up in a small local
About 10 years ago I first saw such sheets which had
, as nobody knew what they were.
auction and a club member suggested I look at them
ed Balimann, as he was working on the
The starting price was above my level, so 1 phon
me one. We were interested in the
subject of PPs. He bought the lot, 12 or so, and gave
led stamps, many of high value.
document, 'collectors' were interested in the well-cancel
could be used at any PO from
Essentially you have an example of PTT Form 255 which
at 2c each. With stamps
January 1911 for bulk posting of printed matter up to 50g, have only lower half of
costing Fr 2.96 this represents postage for 148 items. You er of items etc. This was
sheet. In the top half was the sender's name, address, numb
The minimum number of
signed, and payment made, with no discount for quantity.
by 1915 to 50.

items was at first 200, but then over time reduced to 100, then

(continued on page 11.)
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On the lower half the instructions required that the stamps be carefully stuck on, and
clearly cancelled with the same canceller as used on the items themselves, not always
carried out. At some point in time the whole sheet had to be sent in to Head Post Office
(Zurich 1, here) where it was then cut in two. There could also be stamps on the back.
Here too, I guess the RH number was applied (The illustrated piece has 1137 in the
right hand margin). These sheets were usually cut up and sold to dealers/ collectors for
the benefit of the Postman's Assistance Fund, or such. One sees from time to time a
clean block of 4 Fr. 1. washed stamps, with a PP cancel, expensive, of the period, from
this system..
At some time a bunch of forms was stolen, and individual forms turn up now and
For an article
again. You have been lucky. I won't tell anyone what you paid for them.
in the Newsletter I would have to check the details in Balimann's 2 vols."
So what to make of these forms from a collecting point of view? The stamps were
certainly used for a genuine postal use even if they didn't go through the post in the
usual way. The cancellations are remarkably clear and show the usage of the 'PP'
cancellers, and I have several blocks and pairs of the Helvetia with sword if and 3f
stamps and some other colourful stamp combinations.
forms with a
There are several 'duplicates' and if any member would like one of these
some
couple of the 3f stamps, please let me know. I am sure we can come to
arrangement.

Book Review: Poststellenchronik Schweiz 1849 - 1999 by Karl Gebert 420 g. No. 402 in library

This book is the only listing, of Post Offices and Telegraph Offices, in alphabetical order showing the"
Stabstempel " - date of use of the first straight line mark and " Rundstempel " - date of use of the first circular
date stamp. There is also a short forward in English explaining the terms.
Bob Medland quotes this book in HNL January 2007, page 4.
Example: On the 1 July 1868 a Postal Depot was opened at Fiderisau at an inn on the main road a cds
FIDERISAU was issued. On 1 March 1872 it was moved into the village of Fideris Au where a straight line
FIDERIS AU was used. On 1 August 1914 it was renamed FIDERIS STATION ( straight line ) and on 1
October 1934 the post office in the RhB Railway Station used its first cds.
From 1849 to 1869 no complete lists of post offices were issued and no changes to the postal depots were
published in the Official Bulletin. The information was a mammoth task and had to be collected from archives
and wages lists of 1850 - 1870 etc.
Interesting fact: "Trait - Bon - Port "was a district of Montreaux and not a Railway/Goods cancellation !
Also that the official spelling of the place-names changed quite often, whereby, to save money either the
cancellers were not all replaced, or only decades later. in 1930 the Federal Council decreed an official
spelling for all places, which was also valid for all post office cancellers.
An invaluable book for cancellation marks information.
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Franco Retro Marks
Is this an Instruction Mark?

Norton Wragg

hat unusual. I
I acquired this card for my collection of Greetings Cards — being somew
should be
can understand that the post would be confused as to which side the stamp
on!
a similar
I have examples of the usual `Affranchissement au verso' marks. Is this
is no T in
mark? `Bolli is a usual abbreviation for Francobolli in Italian but there
totally non
Italian so what does 'Jost' signify? Has anyone any idea or is it something
philatelic?
Late Usage!
to the Philippines from David Hope. It is
I have recently acquired this Airmail letter
th
Fr 530 stamps
cancelled by Castagnola office on 26 August 1976. In addition to the
Someone
back
the
on
shown there are 6x 5c stamps of the same architecture series
pe.
has found the old 'Franco retro' handstamp and applied this on the envelo
any
Reading Marc Guillon's article in HPS Newsletter July1987 he doesn't reportas 57x
1
usage after 1973. Interestingly he gives the dimensions for this type - It/Fr
10mm but this one is 60x1Ormn
Any comments on these 2 items would be much appreciated.

Du ntsi LN CitccK-WrNscHt
/t \ 3PtKt

OW

gs card from Pension-Restaurant AlGerman language business greetin
8
Sasso, Locamo to Luzern 31 ' December 1908.

February 2007
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An OrdinaryAirmailLetter - Cknumna—Zarich

M. Rutherfoord

12.06

th
ay 26 Sept 1931 betw3en midnight and
This letter was posted late on Friday night and cancelled on Saturd for the airmail charge, up to 20g. The
one am. The postage of 35c is correct; 20c for the letter and 15c
again, holding the corir vertically. Also
machine cancellation did not come out very well, so the clerk tried
2.
figure
without success, see figure 1. The full slogan, No. 4.1.62 is shown in
the Airport (Cointrin), where it received
Before 4 am it was received by the "Airmail" office and sent on to
landed in Zurich-Dubendorf to receive
and
off
look
then
another strike for "Aviation", before 8 am. The plane
Zurich 3, Main Station (which handled all
an arrival mark before 11 am. On the rear is another arrival mark for
is marked Postlager which seems to
Zurich airmail items, coming and going) before 2 pm, see figure 3. This
street nor a PO box.
indicate "Poste restante", as the address given on the front is neither a

no expert, but hope others with more
So we have an ordinary letter, but a number of open questions. I am
examples and experience can help.
before, or after a flight, was a point I
Why there should have been often 2 different cancels for "Airmail" made t, which seemed not to have a clear
d subjec
once discussed with Roland Kohl. He said it was an often-discusse If there was not much, then a mixture of
time.
that
at
mail
of
e
answer. I thought it depended on the volum
Airport the letters from various sources
destinations would go into the bag made up in the city PO. Then at the
by that flight. On the other hand if
would be sorted into separate bags according to the destinations served PO for each destination, and not
city
the
there was a large volume of mail, then thendbags could be made up in
ure would possibly change over time.
proced
This
mark.
h
dispatc
2
a
receive
to
airport
the
opened again at
G'enevc - uric

EXPIIS;1

4.1.62

13. 7.31 - 11.10.31
EXPOSITION NATIONALE
DES BEAUX-AtiS ETp9itvi
DES mos mutts IL
— 11 OCT. 1931
30
Geneve 1

Figure 2

Loasi
J. G r
Z u t
-

Figure 3

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Members.
February 3rd - Northern Group - New Acquisitions - all
Mantell-- see p6 January.
n
Marti
Story
February 24th - Salisbury - The Zeppelin
Hoyle,
March 3rd - Northern Group - Why I like Zermatt - Tony
y.All Members eligible.
Ttoph
Moore
and
n
March 14th - London Group -Cup Competitio
April 11th - London Group - Odds and Ends - all Members, Members,
all
April 14th - Northern Group - AGM and competitions las Rocke of Bournemouth,
NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Nicho
ed president of the American
OUR MEMBER Harlan F Stone of New York has been elect
is a former president, having
Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS) for 2007-08. He
na.
served in 1981-82. He succeeds William R Lucas of Arizo
your free advertisements.
FOR SALE AND WANTED - this is just the space to place
a page, you can't all have
It would help the Editor to have small items to fill
ss on the front page!
everything you 'want' or 'don't want'. Editor's addre
nue doing YOUR Newsletter.
WANTED by the Editor - IBM typewriter ribbons to conti
Also contributions from members - as usual
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the occasion for the chairman's
Northern Group report: The first meeting of the new year was
tete-beche and se tenant. He began
display. David Colman chose the subject: Booklets, interspaces,
by using the first three columns
by explaining how the first booklets of 1904 had been made up simply
head/Tell boy and Tell head to
on standard sheets. He then showed two complete sheets of Tell
for booklets by utilising the left and
illustrate the arrangement,allowing the complete sheet to be used
first booklets prepared from this
right margins and a blank or interspace in column four. The
of which an example was shown.
arrangement were those of the 25c. Helvetia with Sword of 1909,
quently resulted in the creation of
The decision of the PTT to sell complete sheets to collectors conse
ntal or vertical se tenant pairs.
interspace pairs and tete-beche pairs. Mixed values resulted in horizo
the punched holes gave way to a
David then showed a wide variety of interspace pairs showing how
followed examples of se tenant
vertical perforation then to various methods of cross-hatching. Then
the National Exhibition 1939, the
stamps used in booklets along with non-booklet ones such as
ples of these were shown used on a
Salvage stamps of 1942 and the athletics stamps of 1971. Exam
the 1953 Pro Juventute issue. This
variety of covers. David then showed a small display based on
complete booklet and a number of
included a complete sheet to show the arrangement along with a
then showed Pro Juventute
covers showing various combinations taken from the sheet. David
the 1960 5c messenger. (David
booklets through to 1961 and examples of the 'Ticket' booklets with
secretary showed a wide variety of
had asked members to bring their offerings on the topic and the
self-adhesive booklets fit in with
modern se tenant stamps and raised the question of where do some
interesting and informative display.
the normal definition of se tenant). David was thanked for a most
DH
SOCIETY WEBSITE
Webmaster, our own Website
Thanks to Ian Gilchrist, who has taken over from Bob Medland as
is now up and running on www.swiss-philately.co.uk
to hear from members as to
Suitable links are planned, but meanwhile Ian would be delighted
t him at admin@igstamps. corn
what they would like to see included on the site. So please contac
ge stamp to be involved with
It may seem a little strange for a Society devoted to the posta
and we -do need to make our
electronic messaging but if the technology is there why not use it,
Peter Vonwiller
existence known as widely and easily as possible.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@icistamps.com
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Did You Know ? 2:07

been once again sent out free to
THAT the 2007 Alt-Schweiz (Classic Swiss Stamps) Sales Catalogue has
rikon, in German. Just over 1 cm
all those interested by Honegger Philatelie AG, PO Box 147, CH-8716 Schme
prices in CHF, as well as a number
thick, it has hundreds of colour illustrations of stamps and covers, with fixed
of Switzerland recently, it has become
of pages of useful comments. As I have been looking into the local posts
ost stamp, and not finding many. This
a habit to look for covers with a single 2 % Rp Poste Locale or Orts-P
etc) was not a success and soon
shows that the local delivery system within those small towns (Basel, ZOrich i
for 8 800 CHF. Dated 18 Apr 51 the
died out. Figure 1 below shows one of the two found in this catalogue, going
Well it just means "here", truly local.
address is rather short by today's standards, and where is Dahier anyway?
a connection. Figure 2 shows a
THAT the next two items I found next to each other, and realised there was
the Winterthur — Ruti/Rapperswil SBB
rubber stamp in a style new to me, dated 29.111.1957 for Fischenthal, on
t between PTT and SBB, agreed in
line, station No. 265. Figure 3 "commemorates" the last day of the contrac
cover requested, but the date shown,
1922, for cooperation in handling the mail.That is what a typed note on the
of Winter Timetable), so the stamp
25 May 1995 is a Thursday, and the actual last day was Sunday 28.5.95 (end
ling and handing over to the train
was illegally and prematurely cancelled. This contract covered cancel
taking and delivering Express letters
conductor letters collected in the station letter box at weekends, and also
normal gauge line SE of Wattwil.
after PO hours. Ebnat-Kappel lies on the Bodensee-Toggenburg (now SOB)
ting catalogues.One as before with
THAT for their 47th Auction (1-3 Feb.07) R011i have issued 2 very interes
Made-Louise"(837 Lots) which has
a second devoted to a Classic Swiss collection, that of the "Queen of Roses
main part there are many Hotel Post
lain untouched in a bank vault for 50 years! Altogether 3868 Lots. In the
single stamps (see first item).
items. Only in the special catalgue, Lots No. 1562 and 1567, are covers with
as used on the packet, note the
THAT of interest to collectors of barcode labels is that shown in figure 4,
guess, but on the label there is the
new (to me) designation "PPR". What does the "R" stand for? "ROM" at first
bulk advertising matter, so how does
type: "PostPac Promo". Now "Promopost" is the service for unaddressed
new fully automatic Parcel Centers.
that line up? Investigations are proceeding. "Harkingen PZ" is one of the 3

Figure 2
Figure 1

PPR

4620 Harkingen PZ

111111111111 111
99.60.006601.000 0313

mumW,
MOM

Figure 3

Figure 4
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EXPERTS MARKS ON STAMPS and what they mean

if mint , and on
On imperforate stamps the mark is on the lower left
the lower right if used.
mint, and on the
On rouletted stamps the mark is diagonal left if
diagonal right if used.
left if mint, and 0
On perforated stamps the mark is vertical on the
vertical on the right if used.
e down.
On overprints or surcharged stamps the marks are upsid
QUALITY - this is shown by the position;
side
it is best at the bottom, and the higher up either
shows the degree of faults.
in a circle are
For example "buhler of Berlin".g Marks of initialsbetter stamps,
on
only
relatively common. The full si nature is
r from Bob Johnson
PARAGRAPH 3 of the DYK January 2007 - a possible answe
in manuscript on a
I suggest that it is rather like an inscription written
t lay my hands on) where a
Danish item in my collection (which at present I canno
postmen - "Do you know this
postman in a delivery office called out to his fellow
ned to sender, as a final
name?". It is likely that this man, before it was retur
en before going out on his
attempt to deliver it, called out to the assembled postm
delivery (or walk as it is called in GB).

XL('

DO YOU THINY THIS
merits inclusion
in the Newsletter
asks Ray Clegg?
The decision to buy
was because of the
cancel of Sulgen.
On looking at the
back of the card,
the text appears
to be some sort
of code.
The Editor was as
curious as the
other members most
probably are. Now
it is down to someone out there to
come up with an
idea, if not the
translation of the
text. The small
numbers at the top
are the date, 23/10
70, as is the cancel.
It is probably
easier than trying
to read the Fraktur
that many letters
were written in at
that time, 1870.
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Detained in France
Flicking through a 2004 German auction catalogue prior to disposal,
I noticed a Swiss cover sent to England, with the 3-line boxed text
stamped on it, as shown here.
The starting price was Euro 90.-, a bit on the high side, but rather rare.

23.1.07

DETAINED IN FRANOE
DURING GERMAN
000UFATION.

th
d in Gersau on the 10 June 1940, a
The four stamps used on the cover shown below (enlarged) were cancelle
ed by the
month after Germany had attacked France, but letters for England were apparently still being forward
Swiss PO a week after the fall of Dunkirk.

••
w (..NOW
--11: •
47
•

••n 1'

01' CZ:

-.1.3Lrvii.la No:
uno
+0:104(i,1,7r"

I

L

i nw,Tc1.74..:1

kli7MTWIA

Postal Headquarters, that 167 bags
In March 1945 the GPO in London received an amazing letter from the French
which would now be sent on to London.
of mail had been successfully hidden from the advancing Germans in 1940,and
to Switzerland. Of the latter I have
from,
This consisted of letters from and to the UK. Of these 71 bags were any way to41,explain
the delay of nearly 5 years?
in
marked
they
were
seen not one word in the Swiss Philatelic Press;
text and one of the rubber stamps
However* in London about 27 000 letters were stamped in violet with the above
pers on 14th and 15th April,
newspa
the
to
made
was
notice
made is held by the National Postal Museum. A press
the war ended.
before
is
ow,
bel
letter
on
16.4.45"
d
"Receive
date
and the letters were then delivered. Note
it up!
Have you one of these covers in your collection? Now you can write
th
ISSN 0951-0001
HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 60 year No.3 pp 17-24 London Mar 2007
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er
A fine opportunity has arisen to acquire the fine Swiss Collection of a Helvetia Memb
s
of long standing, [who has recently passed away]. This collection in thirteen volume
of
lovingly built up over many years [by Allan Young] mirrors all• periods and most areas
Swiss philately, and starts with a couple of pre-stamp letters, followed by a
th
The
representation of most 19 Century issues, and going right up to very recent issues.
great strenght of this collection is in its fine presentation: it is well written up with many
,
explanatory notes, a multitude of maps, pictures, postcards and a great many covers
including very modern items such as the embroidery and wood stamps on genuine
covers. There are not only the usual volumes of Airmails, Pro Juventutes, Pro Patin
,
(with many Bundesfeier Cards), but also sections of WW1 and WWII Soldier stamps
a
Officials and Internat. Offices, Postage Dues etc. The collection is accompanied by
rstock-hook of duplicates. Itwould-lendAtself_as-an exceptional starting point for a-bigge
ion

collection of great value, but could also easily be incorporated into an existing collect
thanks to the wealth of background information, illustrations and covers.
[Guide price, subject to viewing [location Kent' and negotiation, £1,250.00.]
5601 or Editor,
If you are interested, please contact: [Mrs A Young, Tel. 01732 354

Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter — January 2007
that
Further to the third 'Did You Know' item on page 7 of the Newsletter, I am sure
of:
others will have already written to clarify the meaning
Erfolglos ausgerufen
Inconnu a l'appel
tion of
Given the state of my own German, I cannot better Mike Rutherfoord's transla
to
me
to
seems
phrase
h
that language as 'Unsuccessfully called out' but the Frenc
be
re
translate literally as 'unknown at the call'. A colloquial translation might therefo
'Not known at this address'.
will
Quite why such a stamp would be so rare as to be new to Mike (and others who
would
undoubtedly be much better informed than myself) I have no real idea but I
ent
transi
of
hazard the guess that Luzern would have had a substantial turnover
a time
residents during the inter-war period (perhaps renting houses for a month or so at
lly,
Logica
text.
rd
standa
a
for
in the summer season?) such that there was sufficient need
the
if
—
the same would have applied to other major resorts such as Geneva or Lausanne
saving
text really is previously unknown, then maybe this was an informal time
ting.
arrangement by Luzern alone? The comments by others will be fascina
n of
Somewhat off the philatelic point, I have frequently noticed that the English versio
resort
multi-lingual translations in Switzerland is often far from colloquial — I regularly
n!
Germa
in
written
to reading the French version to understand what was originally
Peter R Allen
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Michael Rutherfoord
PFARRAMT BASSERDORF query on p8 January 2007
the parson himself. As the
This was the Secretary's Office, at that time probably
Church then, priest is the
Canton ZUrich recognized only the Protestant (Zwingli)
he thought Mretswil
think
I
incorrect term, as that implies Roman Catholic. So
a straight line),
in
21km
is
lay within the 10km zone for local reduced rate (it
mentioned by
'7'
blue
the
or it was just a mistake using the 3c stamp. However,
only 2c
with
r
lette
John Millener is a '2', Did someone think it was a local
the correct
ed
charg
and
wrong,
missing, then the next clerk realised that this was
get the
es
offic
c
semi-publi
7c? A strange tale. Another aspect is "When did such
sponcorre
their
all
fee for
'Pauschal-Franking', ie, a yearly calculated/guessed
State
all
for
used
ich' was
dence?" This was removed in 1969. 'Officiel' or 'Amtl
to the PTT; also removed
loss
a
fore
there
free,
was
and Cantonal offices, and
in 1969. A very interesting cover, we need more of them,
post between Pfarramt &
At some undefined period it was possible to have free
Pfarramt but not from Pfarramt and a'-private person.

PENIS GAINON 2006
saddened to read these words
Collectors of revenues from Switzerland will be
from a short note received during January:
wishes for 2007. I have
'It is from heaven that Denis sends you his best
died last July,'
the sad duty to inform you that my 'Uncle Denis
Genevieve (Gainon) Spahai
the publication od his Catalogue de
with
known
y
Denis Gainon became widel
ous works by Forbin,
Timbre administratifs public de Suisse in 1993, Previ
and incomplete. Alongside
Schaufelberger, and R Hulimann were out of date
the Studienkreisses FiskalRobert Hurlimann, Gainon was a founder member of
I
ate catalogues in French
marken 1m SCS ! in 1977. During the 1980s he wrote separ
e the template he was to use
for the French-speaking cantons; their style becam
ction to Gainon and this
for the main work. In 1990 Hurlimann sold his colle
apply his researcher's mind in
provided the solid base to which Gainon was to
the classic way.
over the years will remember
Those who enjoyed the contact with Denis Gainon
he was a private man but always
his unfailing courtesy and generosity. To the end
F P
with him.
one who would enrich those who came in contact

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND

Please visit my Web site
S

corn

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail ad in@igstamps.com
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Bulk Posting Document, Corrections (see HNL Jan. 07 page 10)

March 2007

M. Rutherfoord

Switzerland he will not be in danger of
Members will be glad to hear that next time John Cordingley comes to
rare PO documents could cause
immediate arrest, as I was a bit hasty, and tardy, in finding out which
and discussing details with him, John
trouble. Reading deeper into Giovanni Balimann's two-volume study,
can continue to sleep soundly.
as in my original letter to him), with
The lower half of the internal document in question, No. 225 (not 255,
d the stamps could be saved, so all
the stamps, was for first five months of 1911 burnt, then someone decide
July 1914 the three HV Landscape
the whole half-sheets were sold annually to collectors in Bern. In about
For some reason the PO decided to
stamps were being used, and these were sought after by philatelists.
half-sheets uncut having only LV
cut these stamps en bloc out of the half-sheets for sale, but leaving those
without any stamps, so this was the
stamps. In 1921 the system was changed with direct payment in cash,
end of these documents.
eets and cutouts, and this explains why
As could be expected collectors washed the stamps off these half-sh
history. The washed stamps, and
they are so seldom found today, but they deserve a place in postal
cancelled with a PP cds, but why, as
sometimes in blocks of four, are to be found in dealer's stocks nicely
document 225 was to be cancelled with
this was not correct practice? The original instructions said that the
ed that a normal cds would be used
the same PP cds as had been applied to the posted items. It was expect
at times would just continue to use
to cancel the stamps on the lower half as usual, but to save time the clerk
the same PP canceller for everything.
r 1913, probably the biggest find ever
The cache found by John is of a significant number all dated in Octobe
from the local PO to District HQ, and
made, and well after the "burning" period. If stolen, then on their way
which "registers" each sheet, shows
then on to Bern.The four-figure number mentioned before, top right,
to be sold for the benefit of all PO
that they were under surveillance. Rather unlikely then, as they were
employees. And difficult to prove. You are exonerated John.
Stuart MacKenzie
THE 1910 1c CROSS/JUNGFRAU - UNUSUAL USE?
India. The card was made(?)
A ppc of Teufen cancelled 3.IX 1924 to Benares - City,
from the 1910 issue. The
by a 'Telegraphiste' in Coire using a single lc value
canceller (Chur?). Did this
stamp was cancelled with the octagonal Telegraph-type
an envelope? Ed.)
card manage to get to India? (We will never know!) (In

T.C.V - timbre cote vue
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Basel letter delivery
It's March 9th 1912 when an unknown collector walks into the
on closer
office and asks for this newspaper wrapper to be cancelled. The wrapper stock.
the
d
behin
drawn
cord
examination turns out to be the 1909 issue with the
post
And the stamps? - the 'current' low values from 2c to 30c available at most
offices.

you get these days for
This item was picked up for a mere pittance, what after all do
less than £3 including postage and packing?
that the
On looking at the Zumstein catalogue what was brought home to me wasted that for
preda
issues
1908 issue dates for the 20c/ 25c/ 30c Helvetia with sword
replacements
the 10c/ 12c/ 15c Helvetia bust issues of 1909. Of course the later were matter of
for the disliked earlier bust issues produced in 1907. There was only a stamps.
months between the issue of these and the long lived Helvetia with sword tia with
ft does strike me as odd that the opportunity wasn't taken to use the Helve
sword design for the replacement stamps.
good to
So what will happen to the newspaper wrapper now? It's a very odd item
er itself and the
display at a meeting and start a discussion. There is the wrapp
stamps to talk about. I intend to use it that way.
p16 in February.
There are at least two 'curious' members in the Society, see
the query. To be correct
A member in Canada rang the Editor to say he had 'cracked'
s. In this case it
crosse
&
s
nought
it is a 'crypt' not a code and is based on
solvable by using
was
It
.
around
et
alphab
been complicated by moving the
had
letter alone
one
h,
Englis
is
ge
langua
frequencies of letters and series. If the
letters
Two
'and',
or
'the'
likely
most
is
has to be the 'a', a group of three
/
on,
so
and
together must be 'at', 'in' or on',
on line 5, both an 'L'
There are two freestanding symbols, one on line 3 and one
one single letter word 'a'.
backWards. Both have a grave accent over them. French has
accent, So it had to be
German does not; Italian does, but does not use the grave
French and I was able to put in all the 'a's.
much pleasure.
The translation to English is: My dear, your dear news gave me
receive it
not
did
I
that
say
must
I
visit
I thank you many times. When on the
I received
and
f
hersel
her
d
invite
I
and
yet. But on Sunday last I was at B'Xell
am waiting for her today.
from the angel that she would come as soon as possible. -I
sent by Lewis Draper
If any member would like to see all five pages of thep fax
the Editor.
from
ies
o
photoc
for
50p
and
then a stamped, addressed envelope
The grid for the card
is not the same as this
so can you decrypt it?

A V> LrLJD )nr-v

An answer is still
needed for the Morse
on p36, May 2006!
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ng was 'New Acquisitions' and what a
Northern Group report: The topic for the February meeti
with some Sitting Helvetia on cover
variety of material was on display. David Whitworth began
ge due for an invalid 25c. to France
including nachnahme, a frontier letter insufficiently paid, posta
a number of airmail covers including items
and a nice 40c. green foreign rate. Dennis Cairns showed
sting covers to Manaos in Brazil and
relating to the sorting of mail on Swedish night flights, two intere
er of 19th-century TPOs including
a wartime airmail to Ecuador. Philip Vaughan showed a numb
ty of items. On show was a display of
maps to indicate the route taken. Tony Hoyle showed a varie
s, postmarks and postcards with a
two sheets on each of the Swiss Cantons illustrated with stamp
ephemera connected with Switzerland
comprehensive write-up. Tony confessed to collecting various
could be related to them. So on display
and proceeded to show them and where possible stamps that
and beer mats showing Swiss castles.
were sugar packets showing Cantonal arms, chocolate wrappers
rhorn and Chinon Castle and invited
He also showed pairs of photographs of scenes such as the Matte
ns of the 2006 Pro Patria issue and the
us to spot the differences ! He also showed large reproductio
a number of items related to the 1941
2005 mobile phone pictures issue. Finally David Hope showed
s related to the League of Nations and
historical definitives showing the variety of uses, some cover
in Geneva as well as censored mail
the International Labour Office and the later United Nations office
war. All in all a very interesting and
sent to the British occupation zone in Germany after the
DH
enjoyable meeting.

Annual Competitions
To be Held at the Next London Meeting
nesday 14

Please note that the next London meeting scheduled for Wed
m in Room B328,
March 2007 will be held in the afternoon starting at 1.30p
Macmillan House, Paddington Station, London W2.

ng, working to
Entries are judged by the popular vote of members present at the meeti
the criteria set out in the Rules below.
minimum of 12 sheets
For both competitions, entries can be accepted from a
to a maximum of 16 sheets.

Helvetia Silver Cup

, air mails, specials, postage dues,
Entries can be of any postage stamps, charity issues
t postal history. Thematic entries
excep
ng
officials, miniature sheets, flown covers, or anythi
philatelic knowledge & study,
are
criteria
g
judgin
The
ry.
are also accepted in this catego
and presentation. The Cup is awarded
importance and special features, condition & rarityfollowi
ng year.
annually, to be returned by the Competition Day the

Moore Trophy

The judging criteria are knowledge &
Entries on any aspect of postal history are accepted.
& rarity and presentation. The Trophy
ion
condit
study of the subject, originality & importance,
the following year.
Day
tition
Compe
the
by
d
is awarded annually, to be returne
e Mistely,
Any member wishing to send a postal entry should forward it to Claud
3QA
CR5
Surrey
&m,
"Beech Dale", 15 Hollymeoak Road, Chipstead, Couls
to arrive NO LATER than Monday 12 March 2007.

of special week-end
From 2008, it is planned to hold the Annual Competitions as part
be published in a
meetings to be held in different parts of the country. Details will
future News Letter.
LES STILES
of the Society
Older members will be saddened by his death. Chairman
collecting to
his
nued
during the 1970s and then Treasurer. He conti
l Stationery
Posta
,
Heads
the end. Keenly interested in Tell Boys, Tell
ure was
pleas
t
recen
A
ls.
and History and, especially, Ambulant cance
t
an
with
e
card
ciell
'Offi
a gift from Kit Jarman in Scotland of an
F P
ambulant cancel.
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M.Rutherfoord

Did You KMAN ?

mentioned last month. "Promopost" is for
THAT I promised to find out more about the PPR label parcels only. Clear? This cheaper rate has
ssed
unaddressed letters only, while" PostPac Promo" is for addre a bit, as non-deliverable (eg change of address)
quite
•
however some traps built in, one of which is costing ROM
at the full rate! Also if the addressee does the unimitems are returned, even if the PO has the new address,
l rate parcels he would have to pay himself.
aginable by refusing the beautiful catalogue, which for norma
th
see and hear, but one item stood out for me;
THAT this 47 Auction went off very well, as far as I couldat only CHF 200.- it went for 2400.-, plus 22%.
new. Starting
the full set of 6 volumes " Miler Record Books" as
ridiculous, but I was not the seller!
is
this
think
I
,
buyer
the
for
That means about 3000
a winner. Firms, institutions, etc. can make an
THAT the Frankieren Post 2004 service has proved to be
at "their" Post Centre, hundreds or thousands of
annual contract so that at any time they can hand in, Fig.1 in dark blue), as mentioned previously here.
addressed covers to be cancelled, sorted and delivered (see had these extremely expensive business highwhich
The cancelling units were bought from the private firms
and cancelling, which could no longer be used when
ssing
addre
ing,
insert
g,
foldin
tech "Paragon" machines for
ing the use of red ink (see Fig.2 in red). Now they are
at the beginning of 2006 the rule was implemented forbid
ard IFS system (see Fig.3 in blue).
being fitted with new cancelling units using the new stand
large quantities of mail, this causes expensive
THAT as the SP is using the "old" cancellers for very
IFS system too (see Fig.4 in black).Note that the
repairs, they have had to start replacing them with the "new"
by the machine number. Large centres can have 3
location is given only by the PLZ "3000", and for specialists
to 4 machines.
by the author Alex Herms of Oberageri on the
THAT an amazing booklet and CD has been published
perforating methods used, to bring clarity at last to a
UPU issue of 1924; he has analysed both printing and
ations in full colour help to establish details clearly.
difficult field of identification. All in German, but large illustr
er 35.-. Order via the Editor please.
The booklet, A5, costs CHF 28.-, and the CD-Rom anoth
in August 2007 at the "Vaduz 07" an updated
THAT the "Ring der Liechtenstein-Sammler is issuing is 40 CHF at the moment, so order from the
cost
booklet on the FL Registration and Valeur labels. The find out new details about Swiss labels via these
to
ble
possi
often
is
It
tly.
direc
z
Vadu
in
ce
Philatelic Servi
booklets from the active collectors of Liechtenstein.
ard, a registered letter in a big envelope (see
THAT as usual new labels have been found, from Eric Lienh
ent had been made by stamps. And from a small
Fig.5). The "1" signifies "Europe" ( 2 is rest of world); paym , the usual parcel label was adjacent.
Fig.6)
packet of 280 g, priority and with required signature (see
1

0
k
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BACKNUMBER BROWSING - THE MYSTERY

Strafporto HANDSTAMP from Bob Meclland

ntly I came across another article that jogged
Browsing through Newsletter back-numbers rece
HNL 2003:45) about a postage due cover
my memory. Martin Mantell wrote a short note (see
abovementioned handstamp which translates
addressed to a bank in Bern. The cover bore the
postage. Apart from being in green ink, the
- somewhat emphatically - as excess or penalty
an official handstamp of the post office. So
style is unusual and almost certainly it was not
no answers forthcoming.
who had used it and why? Thus far, there have been
r at a recent stamp fair - see Figure 1 . What
By pure chance I had acquired a very similar cove
exactly the same pre-printed addressed (but
is immediately apparent is that the two covers are
erische Volksbank, bearing the stationery
not stamped) envelope issued by the Schweiz
reminder from the bank to would-be users
reference (F.M.4030). On the left is a not-so-gentle
nkierte Briefe erfordern die Angabe des
of this gratis envelope: "Absender: Machinenfra
ly confirmed both the translation and
Absenders: P.O. 835". Werner Gattiker has kind
letters with machine-franking must bear the
explanation of this instruction as being "Sender:
relevant Post-Oninung or postal rule.
sender's name and address". P.O. 835 refers to the
Glut:
TicTI:Ou NUN
1

4 g wIBTsCIIAFL

a
postage due covers will have noticed that
Now, it is a curioui thing but any collector of
rs were addressed to banks or other financial
surprisingly high percentage of unfranked cove
on of their financial management provoked a
institutions. One wonders if the strict applicati
perhaps felt like recovering some of their
backlash from their less-enamoured customers who
.
interest charges by not franking mail to the bank
indicating the
rise to the manuscript
gave
In my example, the absence of franking
e its way to Bern-Transit sorting office where,
shortfall in postage payable. The cover then mad
an adhesive pink label PO reference 3201, the
because it was addressed to a PO box, it gained
edge. Such labels instruct the recipient to pay
remains of which can be seen on the left-hand
HNL 2005:76). The post office also applied
the amount due at the post office counter edge (see
-T, before delivering it to the bank's PO box.
the 20c EXPO stamp, cancelled with the open
y that the bank applied its own "Strafporto"
The next stage is guesswork but it seems likel
unts clerk to the post office with the penalty
canceller on receipt before despatching an acco
items. On payment, pink label 3201 was
payment - he probably had a bundle of such
e as proof of payment. All well and good, but
stamped, removed and retained by the post offic
to handstamp? And what purpose could it
why should the bank have made its own Strqfpor
e to the rescue, suggesting that maybe such
have served? Werner Gattiker has again com
bank as accounting vouchers or receipts.
covers needed to be marked and retained by the
P.O. 835: can anyone advise whether the
However, I now have a further question arising from
incurred an additional penalty, on top of
failure to confirm the sender's address should have
wers on a plain postcard to the Editor please
the postage due for the absence of franking? Ans
(and preferably franked).
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John Cordingley

Cover of the Month

This fine illustrated 'commercial' cover with its excellent cancellations was included in
a recent auction sale. I find mail addressed to Switzerland with appropriate receiving
marks not easy to come by. Although it is outside my normal collecting period as far as
date is concerned I thought it was an interesting addition to my general accumulation of
bits and pieces.

LUIDY

S;,1>I7.

• 1..T11'111'

REGI'IAR PVISINGEN A NI) GOODS TPA/NS
1(1 Ali IMAM., OFATINAllONN

With cds for Lundy Island dated 22 April 1891 over appropriate Queen Victoria
stamps, the cover has a Railway Parcel stamp added and tied with an suitable cachet.
This latter stamp was obviously used to cover the EXPRESS letter fee which at that time
must have been 9d. Other covers that I have seen have also had the Parcel stamps used
for this fee. I haven't a copy of the EXPRESS postal rates to check the 9d amount for the
date - have members a copy?
Addressed to Prof. Moriarty in Meiringen there is a very clear red cds for GEAVE
dated 3 May, and on the reverse a cds for NEWHAVEN dated 24 April.
In all quite a delightful item from an unusual posting location: a cover to stimulate
some discussion when displayed. See this cover at the YORK meeting on 12 May!
(continued on page 32.)
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS FOR YOUR NEWSLETTER are required every month: Please don't
think that someone else will do it; this is a newsletter and you can contribute
something, even if only a query or free advert. Remember your research in your
collection can be published here. Auctioneers and dealers will only throw it
away and it will have been wasted. Here a copy is stored in the British Library!

I HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 60 th year No.4 pp 25-32 London Apr 2007

ISSN 0951-0001 I
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KRutherfoord

Swiss Heraldry, Simplified for Philatelists

to interest me in the complexities of gules,
Edythe Rawnsley was an expert in English heraldry and tried hard
I realised that there was much of interest at the
dragons rampant, escutcheons, et al, but to no avail. However,
ry, ie, in the extensive Swiss usage. No
other end, away from the high peaks of English and Scottish Herald
be seen on practically every tram, bus, police
visitor can escape the multitude of flags, badges and arms to
the rear number plate of every private motor
vehicle, railway locomotive, garbage collection monster, and on
flag and accepted arms as well, of course
car, and is proudly told that every one of 3000 villages has its own
away from the little-seen correct trappings of
for every Canton. Clear, colourful heraldry at every bus-stop, far
the noble families.
al heraldry, but more easily understood, as a
Nevertheless there are still the basic rules taken from classic
normal colour terms are used, as well as gold
knowledge of Norman-French is not needed. In the descriptions
on his horse held his shield, on which his
and silver. However, the "horse" rule is mainly kept to. The knight
(what a left-handed prince did is nowhere
arms were shown, with his left arm, his right arm held his lance
figure 1. Therefore any living emblem, for
recorded; he was probably encouraged to take holy orders) see
way as the horse, but towards the "right", as
instance a lion, painted on his shield, was shown facing the same
ic right", because to you and me looking at the
seen by the knight from behind his shield. This is called "herald
men all living creatures pictured have to be
shield directly the lion is facing to the left. As all knights were real
difficult, so when used indicate a so-called
shown as clearly male. Fish and birds, except eagles, are a bit
rland today. The heraldic rule that any colour
peasant's or tradesmen's arms, but are quite acceptable in Switze
beginning, see the arms and flags of the old
was applied only on to a golden or silver base was kept at the
s. As an example, note that on the cantonal
cantons, but fell away under pressure from the rising middle classe
not have yellow or white as a base colour, eg
arms aui living creatures are facing the left, and only a few do
ute stamps to use for this information, in
Ticino. Philatelists are lucky to have the wonderful set of Pro Juvent
full colour.
one-offs, so were certainly in the correct
The actual shields, banners, flags, etc were usually at the time
white paper to represent the various colours to
colours, but printers were soon in trouble with their black ink on
without coordination across borders, so unless
their readers correctly. Some arbitrary rules were introduced,
a Belgian system was accepted by printers,
the description gave the colours confusion reigned. In about 1600
which still applies today, as shown below.

Yellow

White

Gold

Silver

Red

Black

Blue

Green

g blood; Blue = waters of a lake

Hints to help remember this code: Yellow = gold dust; Red = drippin
Green = side of valley on left.

th
s shown here, figure 2, checking against your own
To practice this, try the 18 Cent list of the 13 Old Canton
using any material, cut stone, carved
PJ stamp illustrations. Using this code most arms can be represented
if the detail is not too fine.
wood, cast metal, pastry or even for a chocolate cake decoration,
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Viaerawaiet.

Sir John Chandos, c. 1425. His arms are displayed on his horse as
well as his shield, making him easy to Identify at the tournament.
Figure 1
Figure 2

Heraldry is basic for the study of arms and flags, coins and medallions, seals and other offficial stamps.
from 1918 till
There are many Swiss stamps to illustrate this, to mention only a few; the famous PJ series
local publicthe
arms,
showing
ons
cancellati
1930, and from 1978 to 1981. However there are innumerable
cancels.
rative
ity "Ic cancels, machine slogans and special commemo
All the Cantonal names in figure 2 have been 'latinised'. The last is titled
'Abbatis Cella', which is the old name for Appenzell, the ' Abbots Cell'.
civic
An English writer once said of Swiss heraldry "One striking feature in
ion".
composit
of
ty
simplici
the
is
and cantonal heraldry
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Newsletter and subsequent
AN ANSWER TO A QUERY on p 13 of the February 2006
same year.
the
of
items on page 24 in March & ypage 29 in April
correspondence. It is
same
the
Stuart MacKenzie sent a cop of an entire from
near Liege in Belgium,
omont
Franc
to
a
an entire sent on 27th May 1820 from Genev
'Geneve' straight
the
with
k
struc
is
and seems to be the same handwriting. It
French Entry Office
The
es..:
decim
35
line cancel and a manuscript rate charge of
and the 'T.F.' (Transit
has applied the boxed 'Suisse par Ferney (1st type)
ine 'Frank Ryk/over Dinant
two-l
the
ving
Francais). The letter was forwarded recei
(Flemish) struck on the back.

culty of getting some stamps
Derek Dawson writes to say that after his diffi
s able to carry out the service,
expertised he obtained a list of those specialist people of interest to Swiss
those
and the prices. From the list has been taken
hoped it will help members in
collectors. Although it is in German it is to be
need of such people.
Marchand Jean-Claude, 2, place de la Synagogue, OP 5106, 1211 Geneve 11
hand.ch
Tel.: 022 781 38 12, Fax: 022 781 08 17, E-mail: jcm@philatelie-marc
iz
Prufgebiet: Schwe
, Chemin de la Plantaz 18, 1110 Morges
Pierre
Guinand
021 801 46 07, E-mail: guinandmorges@awaycom.ch
Schweiz 1862- 1907, Portomarken
Hertsch Christoph, Zeughausgasse 24, Postfach, 3011 Bern
031 312 00 55, E-mail: info@briefmarken.ch
Schweiz
Hermann Urs, Militarstrasse 13, Postfach 477, 4410 Liestal
061 921 07 66, E-mail: urshermann@yahoo.de de Helvetia ungezahnt und gezahnt
Schweiz 1850- 1882: Durheim-Ausgaben, Sitzen
Monthey 2 Ville
Berra-GautSchy Remy, Place Centrele 7, Case postale 1494, 1870
024 471 10 35
Loertscher Kurt, Spillgassli 8, 6205 Eich
Schweiz ab Nr. 13 (ohne Dienstmarken)
041 460 30 65, E-mail: kurt.loertscher@bluewin.ch
Schweiz ab 1882 (ohne Flugpost-, Dienst- und Portomarken)

Mindest-Prufgebilhren:

pro Stick
1. Katalogbestimmungen (Klassifizierung): CHF 3.-2. Signaturen: CHF 5.-- pro Marke
3. Befund: ab CHF 25,-4. Kleinattest mit Foto oder Fotokopie: ab CHF 30.-lswert (mind. CHF 50.--)
5. Attest mit Foto oder Fotokopie: 3% vom Hande
ben): CHF 15.-- pro Stuck
Ausga
im
(Durhe
mung
bestim
Typen
und
tein6. Drucks
Handelswert (mind. CHF 50.--)
vom
1%
:
7. Bestatigung fremder Atteste (max. 10 Jahre): 1% vom Handelswert (mind. CHF 30.--)
Jahre)
10
8. Bestatigung eigener Atteste (max.
s Arbeitsaufwand
9. Falschungen und Verfalschungen: Kosten gemas
en.
Minimalgebuhr pro Sendung: CHF 30.-- plus Versandspes
Alle Gutachten erfolgen gemass PrOfordnung
net.
nzeich
geken
n
werde
en
chung
Verfals
Falschungen und
des SBPV vom 30. April 2005.
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London Group Meeting Wednesday 14 March 2007—Annual Competitions
in the members'
This meeting was held in the afternoon to reflect the preference expressed
present in the
usually
not
person
one
although
survey. However, there were only five present
only to hold
decided
was
it
this,
of
view
In
illness.
to
due
es
apologi
his
evenings had sent
evening meetings in the future.
The single entry
There were three postal history entries but only one in the general category.
Issues between
Federal
on
varieties
of
n
selectio
t
for the Helvetia Silver Cup was an excellen
in the judging.
marks
high
d
achieve
which
and
d
presente
well
very
was
which
1938 and 1984
Buildings 20c
Nations
of
League
Highlights included plate flaws and retouches on the 1938
, on the
stamps
on
Exhibiti
l
Nationa
1939
second
and
and 30c values, on values of the first
on the
variety),
r
Hamme
the
on
th
Spider
the
g
(includin
stamp
sary
Anniver
Bern
1941 Bern 750
1955
1954,
the
on
and
stamp
10c
1947 Swiss Railway issue, on the 1953 Postal Coaches
Folk
1984
the
on
print
double
ive
distinct
a
and 1956 Publicity Issues. There was also
stamps
gravure
printed
sier
Courvoi
on
s
scratche
"y"
the
of
n
selectio
a
Customs 45c value and
Slate who was
between 1943 and 1949. The winner of the Helvetia Silver Cup was Derrick
interned in
British
the
on
display
l
beautifu
a
for
also awarded the Moore Postal History Bowl
the camps
on
tion
informa
e
extensiv
was
There
War.
World
Switzerland during the Second
n of
selectio
good
very
a
with photographs that also showed some internees. There was also
OHMS
British
a
of
usage
scarce
a
g
includin
covers with different strikes from various camps
Boudry sent in
envelope from a senior British officer in the Neuchatel camp to a hospice in
had won both
r
membe
a
1916. Fred Pickard pointed out that it was only the third time that
hensive
compre
very
a
with
book
stock
up
runnertrophies in the same year. Fred won the
g
depictin
shown
were
1971
to
1886
from
Entires
.
System
hme
display on the Nachna
Vicefrom
was
entry
third
different styles and rates as well as some of the labels. The
view cards of the
Chairman Eric Lienhard on the 1914 Swiss National Exhibition. There were
cards promoting
rks,
postma
special
the
ry,
statione
of
range
wide
a
site,
overall exhibition
exhibits. As the
show
the
of
Swiss industry, and labels publicising the exhibition and some
his prerogative
d
exercise
n
Chairma
the
p,
runner-u
marking for this entry was very close to the
prize.
extra
an
as
Eric
to
and awarded a stock book
that it would
Possible subjects for the next season's meetings were reviewed. It was hoped
and April
March
in
and
2007
er
Novemb
and
still be possible to have four meetings in October
,
Pickard
Fred
and
d
Lienhar
Eric
by
led
ry
statione
postal
on
be
2008. October would
and
pairs
ce
interspa
and
nt
se-tena
he,
November, the letters X, Y and Z, Mardi 2008 tete-bec
one of a number
the April meeting "Odds and Ends". The next Annual Competition would be
be determined
to
venue
a
at
2008
in
nd
Week-e
l
Nationa
special
a
at
d
arrange
be
of events to
CPM
by the Committee.
M.Rutherfoord

Swiss Music

A thematic list of all Swiss stamps post cards and cancellations
for Musicians and Musical Instruments, I have not done, but
coming across the adjacent illustration in "Die Post" of 1987 by
Arthur Wyss (page 223) I thought it time I did something.
In the 19th Century the horn or bugle was the main form of military communication; the "Charge of the Light Brigade" comes to
mind. Direct speech could not penetrate the noise of battle, but
the bugle could, so it was natural that the Swiss Posts should
also adopt this form of signalling to give the seven main instructions needed by the Post Coaches in their daily routine in 1850.
And this could be heard by all along the route too.
To become a Postillion reading and writing was not a condition,
but playing the posthom was, which he had to provide. The red
white cords and the music notes were however provided by the
Post Office, also for entertainment it seems.
Of the numerous stamps with a posthom only two are shown
here: Figure 1 of the 1949 Postal Centenary uses the Posthom
for the 5c value (Z 291). Figure 2 for the red 20c of 1960 (Z 358)
one of the most used Swiss stamps, 718 million printed.
Since probably the introduction of the motor Postal Coaches the
old usage fell away and a new note took over, still most popular,
the unforgetable "Ta tu ta ta". Which of the seven signals was
the origin of this simplification? Answers to your Editor please.

...„
—

,
.1AellW

HELVETIA

"

Posthoro-Dienstsignale
Signaux de service pour cor postal
Abping eine, joke Post
Depart de chaque diligence

,

Ankunft ricer Dienstpost
Arrivec crime diligentx de service
A nkunft doer Extrapost
p
Arrivec crane course s cciale

Zahl doe Wagon
Nombre de voiturcs

Zuni Ausweichen
Pour demander le passage

Postilions-Ref
Appel du postilion
Anzahl der Pier&
Nombre de chevaus

1550

Segnali di servizio per come postale
Service signals for post horn
Partenza di ogni diligenza
Departure of the mail-coach

Arrivo di ens diligenza di servizin
Arriv-al of the mail-coach
Arrive di una corsa specialc
Arrival of an cora mail-coach

Numero di corm,.
Number of coaches

Per chiedere via libera
Caution!
ikkilla MO del postiglione

Postilions call

Numero di cavalli
Number of horses
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of Tony Hoyle's display at the March
Northern Group report: ' Why I like Zermatt' was the title
y. 29 out of 38 peaks
meeting. He gave several reasons for his choice. Firstly there was the scener
there is the Matterhorn,
over 4000m in Switzerland are in the Zermatt and Saas Fee area. Again
tt developing over the last
perhaps the most famous mountain ? Secondly there was the history: Zerma
gh there has been new
200 years from a small, poor community. Then there was Zermatt itself. Althou
out that descendents
d
building it is in keeping with the natural style. There are no cars. Tony pointe
influence. Only the Seiler
of the original 20 families, who bought their freedom in 1618, have great
ort with the Brig-Zermatt
hotel family had been allowed to join them. Again there was the transp
Klein Matterhorn cable
railway and the Gornergrat railway (his favourite one). Also here is the
d by transport. Finally
railway reaching to a point just under 13,000ft - the highest that can be reache
and a variety of other
there was the philatelic side with stamps, postal stationery cards, TPOs
In particular the section on
cancellations. All these points were illustrated with a wealth of material.
cancels and two examples
the Gornergrat railway used postcards, metermarks, special cancels, station
at Riffelalp and Riffelberg
of the straightline handstamps in use 1898-99. The intermediate stations
horn Tony showed stamps,
were illustrated with postcards and cancellations. Regarding the Matter
g 'stamps', postcards,
soldier stamps, postal stationery cards, two essays, poster stamps, bulk postin
of postcards and photos
cancellations and his own photos. Zermatt itself was illustrated with a range
there. Finally there was a
showing hotels and street scenes and a wide range of postmarks used
various TPO strikes along
section on the Brig-Zermatt railway showing station cancels on the route,
Colman, for another
with postcards, covers and photos. Tony was thanked by Chairman, David
outstanding display which was enjoyed by all present.
DH
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Norton Wragg
at the Wheatlands
A reminder to anyone who hasn't yet booked for the Societthy's meeting
30
Hotel, 75-85 Scarcroft Rd, York, Y024 1BD on Saturday 12 May at 10 am. Please return
g, 10 Manor
the form enclosed with March's Newsletter to the Treasurer Mr N Wrag
If you wish to
Crescent, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 2EN together with a cheque for £10.
) We
stay for the weekend in York please contact the hotel direct (Telephone 01904 654318
when booking.
have some rooms allocated to us for the weekend please mention the society
sales table run by Ian
There are 2 displays, an auction (bring up to 15 lots on the day) and a
for display during the day.
Gilchrist. If possible we would like members to bring up to 16 sheets

Annual Meeting 12 May 2007

Auction' at the York meeting
Members intending to bring items for the 'Instant
hoadley@btinternet.com requesting
on 12th May should send an 'email' to: fred •
, please bring a maximum
a copy of the 'Vendor Form'. For those without email
of 15 lots and complete the form on the day.

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
the evening on
A reminder thatththe final meeting of the 200617 Season will be held in ton Station at the
Padding
House,
lan
Macmil
328,
B
Room
in
2007
Wednesday 11 April
always
usual time of 6.30pm. This will be the annual "Odds and Ends" evening which is
popular and often attracts unusual displays.

I. G. STAMPS
Please visit my Web site:
•
•
•
•
•

SWITZERLAND

hftp://www.igstamps.com

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
will send you a
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me. I
printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

E Mail admin igstamps.com
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m.Rutherfoord

Did You Know ?

in their postal
THAT at last I think I have found the definitive proof that the SP has no interest in using stamps
1 for old
figure
see
,
previously
than
style
larger
a
in
code
EAN
the
operations. One of the latest sheetlets has
me off.
set
This
stamps.
self-stick
for
reserved
be
may
which
but
version,
latest
the
for
minute style and figure 2
to allow
design,
the
If stamps were postally useful, then each would have to carry a minute code, in some part of
for electronic checking of validity.
prevent misuse,
THAT following the SP principle that all postal items should have a 2-D matrix code shown, to
the 1911-style
replace
will
These
below.
figures
see
the PP bulk-mailed covers are appearing in the new format,
is a secret.
examples
colourful
exotic
more
the
handle
to
intends
SP
plain "PP and place" marks, but how the
on, and
identificati
customer
theXfor
is
number
8-digit
The
final.
or
complete
d
The 6 versions cannot be considere
Printed
"A".
d
is certainly part of the 2-D matrix. The usual rule is that all postal items are "B" unless designate
with only a
mainly in black, but light blue is used, and no doubt others will follow. My examples are in German,
few in French. Italian I am about to pursue.
followed by
THAT Fig. 3: I have seen only twice so is perhaps already out of favour. Fig. 4: is most popular,
are only
others
The
mm.
16
x
32
box
the
with
larger
is
Fig.7
"B".
as
Fig.5. The next three are strangely noted
space.
this
watch
and
,
variations
for
by
Stand
mm.
25 x 13 mm, with Fig.3 45 x 7.5
registered letter
THAT when I first saw figure 9 I could only speculate what the "S" after "R" stood for, and this
interest our
might
thought
he
which
items
2
found
was not dated by any sort of cancel. Then Giovanni Balimann
one for
and
(Suisse)
Inland
for
one
labels,
d
Registere
2
are
there
Members, with figure 10 giving the answer, as
repair
the
to
back
sent
soon
was
11,
figure
item,
second
His
.
previously
noted
Foreign addresses with "CH", as
crown.
wn
upside-do
y
completel
a
n,
shop in Geneve, very uncommo
they cooperate
THAT officially the SP have stated that yellow will remain the colour of tourist buses, but that as
used.
be
will
van
ted
white-pain
a
s
with different firms to move parcels around Switzerland sometime
lingua franca
THAT the SP have had to bow to parliamentary wishes and will reduce the use of English as the
have
curiosities
real
some
where
staff
for
g
advertisin
when
ly
particular
areas,
between the various language
been created.
*
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MING
"ANOTHER ODD ITEM" - USA TAXING OF INCO

MAIL

April 2007
from Bob Medland

of an item in his article about a
John Cordingley presented us with another 'teaser'
incurred tax on receipt (HNL
1938 cover sent from Switzerland to the USA that
with a comprehensive answer
2006:76). In the next issue, Peter Allen provided us
ents (HNL 2006:88). A recent
regarding the sender of the mail and its likely cont
in the jigsaw. The item is a
internet auction item has provided us with another piece
this time to Boston, Mass., USA
1936 registered cover that again was sent to the USA correct postage and was clearly
- see Figure 1. It was franked with (presumably) the
boxed customs stamp "Passed
marked for customs purposes. The cover received a US
Cordingley's item) and it duly
Free" (similar to the New York cachet applied to John
was taxed the sum of 10c. This
cleared USA customs. So far so good - but the recipient
provides an explanation for the
is explained by the additional cachet which hopefully
tax payable on the earlier item:

Foreign Letter Package
COLLECT 10 CENTS
for Customs Clearance.
Postage due stamps to
be affixed and canceled
Figure 1.

34ty
Q

E K ns

Xall 7

10 Clgiug
4
taika

Cover of the Month - an explanation

John Cordingley

more appropriate than to include
Well, this is the April edition of the Newsletter, so what
they?
a 'spoof cover. Members can't have been taken in - can
miles off the coast of North
Post from Lundy Island, that granite mass just over 11
vend philatelic and that which is
Devon, does exist, but not in this form. Much is very
not commands a good price.
of a tunnel portal on the GLR
The illustration on the cover purporting to be a scene
it. Lundy did have a short
(Great Lundy Railways) looks familiar but I can not place
quarry tramway but nothing this grand!
a work
This cover is one of Gerald King's creations and is more
were
ps
stam
ria
Victo
n
of art than anything else. No Quee
the
produced for the Island but Gerald has cleverly modified sh
Briti
many
Queen Victoria stamp design that was used by
dependencies.
ion but
The Railway Parcel stamp is something of his own creat
d.
uses design features typical of the perio
The back of the envelope has the illustrated cachet!
lk and has been a collector for
Gerald King is a philatelic artist and now lives in Suffo
in Wonderland are possibly his best
over 50 years. His covers for Lundy Island and Alice
of humour with both George
known creations. But-many other items display his sense
been produced - all different.
Bush and Tony Blair in his sights. Over 500 items have
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB

UDC 656.835 (494)
ISSN 0951-0001
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Z 660: Fake, Forgery or Artist's Licence ?

M.Rutherfoord

member of what
In 1481 Fribourg joined "The Confederates of the Old League of Upper Germany" as the ninth
er 1981,
Septemb
of
third
the
on
stamp
40c
a
we now call Switzerland. To commemorate this the PTT issued
seal of
official
old
the
show
to
portends
which
Card,
No. Z 660, see below, and enlarged on a PTT Maximum
the Medieval City of Friburg.
Civium Friburgensium +"
However when checking the exact text round the edge of the seal, "Sigillum Maiusseal
made in 1483, when
a
(Great Seal of the City of Friburg), I discovered that this text is actually part of
inner part showing
the
Next
2.
figure
see
,
Friburg attained a higher state of direct suzerainity from the Emperor
ably from an
unmistak
taken
is
c.1157)
in
city
the
the Fortress and the Zahringer Eagle (the Zahringer founded
years!
258
of
earlier seal made in 1225, see figure 1. A difference

is a simpification of the
To complete the story, figure 3 shows the 1977 Pro Patria "RCM" cancellation, which
the fortress, which
below
loop
curious
a
show
views
4
All
clearer.
1483 seal and shows the inner details much
city.
old
the
enclosing
probably represents the loop in the river Saane

Figure 3
The artist Ernest Witzig of Lausanne did a neat job of the ingenious combination, but was he cheating, or was he
encouraged by the PTT?
th
ISSN 0951-0001 I
I HET ,V PHIL SOC NEWSL 60 year No.5 pp 33-40 London May 2007
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The Wessex Group assembled at the Clovelly Hotel for it's midwinter
th
meeting on Saturday 24 Feb '07
the
Our main display was given by Martin Mantel! with his history of
Zeppelin Airships from it's earliest thoughts to the tragic end of the
Hindenberg in May 1937, bringing construction to a virtual halt.
It was in 1874 that Count von Zeppelin first wondered how man could
use the air for transport but it was not until some 24years later in 1898
on
that construction of LZ1 finally commenced and then two years later
by
the 2/7/1900 it made it's maiden flight. This flight,financed entirely
the Count himself,lasted just 20 minutes.
In 1905/06 Hugo Eckner was employed by Count von Zeppelin in
producing bigger and more advanced Airships.
In July 1908 the LZ4 made a 12h flight over Switzerland creating
aviation history,this being the longest flight to date.
ts,
Martin told many interesting anecdotes concerning these early fligh
flight
how Airships lost their way and ended up in farmyards,to the Polar
ent
on 24/7/1931. Before this the LZ127, named after von Zeppelintw
ns;it
around the world and was greeted by large crowds at all destinatio
ng
was said that in Tokyo up to 4.5 million people awaited it's arrival,alo
with the Emperor.
Trial flights to Brazil from Friedrickshafen began on the 29/8/1931
in
crossing the S. Atlantic. Full scale S. Atlantic mail service began
1934 via The Gambia tin co-operation with Lufthansa.
osed to
March 1936 saw the unveiling of the Hindenberg which was supp
have been named after the Fiihfer himsel especially as the Nazi party
the
had contributed a large sum towards its building. Eckner had to flee
n to
country and only after the people protested was he allowed to retur
tic
Germany without fear of arrest. The Hindenberg cruised the N. Atlan
was
route at some 85 m.p.h.but when the weather was bad in winter it
switched to the S. Atlantic run.
better
Claude Mistely, in giving a vote of thanks,said he had never seen a
display of this material anywhere and complimented Martin for the
manner in which he delivered and his knowledge of the subject.
POST SECOND WORLD WAR CENSORSHIP OF MAIL
AND
ENTERING AUSTRIA AND GERMANY FROM SWITZERL

Peter Vonwiller.

a number of replies from
The short article (Page 3 January 2007 Newsletter) brought forth
st to many members since,
members both in the UK and abroad. It is obviously a subject of intere
in a variety of collections of
apart from it being a subject in itself, examples are to be found
covers and cards.
that censorship in certain
My article cited examples from the summer of 1946. However it seems
areas of the Occupied countries continued right through to 1953!
in Occupied Austria 1945
Richard Krueger's book in English entitled "Censorship of Civil Mails
detail. Written in German,
— 1953" apparently covers each of the Zones of Occupation in great
zten Deutschland nach dem H
Karl-Heinz Riemer's book" Die Postzensur der Allierten in Beset
er 1947.
Weltkrieg" indicates Postal Censorship in Germany through to Octob
ul to all who contacted me, is
All the correspondence generated to date, and I am most gratef
red Mail than I am. He will be
being passed on to Henry Towers who is "far more into" Censo
in this particular subject.
delighted to hear, via our Editor, from any further members interested
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ANNUAL MEETING AT YORK 12th May 2007 - FINAL REMINDER
Hon. Treasurer know
For anyone interested in attending then please let the
April Newsletters.
as soon as possible. Full details are in the March and
r in Canada offers
PFARRAMT BASSERDORF query on p8 January 2007 - Lewis Drape
thoughts?
the translation of this to mean "Parish Office", Any other
p
ng a copy of,the Standing Helvetia No. 73d that is
Kit Jarman re orts findi
1
3
your copies.
perforated 11 4 x 11 4. It is postmarked Tramelan 5.X.99. Check
s of the following:
Bob Kerr of Leicestershire is keen to extend his collection
cels as cutouts;
K-can
use);
rcial
K-cancels on cover (preferably genuine comme
rcial airmail
Comme
ts;
cutou
also
Station box cancels, especially on cover,
rates.
covers featuring interesting destinations and
have any suggestions?
He has exhausted the obvious sources in GB. Does anyone
You can ring him on 01 509 26 67 14.
ed horseman, then
If any reader has a complete sheet of Z 358, the 20c mount
looking for anything
Mrs R M Ragg would like to hear from you. She is still
common stamp. Ring
unusual, covers, cancellations or other uses of this very
on 01 386 43 82 76 or write via the Hon. Secretary.

Francois Fournier (1846 1917) set out to produce
reproductions of classical
stamps which he registered
under the description of
were
'facsimile' These
and
such
as
sold
y
openl
received recognition at the
International Exhibitions in

Marseille (1896) and Lyon (1898). Problems arose
when Fournier's signature mark applied to the back
of items was removed and the results claimed to be
originals. When these were traced back to Fournier
these 'counterfeits' resulted in his being refused
advertising in stamp journals. As a result in 1910
Fournier published a bilingual (German/French)
sales journal called 'Le Facsimile', printed in an
edition of 25 000 copies.
24 issues were produced with the last in 1913.
journal.
The Registered cover illustrated advertises Fournier and his 'Le Fac-Simile'on 8
Sent from GENEVE on 7 December 1910 it was received in BORDEAUX
ed 20g to
December. Presumably containing 'facsimiles' the envelope must have weigh
tier 40c).
40g judging from the postage of 65c (Registered fee 25c, foreign letter 2nd y (Zu118)!
Tellbo
3c
Of note are the stamps: 35c Helvetia with sword and a block of 10
Seems to me to be a genuine commercial envelope and not philatelic.
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odd
Further to the 'BISECTS' query on pps 64 & 77 in 2005's Newsletter this
item has turned up in the file:

Stuart MacKenzie.
BISECTS IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION
A P.P.C. from Denhage to Ulrich dated 31 .VII 51 showing a 20 cent
definitive 'Bisected' making up the 12 cents. Evidently the Dutch
P.O. have noted and endorsed the T20. On arrival a 40c postage due
is affixed for double deficiency:

Spotted in the 'Philatelic Literature Review' of the American Philatelic
in the Society Library.
Research Library - www.StampLibrary.org and a copy
&
In their revised edition of 'Undercover Addresses of World War II', C R
A M Entwistle have more than doubled the number of addresses, now in excess
of 340, for more than 25 countries. This work covers mailing addresses
the
ranging from the box numbers for the Manhattan Project to addresses in
powers
Axis
the
between
ation
communic
d
permitte
that
Netherlands and Portugal
and the Allies during the War (2006, 3rd edition, 48 pp., card covers.
14GBP)
Chavril Press, Bloomfield, Perth Road, Abernethy, PERTH, PH2 9LW, about
Relations of Italy in the 1800s, Italy - Switzerland'
al
by Vito Salierno. The book covers rates, postal conventions and bilater
for
es"
procedur
"usual
ed
uncodifi
s
sometime
the
as
agreements, as welJ
mail
handling the exchange of mail. This is followed by an annotated list of
from the philatelic period with descriptions for every letter giving routings
postmarks and rates. Although incomplete, the list provides a statistical
the
view of mail volume between each Italian State and Switzerland. Some of
(2006,
colour
in
ed
important letters and postal documents have been reproduc
Switzerland,
204 pp. including 36 colour plates, a reproduction 19thC map of
(Modena)
Vignola
softbound, G32 from Vaccari.s.r.1., Via M Buonarroti 46, 41058
cari.it
Italy. Phone: +39-059-76 41 06 Fax: +39-059-76 01 57 e-mail: info@vac
Website: www.PhilatelicBookshop.com

, 'Postal

Or try Vera Trinder of course - good luck!
More items are needed for YOUR Newsletter. It is a great help if you write them
edge
on a computer. Use a typeface such as Times Roman. Leave the right-hand
in
words
break
to
unjustified - it helps the 'word spacing' and you do not need
not
Do
pages.
• the wrong place. Type to 17cm wide then it can go on rh or lh

trust the 'spell check', read it again/the next day, twice! If it will fit on
one page then leave space at the top for the page heading. Indent paragraphs
rather than leave spaces between. If you can not fit text round figures then
put the figures all together, as in the DYR page. Small items are needed to fill
spaces after longer items. Wants or Sales for members are FREE. Figures of
covers should be reduced and have a line around showing the size, otherwise
it is an address and stamp 'floating' on the page. Reduce the Editor's 'workload'.
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e
A Page from the Collection of Stuart R MacKenzi

THE BERN BULGE POSTMARK
E BULGE'
Although not as popular as its sister 'The GENEVer.
The
postmark, the BERN BULGE postmark, is much earli
the
use of this type of mark was a method to combine bothtion.
cancel and the 'PD or PP' to be applied in one opera
be
Unlike the 'GENEVE BULGE' the BERN PP is not known to
used with the PP erased.
E
Both entire letters below show the use of the BERN10BULG
Rp.
anda
r
datestampto cancel a stampless entire lette
value on entire letter - 1849-50.

p
collection that would
Do you have an interesting age in your
ct of Swiss
help other members to understand some obscure aspe
Philately - in all its branches1
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and Competitions. In the
Northern Group report: The season came to an end with the AGM
successful season
absence of the Chairman the Secretary took the chair. He said it had been another
the depth of their
with an average attendance of 8.5 members. Once again members had shown
next season is in
collections. The chairman next season will be Dennis Cairns. The programme for
preparation with the first meeting taking place on 15 September.
regulars there
The formal business over the competitions took place. Despite the absence of several
ilatelic sections
was a number of entries in the postal history, postal stationery, thematic and aeroph
was awarded to
with the winners joining the philatelic section entry. After judging ,the Highsted Cup
going to Norton
David Hope for his thematic entry on 'The Jungfrau Railway' with the Moore Bowl
Wragg for his entry 'Postcards from Switzerland'.
We wish all members an enjoyable summer and hope to see some of you at the York
May.
Ms •

I 1I

Meeting on 12th

/I

London Group Meeting, Wednesday 1 i

th

April 2007, "Odds and Ends"

ing and
Although the attendance was small, there was the usual wide range of interest
covers,
d
censore
War
World
First
of
n
selectio
a
showed
Slate
unusual items. Derek
Britain to
photographs and descriptive material covering Prisoner of War mail sent from Great
to
moved
then
1915
in
y
Kingswa
in
worked
or via Switzerland. The British censors first
iate
appropr
on
shown
was
d
employe
labels
censor
of
range
The
Strand House in 1916.
Bern and to
covers. There was correspondence to the Prisoner of War Assistance Office in
r of war
prisone
German
a
to
letter
a
and
y
British internees in Switzerland and German
some
with
d
conclude
display
The
23.
Post
Field
Swiss
transferred to Switzerland sent through
French and
from
mail
internee
and,
Switzerl
in
war
of
s
prisoner
British
from
ndence
correspo
Chairman
German prisoners and an example of a Swiss Red Cross internment cover. The
shown
haus"
"Bundes
(the
Bern
in
Palace
Federal
Swiss
the
to
had obtained material relating
a
show
to
had
already
he
items
few
a
added
and
stamp)
20c
Festival
l
Nationa
on the 1943
The
n.
collectio
c
themati
future
a
to
selection of postmarks and covers as a preliminary
and 1909,
Federal Palace had its own post office which opened in 1899. Items posted in 1903
was
There
shown.
were
label,
aus
Bundesh
special
the
with
e
envelop
d
registere
the latter, a
bag
ic
diplomat
the
through
also a postcard sent in 1943 from the Swiss Legation in Rumania
an
covers,
orative
commem
Some
.
Geneva
to
to the Federal Palace then posted from there
set
the
and
cards
pictorial
1991,
in
k
postmar
pictorial
new
the
of
use
example of the First Day
ed the
of 1918 National Festival cards depicting murals inside the Federal Palace conclud
coffin
and
bicycles
on
taxes
to
mlating
display.. Fred Pickard showed same revenue materiat
esive
self-adh
pictorial
with
booklets
Post
Swiss
modem
the
of
disposal (I) plus a selection
ings with a
stamps. The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, concluded the evening's proceed
of Swiss
series
e
attractiv
most
a
by
aided
lesson on Swiss history between 1307 and 1792
a short
and
,
seen
sly
previou
had
present
others
the
of
history postcards, which none
d
renowne
the
in
items
of
tions
reproduc
some
including
ks
postmar
blade
razor
presentation on
the
on
ks
postmar
with
ed
assembl
Roger Heath collection. He finished with a "24 hour Clock"
last meeting
10c value of the Cross and Figure issue. Everyone present agreed that this, the
season is
new
the
of
meeting
first
The
le.
enjoyab
most
been
had
of the 200617 season
CPM
planned for October 2007.
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Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
you a
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me. I will send
printed copy of your collecting interests.
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M.Rutherfoord

n I had a most interesting conversation with
THAT during lunch at the recent AGM of the Ganzsachen-Verei
s Razor Blade cds. This lead to the old
collect
he
Hans Graf, a specialist for old German date cancellers, and
German cds, the rare "Horseshoe".
earlier
an
was
there
Elzevir cancels made by Wier in 1866, when he said
by Friedrich Spalink, 4th edition 1992, from which
He then sent me many pages from the book on them written
for solving the time-consuming problem of
figures 1 to 4 are taken. Julius Klaucke had the idea in 1864
only, a band carrying all the hour settings, which
changing the time-setting every hour, by using for this feature
exists of the exact details of how this was done,
could easily be moved and set at the correct value. No record
a cds impression on a letter from Germany, or
so the sketches (Figs. 1 to 3) are surmises. Did GUller see such
all the previous separate inserts for each year,
have it explained to him, which gave him the idea of replacing
ever know who had the first idea?
month, date and time by his wheels for every feature. Will we
excellent 5-frame exhibit on WW II mail, to or from
THAT our Member Charles LaBlonde received Gold for his
l in Canton Basel-Land.
Denmark, at the recent well-attended BALABRA held near Liesta
ally every auction to be seen in full colour on the
THAT it is now common-place to have all details of practic
further by introducing bidding also. Who will
www Internet, but Corinphila in Zurich have just gone a step
follow?
been pictured on a Swiss stamp issued on the
THAT Roger Federer of Basel, well-known to tennis fans, has
r. He is shown holding his favourite Cup, that of
10.4.07, as the first living person to have had this honou
South Africa, from where his mother comes. See
Wimbledon. Also taking part in his phenomenal success is
s on stamps, if they are few and far between
fig ure five. I have no reservations about showing living person
and non-political.
Swiss postal cheque operations, in that the fee for
THAT one of the oldest, and unique in the world, features of
r of the money, is being studied by the Federal
counter inpayment is paid by the recipient and not the sende
ts to registered charities. Electronic payment is
Price Controller, and is likely to fall, except for small amoun
more up-to-date.
an unspecified number of mint sheets and part
THAT Lot 219 of the recent Schwarzenbach Auction was for
of viewing I spent several hours trying to analyse
sheets of oldish Swiss perforated stamps. During the 2 days
sheets-. The reason?--To-answer the questions
the mainly never-seen-before dozens-and dozens of unsorted
peculiar arrangements of the perforation holes
ing
raised by Members in the Newsletters of 1997 and 98 regard
I am nearly there! If you have such queer corners,
in the margins, and specifically at corners. Have patience,
photocopies, via our Editor, they might well be
or full or half sheets with margins, I would be very glad to have
a missing link, in a complex chain.
" 2/2007. For instance the pair of stamps for the
THAT there is quite lot of interesting info in the latest "Focus
I will understand when I have them in my hand.
Centenary of the Postal Museum, something quite new, which
For innovation, the Swiss Philatelic Service takes a lot to beat.
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Download-

news from the internet

May 20,07

Bob Medland hirundo@dsl.pipex.com

some of the perils of buying
Swiss Postal Agencies in Italy. Previously I have written about
if you have the time to
through Internet auction but nonetheless there are bargains to be found
a couple of pounds. Figure
look hard enough, such as this item which came with a lot costing just
(AW Group 166/18) DOMO
I shows a blue 10c cancelled by a very scarce straight-line canceller
s, i.e. a Swiss Postal Agency
DILIGS. SUISSES. - an abbreviation for Domodossola Diligences Suisse
y on the subject — I am
in Italy. Members of Wessex Group may have seen my developing displa
very keen to acquire further examples.

•

•

•

Recently I acquired a small lot
The Hunt for the One Centime Postage Due (continued).
stamps I was surprised to
of postage dues through an internet auction. On sorting through the
`razorblade' cancellers
find a lc (z.P15GaK) that had been cancelled by one of the three St Gallen
the stamp is a Ga printing
— see Figure 2. Unfortunately the year is missing from the cancel but
cancel that I have seen on a
which dates from 1897-99. This is the first example of a razorblade
ad's original articles on the
postage due stamp and such use is not mentioned in Mavis Bidme
examples?
subject — see Newsletter 1991(49-52, 65-67). Does anyone else have
via the Internet, a cover posted
Postage Due labels. Figure 3 shows another recent acquisition
th
ge due treatment. Firstly the
in Great Britain on 1 I April 1983 that displays interesting posta
Basel 2 post office the
Royal Mail indicated the 5p shortfall within a 'T grid. On arrival at 4052
Swiss centimes) and struck
cover was noted with a manuscript -.70 (being the amount payable in
returned (re-directed) so the
with a red T-handstamp (pre-set at 70c). However, the letter was
'Ungultig' handstamp. The
taxation collectible was therefore rescinded for the time being by the
guessing the next part of the
letter was then forwarded to 4020 Basel 20 post office — and I am
before it was delivered.
proceedings. A yellow, adhesive label was attached to the cover
to report to the post office
Presumably the tear-off part of the label advised the addressee
Th
confirmed by the 70c stamp
counter by 27 April to pay the amount due. This was done,
part of the yellow form was
cancelled with a 'T-outline' handstamp. Alternatively the detachable
Can anyone confirm which
sent on its own, advising the addressee to come and collect the item.
it appears to be a modern
procedure was used? I have not seen this type of label before but
5 regarding 'type 3201'
version of those intended for PO Box addresses — see Newsletter 2005:7
are shown in the book
labels. As mentioned in the editor's footnote to that article, those labels
on the latest cover.
of Swiss postal labels by Guignard and Vuille but not the yellow label

Sendels
!lak
ensures
untinai;A'e,

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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NEW EDITOR FOR YOUR NEWSLETTER
for
From the moment that you read this there is a New Editoraddre
ss
l
posta
his
and
horn
YOUR Newsletter. He is Richard Donit
ws:
follo
as
is
ty)
Socie
(we are members of a Philatelic
10 Park Drive, FELPHAM, P022 7RD
page
His name and other details will be in the heading of this
ence
spond
corre
all
send
e
pleas
so
July,
,
from the next issue
to any
for the Newsletter to him. Also remember that if you write
addressed
ed,
stamp
Society and require a reply, then a
officer of the
p
envelope kee s down the costs of the Society.
else that a
Keep on sending in articles, queries and everything
p
ast with the
__good Newsletter needs_ _You T have _done the_
etter
strange and the erudite that have made editing YOUR Newsl
post,
interesting during the time I have held this Honorary
over to
The first Editor was our Founder Edward H Spiro.He handed
ley
Rawns
J
E
Mrs
.
issue
1958
ry
a Mr P W Stratton after the Janua
post
the
held
and
1959,
March
in
r
stepped in as Temporary Edito
tary,
until December 1985 as well as the Honorary posts of Secre became
I
.
tary
Secre
amme
Progr
and
rship
and Librarian with Membe
still
Editor with the January 1987 issue never thinking I would
be here in 2007 "in post"!
and will be
The Proofreader and I are now off on 'gardening leave' 1811
that
from
e
entir
an
of
nts
conte
doing some research on the
has vinous promise.,

W

hold.
e are now closed, but as the Office Cat has grabbed the telephone, please
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the French film 50 years ago
La Ronde continu if the Editor remembers the name of
there was an item
On the front of the February issue of the Newsletter in 2002
Read on . . .
Stone:
Harlan
by
Letter
about 'A Not So Up-Front Swiss Folded
pll, May 2007.
A Cover Misdescribed Again by Harlan F Stone, CPhH' in 'Tell'
ned "A Not So Upcontai
1Tell' readers will recall that the November 2000 issue
had passed as a
that
front
Front Swiss Folded Letter', my account of a rebacked
since a nowever
ations
complete cover through auctions, exhibits and public
in 1989, de6,
ry
Februa
retired Swiss expert had issued a certificate dated
ded this cover's
conclu
I
ion".
scribing it-as "a folded letter ... in good condit
turns up
front
this
guise
biography with the words "We now wait to see in what
next". Here's the first sequel.
bidder in a Swiss
After I refused to accept the cover in 1999 as the successful
tor who
collec
h
Spanis
a
idder,
auction, the auctioneer sold it to the underb
history.
postal
Swiss
of
t
exhibi
medal
included it in his international large gold
one of
ber,
Septem
last
rland
Switze
in
At the NAHA Baden 2006 national exhibition
sful
succes
my
as
price
same
the
for
cover
the Swiss dealers offered me the same
a
only
was
it
see
could
he
so
cover
the
opened
bid. After declining the offer, I
re-backed front.
ry 1-3 in Luzern,
When I received the catalogs for the Willi auction on Februa
in the color photo
there again was the same cover from Fieurier to Canton, China,
ls and Sitting
for lot No. 2289, with its spectacular mixed franking of Strube
Helvetias.
he told me the
When I pointed out the history of lot No. 2289 to Rolf R811i,
icate" I was
certif
cover had come from "a very late supplier with the (1989)
he said he did
g,
catalo
the
familiar with. In the rush to include the cover in
printed dewas
g
catalo
the
not remember the history I had reconstructed until
bid as the
sful
succes
my
ing
scribing the front as a complete cover and repeat
said.
he
"
cover,
the
aw
starting price. "We did of course decide to withdr
next.
up
turns
We now wait to see in what guise this front

(or were going
If you are at all interested in Trains and are in Switzerland
fahrten
lebnis
.ch/er
ilaway
elsewhere) then go to this web site first: www.ra
with the 125th
These sites are listed in the leaflet issued in conjunction
st.
intere
Anniversary of the Gotthard railway and can no doubt be of
and
h
eum.c
www.bahn-treff.ch www.verkehrhaus.ch www.froeschemus
other members then
to
st
intere
of
ng
anythi
find
you
If
www.sbhistoric,ch
an article when
better
let the Editor of the Newsletter have a copy, or even
you return!
on of Newton Abbot.
NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr John Atkins
2007 contains some
The latest issue of 'Fakes Forgeries Experts' No. 10 March
Flown Covers; Are
not
interesting articles: How to discern Flown covers from
information and
More
your stamps Genuine'; Expertised, but still not right.
how to order a copy are online at: www.ffejournal.com
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John Cordingley

Emergency Cancellation

Pierre Guinand in his excellent 1990 'Catalogue of Replacement Cancels' provides the
authoritative guide on this subject. Markings all have rectangular frames with rounded
corners, a town name at the top in block capitals, with below a date consisting of day,
month and year (in two digits), nothing else. The cancellers were used for a variety of
reasons. These included, the postal facility's only circular date stamp needing repair,
new numbers, changes to the hour reels, a change of facility name. There have been
times when theft, flood, fire, or the inability to open the safe has resulted in the
replacement canceller being used. In general they were in use by a facility for a short
time perhaps a couple of days or so. The lettering
and numbers they contain were of moveable type
and the canceller was 'made up' for each time it
was used. Because of the general urgency in
getting a canceller to a postal facility mistakes in
assembling the type were not infrequent with
letters upside down, in the wrong order and
accented letters misused. Cancellers were kept
centrally in each postal district. When first issued
in 1889 each postal district had only one but
numbers increased so that by 1990 a total of
about 50 were located between the eleven
districts.
Illustrated is the stamp side of a quite delightful
luggage label. Made of an odd piece of grey
cardboard it had corners quickly cut off and two
tie holes pushed through. Sent from NEUENDORF'
to BASEL it was attached to an item weighing
161cg - it's clearly marked in violet crayon on the
address side. The illustrated side has the correct
postage of 2.40f made up of a block of 8 German
language 30c stamps issued for the Zurich
National Exhibition. Unusually there are two
ideally placed emergency cancellations for
NEUENDORF and dated 10.111.39.
Valuing emergency cancellations is particularly difficult. No central archive of usages
exists. Obviously complete very readable items on entires are more collectable and hence
command higher prices than part cancellations on individual stamps. But date used, the
importance of the postal facility, and the length of use all contribute to an individual
pricing. In the end the value is what the buyer is prepared to pay.

I. G. STAMPS

SWITZERLAND

Please visit my Web site: http://www.igstamps.com
•

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

•
•
•
•

Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me. I will send you a

printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box

15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

E Mail adminigstamps.com
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Private Railway Consolidations &Amalgamations

M. Ruthe rfoord

forms
Ever since the first train puffed its way along the lines in Switzerland, take-overs, bankruptcies and various
separate
many
too
still
are
There
late.
too
often
and
regular,
quite
been
have
on
consolidati
of re-organisation and
allegiance,
companies involved, with technical difficulties such as gauge, voltage and couplings, and then cantonal
hindering co-operation and higher overall efficiency.
associated
Table 1 shows a list of 28 such so-called private railways (the shares are held by cantons, villages and
no longer
are
ns
abbreviatio
well-known
these
of
Most
renamed.
been
or
firms) which have joined together recently,
numerilisted
are
brackets
in
numbers
The
right
the
on
shown
ns
abbeviatio
the
under
exist
now
in use, as they
cally in Table 2. Further changes can be expected.
& Wall.
The information has been extracted from listings in the "Eisenbahn-Atlas Schweiz", 2004, by Schweers
No dates of the amalgamations are given
Table 1
AOMC Aigle 011on - Monthey - Chrunpery
Aigle - Le Sepey - Les Diablerets
ASD
BAM Biere - Apples - Morges
Bern - Neuenburg
BN
Bodensee - Toggenburg
BT
Biel - Tauffelen - Ins
BTI
Bex - Villars - Bretaye
BVB
Brig - Visp - Zermatt
BVZ
Chemins de fer electriques veveysans
CEV
CMN Chemins de fer
des montagnes neuchiiteloises
Emmental - Burgdorf - Thun
EBT
Furka - Oberalp
FO
Gurbetal - Bern - Schwarzenbtug
GBS
GFM Gruyere - Fribourg - Morat

tar TPC (13) MC
TPC (13) MO
oar MBC (6) MIGN
sa- BLS (30) MThl3
or SOB (80) PBr
g
ar ASm (40) RVO
ia' TPC(13) R'VT
tar MGB (15) SEZ
ar /VIVA (II)

SGA

SMB
ttar TRN (22) SNB
Rm (35) TF
tar MGB (15) VHB
trar BLS (30) VSteC
sap TPF (25)

Martigny - Chatelard
Martigny - Orsieres
Montreux - Glion - Rochers de Naye
Mittel-Thurgau-Bahn
Pont - Brassus
Regionalverkehr Oberaargau
Regional du Val-de-Travers
Spies - Erlenbach - Zweisimmen
St. Gallen - Gais - Appenzell - Altstates
Solothurn - Moutier
Solothurn - Niederbipp-Bahn
Tramways fribourgeois
Vereinigte Huttwil-Bahnen
YvertIon - Ste-Croix

sir TMR (14)
▪ TMR (14)
MVR (11)
g
ar Thurbo (82)
Bar TRAVYS (20)
ssr ASm (40)
oar TRN (22)
re BLS (30)
re AB (85)
tar RM (35)
tar ASm (40)
re TPF (25)

RM (35)
• TRAVYS (20)

Table 2
Societe des transports de la region
Morges — Bierre — Cossonay
Transports Montreux — Vevey —Riviera
MVR
Transports Publics du Chablais SA
TPC
Transports de Martigny et Regions SA
TMR
Matterhorn — Gothard — Bahn
MGB
Vallee de Joux — YverdonTransports
TRAVYS
les-Bains — Ste-Croix SA
MBC

6
11
13
14
15
20

22
25
30
35
40
80
82
85

Les Transports regionaux neuchatelois SA
TRN
Transports public fribourgeois
TPF
BLS Latschbergbahn AG (Bern - L- Simplon)
BLS
Regionalverkehr Mittelland AG
RM
Aare Seeland Mobil AG
ASm
SOB
Schweizerische SOdostbahn AG
(Thurgau- Bodensee)
THURBO THURBO AG
Appenzeller Bahnen
AR

This cover taken from the latest Rani Auction Catalogue
shows the non-postal mark of the 1847 ZOrich-Baden
railway. SN = Schweizerische Nordostbahn.
The"Nachnahme Frs 1.55" lower left is almost certainly
a fake as they had no known connection with a post office.
The letters were for internal purposes only. "8" is the
Train No. Very rare cover.

$dpuci3criftte Ihrbbalp.
311ririOiabett.
5

3

10 ))fb.( 3r Oct fret.
lItO kid) - hi Tier tin .
In Tarn .
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s

4

.!Itt6 7iittrn
INctittni
In co' Arid) .
in

14 "

. 6
. 6-'1
. 1 6'

Zarif
in0 Wt. . it.
Tlint
. I II.I Hi.
B laid) at'
7
3-1 '
'2
7" - 701- 50 - 30
2" V
2" V° T" I 10' 1 -- - 60
In(. 9int
b. Mai en at'
7
9" 5
72,
5' 715 - 701- 50 - 30
1 1011 - -I- 60
5"
10

On page 58 of the Illustrieter
Kalender fOr die Schweiz of
1.10.1849 is this timetable for
the Schweizerische Nordbahn.
If you look at the last train
each way there must have been
two locomotives; also there were
three classes of carriages.
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by Pierre Mani

A LETTER IN BRAILLE

groep
Reproduced, with permission, from 'Jungfraupost' the oraan of the 'Studie
.
Johnson
Bob
Zwitserland', our sister society in the Netherlands. Translated by
n by or
I recently bought a letter with the inscription 'Blindenschrift' (writte
to
nden
Graubti
the
in
g
Wolfgan
from
for a blind person). The item was sent
Sc Tellboy.
Freiburg i.B. in Germany on the 11th July 1914, franked with a green
for a
postage
the
that
confirm
can
we
,
If we consult the then current tariffs
I
25c.
was
1921
y
Februar
1st
to
1907
October
foreign letter in the period 1st
Wim
Luckily
.
Germany
to
letter
a
for
5c
of
rate
could not easily explain the
'Post Ftir
Jacobi pointed me to an article in the SBZ, No. 3 of 2003 entitled
Meier.
Peter
by
Blinde' (mail for the blind)
in the
This stated that items in Braille script for abroad were first noted
Papers.
Acts- of the UPU Congress in Vienna in 1891 to be considered as Printed
tariffs
special
Since 1905 the Swiss Post Office handled these items according to
for
rate
or even free. The cover illustrated is frankPd 5c, that being the
foreign Printed Matter from let October 1907 to 1st January 1921.
During the 7th UPU Congress in Madrid in 1920 it was decided that special
ng tariff
rules for articles for the blind should be valid. In 1921 the followi
500g.
per
5c
be
to
was
tariff
was set; up to a maximum weight of 3kg the
5kg.
At the UPU Congress in London in 1929 the maximum weight was set at
1000g,
per
3c
to
lowered
was
tariff
After the UPU Congress in Cairo in 1934 the
This
item.
per
7kg
at
set
was
weight
and in 1939 in Buenos Aires the maximum
tariff at
basic tariff was set in gold cents. The Swiss Post therefore set the
blind.
the
for
mail
foreign
and
l
3c per kilogram, for both interna
be
The UPU Congress in Seoul in 1994 decided that mail for the blind should
n'Blinde
7.4,1.:
article
t
relevan
the
with
d
followe
Office
free. The Swiss Post
Rge
tsuschl
sendungen sind von allen taxen und Gebthren mit Ausname der Luftpos
for airmail).
befreit' (mail for the blind is freed from all taxes and fees except
ently.
subsequ
d
happene
I hope that this explains the letter and what

t.Vancli,

:'Dl ianr-

Gres.04111n.

rr r

c. tto 7kroli,

r

ti:. tkrar

.rinden

: Aftr'onrti.,;11.
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THAT HAVE THE 'Large Cross' WATERMARK?
WHAT WAS THE PTT USING THESE STRIPS FOR
light on the purpose of the two strips
Eric Gill asks if anyone can throw any
as part of a mixed lot, which did contain
shown below,he recently purchased them
rmarked with the 'Large Cross'. He has
some 'Tell' coils. Both strips are wate
n a complete blank. They are either
asked around locally but so far has draw
rolls of coil stamps, or are strips
'lead-in strips'attached to the ends of
es have some 'Tell' coils complete
used to test stamp machines. However hedo
blue. Could they be used for this, or
with white 'lead-in strips' but these are
grateful for your comments - via the
for some other purpose? He would be most
new Editor please.

Enlargement of the
join strip shown above

t1
Saturday 16 June, at the CloveIly
This summer's meeting in Salisbury will take place on
as the subject. Werner Gattiker
Hotel; from 10:30 to 4pm, with Switzerland's Railways'
.
(Leo Baresch Ltd) will be present throughout the day with his Sales Table
tba) will be shown during the
A display of "Railways and TPO Cancellations" (speakersimila
r railway-related items for
morning session. Members are invited to bring along
t lunch will be available.
buffe
tight
a
display during the afternoon. Teas, coffees, and
etcom)
Enquiries to Fred Hoadley 01403 711987 (email: fred.hoadley@btintern
th
The autumn meeting will be held on 27 October.

LAND 1954

WORLD FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS — SWITZER

on behalf of a friend who collects
An appeal has been received from a collector of Greenland
in 1954 when Switzerland hosted this
philatelic World Cup Football memorabilia. Apparently
(Poster Stamp) printed in red, white
event Swissair, by way of publicity, distributed a Vignette
dealers and collectors have come to
and blue. Attempts over many years to trace this item via
on this subject? The Secretary will be
nothing. Do we have a member who can throw any light
PeterVonwiller.
ry.
pleased to pass on all information resulting from this enqui
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M.Rutherfoord

Did You 1<hovv

unnamed, on a
THAT there has been some discussion about the correctness of having a living person, though
last month,
reported
as
(10.4.07)
stamp
Federer
the
of
issue
the
stamp, however appropriate. A day or so after
for the
article
interesting
an
wrote
8.3.65,
of
430
Z
on
shown
Muller,
Christa
lady,
the sister of the attractive FHD
on a
depicted
be
newspapers, claiming the honour for her since-deceased sister of being the first living person to
the
At
"person".
of
instead
Swiss stamp! In their original press release the SP should have said "personality"
time, 1965, the whole family were sworn to secrecy! See figure 1.
on Swiss
THAT for those with inquiring minds, see how many living persons have been depicted recently
named?
be
they
will
When
932.
to
929
stamps. For a start look at Z Nos
cation in
THAT for their Centenary celebrations during the weekend of 12-13 May, the Museum for Communi
the hit of
However,
etc.
Museum
Postal
Bern had the usual clutch of worthies with praises etc, for the original
up
grown
had
who
um
Weizenba
Joseph
Prof.
n
well-know
the
the evening was a brilliant talk-cum-interview with
His
locations.
major
other
and
MIT
at
computers
of
ent
developm
the
of
start
in the USA and had been in at the
work, they
answer to the inevitable question "Why do computers still go wrong" was "Nobody knows how they
consist of layers and layers of changes and improvements from time way back".
Goes Byte".
THAT this was the real opening of the new permanent exhibition section in the Museum "As Time
was an
part
philatelic
the
in
item
popular
Another
visit.
a
worth
well
and
s,
Excellent, history of computer
motif
of
number
improved "Do it Yourself" design and printout of your own "stamp", from an infinite
combinations in all sizes and colours. See figure 2 for a simple example.
world-first for
THAT one must not forget the pair of MoC commemorative stamps in lenticular printing, another
are three
there
say
they
and
levels,
three
showing
diagram
a
has
n
explanatio
their
Swiss Philately. In "Focus"
slowly
very
tilts
one
if
seen
be
to
stamp,
each
in
views
five
all
fact
in
are
there
but
,
illustration
themain
views in
but...
clever,
Very
and carefully. Normal machine cancellations are virtually invisible, luckily.
numerous
THAT two railway events are dominating the hobby scene now, 125 years St Gotthard Railway, with
first trips
the
June
16th
Then
June.
2
1,
and
May
31st
train
TPO
ed
re-awaken
a
by
events, and special trips
still to be
have
km
22
which
through the new high-speed low-level LOtschberg Tunnel, Frutigen-Visp, 35 km, of
.
introduced
be
service
cargo
and
r
passenge
full
equipped for the future double track.Only on 9th December will
now available
THAT the most successful reference work by Karl Gebert, "Poststellen-Chronik-1849 ----20079s
ready, but it
sheets
180
get
out,
it
print
to
rush
you
.
Before
.ch.vu
www.svps
under
homepage
free on the SVPS
will be regularily updated, so changes can be added by hand to your original.
on the "K"
THAT another SVPS Catalogue is at the printers, a 2-volume new edition of the most popular work
can be
P&P,
plus
60.-,
CHF
at
Orders
binders.
A4
in
loose-leaf
time,
This
ions"_
or "Local Publicity Cancellat
placed with our Editor. SVPS Members pay half-price.
machine, 3rd
THAT figure 3 shows a "rare" high-value, bulk-sending business franking in blue by a Neopost
within 6 full
delivery
le
Bulk",
"B-Post,
signifies
"B2"
The
mm).
229
x
(324
type, used on a large C4 cover
of under
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a
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10g,
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plus
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100g
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large
for
rate
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more
or
500
for
rates
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large
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After the item last month from John Cordingly on page 37 this may interest you

'THE FOURNIER DATESTAMP FORGERIES
Stuart MacKenzie
The illustration below is taken from the original datestamp pages of Fournier's 1928 collection.
They show the diverse selection of postmarks he manufactured (all struck in black). One wonders
how many may have been used on actual covers and stamps ? A further selection will be shown at
a later date.
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The Editor has a similar page from the collection of Fournier forgeries made up
from his stock and on view in the museum in Geneva. The cancels are not struck
in the same order though appear to be from the same cancellers. Some of the
earlier cancels are in red and others show earlier grid or lozenge cancels.
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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FAREWELL AND GREETINGS.
r, quietly
In the June edition of the Newsletter Peter Hobbs, in his typical modest manne
from the
effect
with
announced his retirement from the Editor's chair and the appointment,
July issue, of Richard Donithorn as Editor.
tter for over
Claude Mistely, the Society's Chairman, pays tribute: 'This is the first Newsle

took the job over
twenty years that Peter Hobbs is not featured on the title page as Editor. He
She had built the
from Mrs Rawnsley who had also worked on it for over twenty years.
follow but Peter was
Newsletter into a renowned organ of Swiss philately. It was a hard act to
l and, under him,
more than equal to it. He brought great zeal, also a penchant for the unusua
establishment in
lic
philate
Swiss
the Newsletter has strengthened its position as a pillar of the
twenty years the
the English speaking world. His editing was meticulous and over- those
. Thank you Peter
Ne)14telter atways came out on time. I hal great pleasute working w ithlim
rned retirement.'
for all your hard work and dedication and I hope that you will enjoy a well-ea

in over 60
Peter mentioned that he was only the fourth member to hold the Editor's post
ers of a
years — in it self something of a record for a monthly publication. Those memb
246 editions
mathematical persuasion will have calculated that Peter has been responsible for
a half
or 1,968 pages of typescript and illustrations! Never over the course of

twenty and

through from
years has our Newsletter failed to appear! The sheer volume of work involved;
dous amount
tremen
a
up
obtaining material, to preparing it ready for our printers has taken
been at a
of time. Time that, especially during the years Peter was working, must have
premium.
privilege of
Apart from the time spent on strictly Editorial duties, all who have enjoyed the
researching
his friendship will be very much aware of the hours Peter has devoted to
with our
elic"
philat
s
enquiries and sharing his love and knowledge of matters "Swis
membership.
that so few
In all these activities Peter has enjoyed the support of his wife Joan and the fact
carrying
errors have crept into the text of the Newsletter is the result of her so assiduously
out her duties as unpaid and unsung Proof Reader.
to keep an
We owe so much to both Peter and Joan and as, at long last, Peter no longer needs
We shall be
eye on the calendar each month we wish them both a long and happy retirement.
under the
appear
not
does
surprised though, if in the months to come the occasional article
Society over
name of Peter Hobbs! Once again, thank you Peter for all you have done for the
Peter Vonwiller.
so many years.
001
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th
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL MEETING AT YORK, 12 MAY 2007

and one from our sister
A large gathering of Helvetian philatelists from all over Britain,
day. Despite the omens,
society in the USA met in York for a very enjoyable and memorable
d tour of the historic city
the sun shone through to enable their partners to experience a guide
Wheatlands Hotel. An
before joining up for a hearty Yorkshire evening meal at the
atmosphere.
opportunity for North and South to meet together in a very convivial
nt Vice-Chairman Eric
In the morning one of our longest serving members and curre
Honorary Secretary Peter
Lienhard welcomed everyone in his inimitable style. The Society's
al musings of one of our
Vonwiller then introduced the speakers and presented some comic
n Doyle's Professor
members, Henry Towers, on the relationship of Sir Arthur Cona
etter).
Moriarty to the stamp world (see the full text on Page 51 of this newsl
Society and started
the
d
joine
The first speaker, Cedric Dry, revealed that he had only
n and examining his
collecting Swiss material seven years ago. Listening to his presentatio
marvel as to how much
magnificent display of 'Cantonal Forgeries' the audience was left to
ulously examined
metic
detailed research could be achieved in so short a time. Cedric has
issues. Differing design
forgeries of varying quality of most of the Cantonal and early Federal
nticity or otherwise of a
details, paper types and postmarks all gave clues as to the authe
ductions' or 'forgeries'
stamp. He showed examples of many of the known varieties of 'repro
varieties that he believed
produced by individuals like Sperati and Fournier as well as some
some 'reproductions' or
had never been formally recorded in any catalogues. He noted that
on early postcards rather
'forgeries' had been based on the designs of the stamps as shown
that they had learnt a lot
than the original stamps themselves. All members were left feeling
more about a fascinating aspect of the hobby.
could drag themselves
A number of members provided short displays to entertain those that
Swiss covers and cards.
away from the lunch buffet and the allure of Ian Gilchrist's boxes of
commemoratives, the
The diverse range of thsubjects included UNESCO World Heritage sites
6
destined for unusual
Society's 25 and 50 Anniversary commemorative covers, postcards
twentieth century and
foreign destinations, St Gallen mail in the fourth decade of the
customs cancels on postage stamps.
st quality from John
The afternoon session started with a pot-pourri display of the highe
the pink, the violet, the
Cordingley with the tantalising title 'Written on paper of every hue, all wrong.' (after
spelt
white and the blue The typed and the printed and the
al items were an 1897
W.H.Auden's poem 'The Night Mail'). Among the many very unusu
per; several attractive
edition of the 'Appenzeller Anzeiger' newspaper in its original wrap
mail to Berlin, Detroit
illustrated cards to soldiers and POWs; covers illustrating, censored
of postal uses and a
and Rio de Janeiro; Helvetia and Sword stamps in a variety
Pro Patria 'Castles'
and
computerised display of maximum cards of the 'Popular Customs'
development of ship to
sets. John's 'piece de resistance' was a series of sheets illustrating the ples included a cover
shore catapult mail systems in the North and South Atlantic. His exam
omeric to the North
from the 'failed catapult flight' of Sir Alan Cobham from S.S.H covers to or from
find
American mainland in 1926 and no less than seven difficult to
d of transportation.
Switzerland whose journeys had been 'accelerated' by this novel metho
Something for everyone.
and Don Symonds in
The final event was an instant auction conducted by Fred Hoadley
were transferred to new
which some very unusual philatelic publications and other items
with a vote of thanks for
'good homes'. The Society's President Tony Hoyle closed the event
day. Thanks must go, in
the two speakers and all who had contributed to a very successful
g. One hopes that this
particular, to the organiser from the Northern Group, Norton Wrag
R.A.D.
will be the first of many such`nationwide events'.
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PROFESSOR MORIARTY
By our Oxford member Henry Towers
of in the wilds
It is pleasing to note that the exploits of Professor Moriarty have been heard
tter refers) for he
of North Wales and indeed elsewhere (a recent edition of the Society Newsle
st the family, but
was my great uncle. This has always been a closely guarded secret among
is it, amongst
now
s
there does come a time when something should be revealed and perhap
about him, for his
the august members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society. Little is known
and disguises.
aliases
career was, shall we say, irregular, and he assumed many different
nticed to Messers.
However we do know that, like our Honorary Secretary, he was appre
g (including the
makin
John Dickinson, and acquired an extensive knowledge of paper
some time too, we
insertion of silk threads) together with known printing techniques. For
Exchange and later
believe he worked as a clerk in the Telegraph Office of the London Stock
spent time in Hamburg.
deeply concerned
However, his business life can never have been straightforward and he was
s disliked Holmes
about pressure put on him by Sherlock Holmes. Apparently he alway
. Whilst staying in
whom he felt was one of those irritating people who was never ever wrong
that time, in the
at
Grindehvald he heard, from his many Swiss contacts, that Holmes was,
grandfather and
Alps. Moriarty was a keen mountaineer (it runs in the family for both my
climbed the
had
and
,
great uncle were founder members of The Fell and Rock Club)
who, like most
Wetterhorn and the Streckhorn with his good friend the Reverend Earie,
story is, of course,
good friends, kept Moriarty's secrets to himself. Much of the rest of the
him somewhat
well known, though what was not mentioned was that Holmes's mule failed
in Leukerbad, playing
--going-uver-the Gemini-from Leukerbad. He had also caught a chill
admit to catching
chess, up to his navel in water in the baths there — but Holmes would never
the time he got to
something as mundane as a cold — felons were more in his line. By
sly fatigued. (No
Meiringen the normally over-healthy sleuth was, not surprisingly, seriou
iate it).
wonder he disliked the wilds of Daubensee, he was too knackered to apprec
Falls such was the
Nor was it mentioned that in the dramatic tumble in the Reichenbach
r. Holmes, of
desperation of their circumstances that they each helped to rescue one anothe
a constantly
ed
acquir
having
course, could not bear to mention this. Thereafter Moriarty,
in La Chauxaching back, decided on a quieter lifestyle, and set up a small printing works
out to the firm of
de-Fonds. This was vey successful and it is possible that he eventually sold
ent of straight
settlem
Courvoisier. The family had hoped that, as La Chaux-de-Fonds is a
under a fairly big
streets, Moriarty might also go straight. He was though forced to leave
French resort of
ing
charm
the
Jurassic cloud and, we believe, lived out his remaining days in
who ran the town
Aix-les-Bains. Here he met up with forerunners of the Sperati family,
e stamps. It was
pharmacy and were enthusiastic collectors of early Swiss classic postag
where he
though
agreed therefore that Moriarty, who always seemed to have many on offer,
ines, potions and
got them from remains, shall we say, a mystery, should pay for his medic
spa fees in postage stamps.
his trade secrets to
It is more than likely that the Professor (university unknown) passed on
ls (in blocks of
the Speratis, so when next you glow with pleasure at your pages of mint Strube
they may not be
four of course), or that beautiful Basle Dove on cover, just remember .......
quite what they seem, but do not worry, for who is to know anyway?
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BOOKLETS, TETE BECHE AND SE-TENANT PAI
By our member David Colman.

the Northern Group of HPS, under the
The process of preparing a presentation recently for
h threw up many interesting facts as well
above title, was a distinct learning experience whic
other members. Many members will be
as a number of questions and observations from
not all, so that it seems worth setting
knowledgeable about most of the facts, but possibly
of you have the answers to the questions
these out for the Newsletter, and hopefully some
which arose.
uced in 1904, one with the Sc cross and
The first two booklets of Swiss definitives were prod
). Both booklets contained four panes
numeral (Zumstein 65) and the other with the 10c (Z61 three columns of standard 10x10
first
of six stamps. The panes were taken from the
selvedge providing the margin for the
perforated sheets of the defmitives, with the left hand ining seven columns were distributed
staple to fasten the booklets on their left edge. The rema provide a left side margin to fix the
d not
to post offices for normal postal use, since they coul
five panes of stamps.
only
rated
gene
booklet panes. Each sheet, therefore,
sheets designed for booklet 7 of the
This was evidently seen as impractical, so that in 1909
an inter-space (or gutter) at column
25c blue "Sitting Helvetia with sword" incorporated n and eight. The inter-space provided
seve
four and the tete-beche inversion between columns
s and the right-hand margin of the sheet
pane
let
book
a left-hand margin to bind another five
arrangement. An observation which
was able to do likewise thanks to the tete-beche
sheets for this and succeeding booklets
immediately follows is that any tete-beche pairs from
come from sheets printed for booklets
cannot have come from a booklet. They must have
al use, or to special philatelic exhibitions
which were distributed whole to post offices for post
y to any strips incorporating an interand events for philatelic use. The same must also appl
space.
(and here there is a question) to number
For booklet 7, and subsequent booklets up possibly
for use by collectors had the inter-space
23 in 1927, any booklet sheets distributed whole
ll. Subsequent sheets distributed for
punched with a hole, at first a large and then sma
le line perforation-comb in order to
collectors had the inter-space perforated with a sing which was the last booklet which
n of
integrate with the printing process. The questio
10c green Tell (Z153) exists with both
generated inter-spaces with holes arises because the
aces, and the stamp was used in all the
the small hole and vertically perforated inter-sp
0) which also has both types of interbooklets 20 to 23, while the red-lilac Sc Tellboy (Z17
space was in booklets 23 and 24.
s in the inter-space, namely that Leo
Intriguingly there is an extra twist to the story of hole
for sale an unusual item. This was a pair
Baresch's January "Treasure Chest 281" contained
ce left blank, when it should have a hole
of red 10c Helvetias (Z120) separated by an inter-spa
Professor John Turner for providing the
in it. This is classified as pair SXV. I am grateful to
catalogue of 2007 to help explain how
following translation from the Zumstein specialised
this arose:
ched holes by-passed security

ions or pun
'Certain sheets with blank tabs lacking perforat
is listed, as far as they are known to us,
type
control and were sold at philatelic outlets. This
SXX come from unfinished (i.e. not split into
under catalogue numbers SI-S'V. Numbers SVIter's sheets for stamps printed by letterpress
two halves) sheets from the PTT Archive. The prin
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( i.e. typography) consisted of two booklet sheets separated from each other by an additional
inter-space (in column 11 of the double sheet.)' (Wording in brackets added.)
Thus numbers SVI-SVXX come from the 21 column double booklet sheets printed for some
of the early booklets. These sheets had inter-spaces at columns 7, 11 and 18, with the tetebeche pairing between 3 and 4 and 14 and 15. In terms of inter-space pairs this provides the
following cases, with the down arrows indicating the stamp upside down, and the number the
column positions. Thus only the third example is in tete-beche mode. A question here is why
was this double sheet printing mode adopted?
64,

8 4.
194,
121•

The next set of issues relates to the se-tenant configuration. The first se-tenant stamps appear
in sheets for booklet 18 in 1918 and involve the red 10c Tell (Z1261I) and the violet 15c Tell
(Z128). The reason for the se-tenant arrangement is the decision to have odd numbers of
stamps in the booklet. In booklet 18 there were 11x10c and 13x15c stamps as well as 6 of the
7.5c grey Tellboy. The first question which arises is why was such an apparently odd decision
made to split numbers 11:13 rather than sticking with the more convenient 12:12 split? It is
not readily conceivable that the postal authorities had decided that postal usage of stamps
from booklets (and presumably most usage at that time was not from booklets) split so finely
into 11:13. Is the answer possibly that the decision was one destined to increase the philatelic
interest? The last booklet to have an odd number of stamps was 25za in 1933..

The picture above is for the last four rows of a complete sheet of red-lilac 5c Tellboy (Z170)
and 10c emerald green Tells (Z172) for booklet 24 in 1928. They would produce six booklet
panes, and have the vertically perforated inter-space. Two additional points arise from the
picture. One is that the following tete-beche combination (1(23) cannot come from a booklet,
but only from a complete sheet issued for postal or philatelic use.
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t. The booklet
Likewise the following se-tenant pairing (Z15) cannot have come from a bookle
panes only admit the inverse of this with the Sc above the 10c.

se-tenant pattern
Running through this set of observations and question is the notion that the
rily as a means of
may have more to do with stimulating philatelic interest, rather than prima
tives to generate any
serving postal need. One piece of evidence for this is that the last defini
red in booklets
se-tenants was the Landschaftsbilder series of 1934 (Z195 to 198) which appea
in multiples of
rs
numbe
26 to 29 in 1935 and 1936. Interestingly these booklets only had even
to produce the
six. Question: Did the panes for these booklets have combinations 4:2 or 3:3
pairings arising
se-tenant pairings? Or were all the panes of six stamps with the se-tenant
from sheets of stamps issued whole?
Pro-Juventute 1953
All subsequent se-tenant pairings come from mini-sheets (such as the
e campaign of
sheet) and special issues such as for the 1939 National Exhibition or the salvag
1942.
inter-space and
A final observation was that much of the postal stationary in circulation with
the strips were
cases
tete-beche strips is from Swiss stamp dealers to collectors, and in many
Michael Proctor
across the tongue of the envelope on the reverse side to the address.
ed for the day of
identified this as a security measure, since unbroken strips date stamp
with en-route.
posting would be a clear indicator that the envelope had not been tampered
y look forward to
There is clearly more to be learned about this set of subjects, and I greatl
responses and corrections (?) by other HPS members.

lucaswvstamps
- Huge stock of Swiss stamps from 1850's (StrubeIs & Rayons) to present,
strength especially in used.

- Please send me your want lists via Post, email or just ring me
to find out if I have what you are after.
- My website lists a tiny percentage of some items I have on offer,
prices negotiable: www.lucaswystamps.com
Lucas Witte-Vermeulen, 25 Grange Gardens, Shambrook, Bedfordshire, MK44 1JA.
Tel: 01234-783-118 or Email: lucaswvstamps@btinternet.com
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OTHER NEWS
Forthcoming HPS Meetings
The Helvetia Philatelic Society will be making some presentations at the Cinderella Stamp
Club (CSC) meeting to be held at the Royal Philatelic Society building at 41, Devonshire
th
m. and
Place, London W1 on Saturday 7 July 2007. The meeting will start at 10.00.a.
ues on
'Reven
include
finish between 3.30. p.m. and 4.00. p.m. The presentations will
Documents', 'First World War Soldier Stamps', 'The 1914 Swiss National Exhibition' and,
from the CSC, 'Advertising Labels'.
The first meeting of the Northern Group's new season will take place on the 15th
September 2007. The London Group are scheduled to meet in October. Discussions are also
underway to hold next year's Annual National Meeting. More details to follow.
The Autumn meeting of the' Southern Group' will take place in Salisbury on Saturday 27th
October 2007 and will concentrate on 'Revenues'. All members are welcome. Enquiries to
Fred Hoadley (0)1403 711987 (email: fred.hoadley(btinternet.com ).
Our New Editor
Richard Donithorn, whose contact details appear as part of the header at the top of this
page, is married to Kate and retired recently following a career in Local Government as a
Town Planner. Richard is particularly interested in stamp design, the 1934 and 1936
Landscape issues, Soldier Stamps and Pro Patria cards. Without an Editor our Newsletter
would cease to appear and very quickly the Society itself would cease to exist. For the
majari,ty-of_our-memhers-the-Newsletter is-the-Society. Our appreciation-that-Richard-has
been prepared to take on the most vital job can best be expressed by our supporting him
with our contributions. These, as his forerunner has so often stressed, can be short or long,
serious or funny — all that is required is that they will please at least one of our
readers!Thank you Richard for all you will do for us in the future — and twenty plus years
Peter Vonwiller
in the Editor's chair isn't mandatory!
ng
Hello. Please keep those articles coming in — I have to fill twelve editions a year, somethi
thanks.
I did not realise when I initially admitted a 'vague interest' in the job! Many
Richard D.

I. G. STAMPS
Please visit my Web site:

SWITZERLAND
http://www.igstamps.com

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
a
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me. I will send you
printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL, England

E Mail adminigstamps.com
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THE GENEVA —1VIARSEILLE CONNECTION (SWISS DLH and ZEPPELIN
MAIL) 1935 — 39
By Mike Peter
(Reproduced with permission from 'Tell', the organ of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society,
our sister society in the United States of America. The second and final part of the article should
appear in the September edition of your Newsletter)
'While examining Swiss airmail to South America from 1935 to 1939, it is natural to conclude that
it was flown via the Air France service if it does not bear the circular standard German staging
cachet and it has a Marseille transit postmark on the reverse. This conclusion could be wrong in
many cases. It may have been flown by either Deutsche Lufthansa (DLH) or (if you are really
lucky) Zeppelin if from the period between mid — 1935 and late 1936.
A Backgrtrand
On 16 May 1935, an agreement was consummated between Deutsche Lufthansa and Air France
for the provision of co-ordinated hi-weekly airmail services to South America. The agreement
gave DLH the right to over — fly France and provided Air France with established rights for its
airmail service, which had declined in competition with that offered by DLH. A single postal rate
was also established.
th
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(Continued from Page 57)
the same time, Deutsche
On 1 July 1935 the agreement with Air France was effective and, at
regular letter airmail to
Lufthansa airmail service became the exclusive German carrier of the
e to South America was
South America. The DLH departure schedule for its airmail servic
y airmail service with the
changed from Saturday to Thursday to provide co-ordinated twice-weekl
Air France service departing from Paris on Sunday.
st

non-letter mail to South
This was a major change. The Zeppelin airships regularly flew only
of 1936 when the airship
America after this date except for a brief period in late 1935 and part
the Shuttle Flights of the
was used to supplement the Deutsche Lufthansa service. (These were
Zeppelin).
Beginning on 6 October 1935, Air France flights started from Marseille

instead of Paris.

Deutsche Lufthansa Southgt Atlantic Airmail Service
Effective l July, 1935
Depart
Arrive

Thursday 0630 MET
0830 MET
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Stuttgart
Marseille
Las Palmes — Bathurst
Natal — Bahia
Rio de Janeiro — Porto Alegre —
Montevideo — Buenos Aires
Santiago

B Swiss Airmail Collection Points
rt, Geneva Airport,
The Swiss collecting offices for DLH airmail in July 1935 were Zurich Airpo
s:
Geneva 1 and Basel 2. Dispatches from these collecting offices were as follow

Lufthansa F
at, - Natal - Rio de Janeiro Post office sent 'via
Geneva despite St. Gallen being closer to the Basel collectino
HF 1
eie
office. 5-gran letter, base ao Rp. airmail surcharge C
=
1.90

:_aJsanne - Geneva - MarseHe (via train
IvIontelimar Natat - Sao Paulo 5-gram letter. base 30 Rp
1.6o — CHF 1.90
surcharoe
+
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(Continued from Page 58)
C Geneva — Marseille
made more sense than having
Late dispatches in the Geneva area went to Marseille by train. This
ver, as noted above, mail that
the mails go all the way to Germany or the Zeppelin service. Howe
Stuttgart. The circular staging
arrived at the Geneva collection office early went via airplane to
furt. Thus, mail routed through
cachet was applied in Friedrichshafen or Stuttgart, or later Frank
Marseille did not get a staging cachet.
le to have DLH or Zeppelin
In accordance with the agreement with Air France, it is possib
e and Italy) to South America.'
acceptances at Marseille from other countries (most notably Franc

sifr *At
OF

eel

Ala

Lufthansa Flight 267, Geneva Ware) - Marseille (via train)
30
letter.
10-gram
ina
Argent
Aires,
Buenos
Natal
Bathurst
Rp, base + airmail surcharge CHF 4.00 = CHF 4 30.

America via DLH/Zeppelin
Tables showing rates and dispatch details for Swiss airmail to South
's Newsletter.
in 1935/1936 will be included in the concluding part in next month
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SOUTHERN GROUP MEETING IN SALISBURY JULY 2007
despite it clashing with several
Twenty-two members and partners attended this lively event,
apologies. The subject of the
people's holiday plans. Tony Hoyle and Peter Hobbs sent their
y illustrated by no less than three
meeting was the Swiss Railways' Postal Systems which was ampl
ing session gave an insight into
magnificent displays by Fred Hoadley. His two displays in the morn llations that both the casual
cance
the vast range of railway station and travelling post office (TPO)
and specialist collectors should be looking out for.
1857-1897, 1870-1910 and 1889
He showed examples from the three distinct periods or groups —
in Switzerland (the `Spanisch —
to the last journey of the last operating TPO. The first railway
d operated on the French train
Broth — Bahn') began operations in 1847. The first in Switzerlan
began operations in the 1860s. In
from Strasbourg to Basle. Further TPOs to and from Geneva
was carried free of charge, the
1865 Swiss railways began to handle parcel post. At first, post
of the covers and were often
earliest cancels/transit marks are to be found on the back
llations by the use of the word
handwritten. The railway-link is usually clearly denoted on cance viated versions such as 'Z'
abbre
'Ambulant', 'Ambulance Circulaire' or `Bahnpost' (including
res may include the name of the
for Zug or 'T' for Train) within the cancellation. Other featu
and/or the route name. A code
private railway company used, the number of the particular train
or parcel had travelled along
using Roman numerals was sometimes used to denote that a cover r designs can be found.
al-ba
certain sections of particular lines. Double-circle and various vertic
n designs which were applied by
In the 'Second Period' there were 10 different basic cancellatio
the TPO staff before sorting and dispatch.
of posting'. Members debated
Straight-line handstamps can also be found which denote the 'place
at length where and how these marks were applied.
railway staff when it was handed
It appears that the 'place of posting' was sometimes applied by
it was brought aboard the TPO
in at the railway station and sometimes by Post Office staff when
Some straight-line cancels were
or posted through the slot provided in the side of some TP0s.
written by hand or are missing altogether.
Railways and their specific routes
In the 'Third Period' commencing in 1889 the various Private
llations of the boxed type were
are clearly marked on the cancels. Federal Railway Station cance
ay was used on the 'Gruyereintroduced in 1922. The only 'boxed cancel' on a private railw
Fribourg-Murat' route.
lgic journey around the whole
Fred Hoadley's third display in the afternoon provided a nosta
tiful picture postcards. Railways
Swiss rail (and linking cable-car) network illustrated by beau
alp rack and adhesion railway,
illustrated included the Ltitschberg — Simplon, the Furka - Over h was recently replaced by a
various lines up the Rigi, the Murren - Lauterbrunnen line whic Federal Railways' network.
the
cable-car and the Brienz narrow gauge railway — the only one on
nt. The subjects included the
A number of mini-displays were provided by the members prese
' ;`Private Railways around the
construction and opening of the 'Bodensee-Toggenburg Bahn
n' (including an 'Orient Express'
Vierwaldstatter See' ; 'TPO Cancellations to and from St Galle
of trains passing through the rail
straight-line cancel to Turkey) ; 'Postcards and Cancellations
e Rai/ways' (including a Jura
crossroads of Moutier' and 'Cancellations of Narrow Gaug
Industrial Railway stamp on cover).
Hoadley, the other member
Claude Mistely gave a very deserved vote of thanks to Fred
successful day. Members were
contributors and Don Symonds for his help in organising a very
, which hopefully would lead to
pleased that they displays had stimulated so much discussion
answers to man of the nuestions raised.
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OTHER NEWS
Festival of Stamps 2010
Thinking (well) ahead, did you know that a national Festival of Stamps is being held in 2010 to
raise the profile of stamps and philately in this country. The London 2010 International Stamp
aspects of the Festival. It will be held in the
and trading
Exhibition will cover the competitive
th
th
Business Design Centre from the 8 to the 15 May 2010. In addition the Festival organisers
intend to hold a multi-centre series of exhibitions and events.
The British Philatelic Trust, Royal Mail, the Philatelic Traders, the British Postal Museum and
Archive, the Association of British Philatelic Societies (ABPS), the British Library, the Royal
Philatelic Collection and the Royal Philatelic Society London are all involved. The ABPS, in
conjunction with regional federations and local societies, will be promoting the idea of
countrywide events and displays linked to the Festival.
Is this something that the Helvetia Philatelic Society should get involved in ? I recall that we held a
meeting and put on a display at a national exhibition in Brighton a few years ago. Over to you
Committee members for your consideration!
Future Publications
The extremely informative 'Handbuch der Werbedatumstempel (K-Stempel)' produced by the
Schweizerischer Verein der Poststempelsammler has been revised and updated to the end of May
2007. The new version is due to be published in two volumes this month (August), including a CDROM format.
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society is proposing to produce a book on the 'Fundamentals of
Swiss Philately'. A preliminary outline has been drafted by their Secretary Dick Hall. He and the
Society's President, Harlan F. Stone, are seeking views and help in writing individual chapters
from their fellow members. An ambitious project worthy of support.
Journals of Other Organisations
I have very quickly discovered that one of the 'perks' of the Editor's job is that I receive the latest
copy of a number of philatelic journals. They include the American Helvetia Philatelic Society's
publication 'Tell', the American Philatelic Research Library's 'Philatelic Literature Review', the
'Journal Philatelique de Berne' , 'Le Collectionneur d'Entiers Postaux' of the Societe Suisse des
Collectionneurs d'Entiers Postaux and `Le Collectionneur d'Empreintes Postales' of the
Association Suisse des Collectionneurs d'Empreintes Postales. Like Peter Hobbs before me, I
intend occasionally to reproduce any particularly interesting material from these publications in
your Society's newsletter. Otherwise you should be able to obtain access to back-issues through
the Society's Librarian.
iucaswystarnps
e stock of Swiss stamps fro
strength especially in used.

St

ts

y s) to present,

-Please send me your want lists via Post, ems ii or just ring me
to find out if have wnat you are after.
- My websne lists a tmy percentage of some e s have on offer.
prices neuotiabkz.: wwW.lucaswys.tarnps.c
Lucas Witte-Verrneulen, 25 Grange Garden
Tel: 01234-

Email: luc-

ook, Bedfordshire. MK44IJA.
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of a few of the main articles
To give you a flavour of what you could be missing, here are the titles
in the latest issues of two of these publications:
'Tell' Volume )(XXIII Number 4, July 2007.
1938 — 60)
'The Other Pro Patria Item' — Richard T. Hall (Bundesfier postcards
ch
Herts
Ch.
'Happy Anniversary Zumstein!' — A. Hertsch, M. Hertsch and
ine or Fake?)' — George
'Rayon I Dark Blue (Zumstein 151) with Misaligned Printing (Genu
Valby
`Le Collectionneur d'Empreintes Postales' Number 2 2007
s on post to Chur)
'Der Rasierklingenstempel, 10. Teil' — Peter Schlatter (razor-blade mark Schlatter
Peter
'Tour de France oder: Weshalb geffillt mir unser Hobby so gut ?' —
1937)
of
s
cover
il
airma
'Neues vom Automobilpostbfiro' — G. Balimann (on
the journals I receive in your
Should I regularly include a list of the more interesting articles of
that are published in French
Newsletter? Could anybody spare the time to translate any articles
this subject.
or German? I would welcome any views that Members may have on
Note from the Editor
in good time — despite the
I hope that you received your copy of the July edition of the Newsletter been much appreciated
has
national postal strike! Peter Hobbs has created an 'old friend' which
I have no desire to stamp
es.
chang
icant
over the years and there seems to be no reason for signif
in your views and any
sted
my own personality on the Newsletter. However I would be very intere
positive suggestions to improve your enjoyment of the publication.
in future editions. If you feel
I received a few 'draft articles' from Peter that might be included
e Newsletters or have an
that anything that you have submitted previously should be in futur rd to hearing from you.
article to send to me please let me know as soon as possible. I look forwa
SWITZERLAND ABROAD
publicity slogan postmark
An alternative version of the 'Tellboy' appeared on an Ipswich
s the reason for this unusual
advertising the Suffolk Show in the 1960s — see below. If anyone know
choice of subject please let the Editor know.

honour of guarding the
Switzerland has a long history of providing 'mercenary soldiers'. The
costumes have provided an
Pope is still the preserve of the 'Swiss Papal Guard'. Their colourful
authority (see illustration).
attractive theme for several stamp issues by the Vatican City postal
celebrate the Guard's 500th
For those interested, there was a later Europa set and two stamps to
Anniversary as a joint-issue with Switzerland.
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MRutherfocrd

Did You Know ?

g
THAT one has to experience poor or anisation at first hand to grasp the implications! The SP is closing POs
all over Switerland, and now we are affected by the closure of the village PO of Feidis GR where the family
has a srnal, nViday chalet. As we did not know the exact date I tried to phone directly, but realised that this is
no longer p ossible, as there is only one no. for all, repeat all, questions one might like to ask, via a call-center
in probabiy the wilds of Patagonia. After trying some of the possibilities offered by a machine, and waiting for
about 10 minutes to monkey-music a gentleman told me that they did not know, but would pass my obviously
obtuse question on to another department, which would answer in 2-3days ("perhaps" implied). However he
said he could connect me direct to Feldis PO, which he did, and I got the answer, "next week",

THAT the above machine voice had told me that their website "post.ch " could also be asked. This I tried
without success, but then the penny dropped. Under "Briefmarken", I found "Philanews", in which there is a list
of all POs waiting to be closed. How does a non-philatelist get through that barrier'?
THAT an e-mail fluttered in to surprise me with a new S.%iss "Foreign" registration label which has a slightly
different layout, but with a RED "R" instead of the usual black of the older version. See figures 1 & 2 below.
The size remains the same; 75 x 25 mm, The red "R" is smaller than the black, though other lettering is larger,
and the number is now clea r ly :71 three groups of three digits, which is coded to disclose a bogus label. The
sender of my example was cor. the UPU at 3000 Bern 15 to the UK. Enquiring at the local PO (where they
know my curious questions) I was told that this is the new version for all foreign letters. So we are back to 1993
when the red "R" was dropped from the old low-tech perforated labels.
Fin. 1

Fig. 2 Old, with black "R`

New, with red "R"

11111 111111

235 713 767 CH

d

ab nidairem
a
VotaiSsez *coiner - Remise COMM eptattere

R

amaze,

NW Mem 15

3

R M23 566 404 5CH
Mese scan - alginireza required
Weisz =error - Reines imam

THAT work is proceeding on a complete list of ail the Swiss "R" labels proposed in 3 sections: a) 1892-2000
Nos. 1 to 10, b) 2001-2006 all LSI labels, basic No 11. c) 2001'? - The UPU did not accept LSI labels. This
situation is mot clear, as 1 do not have enough examples of these labels (there are no published decrees
available) so can only appeal to Members to check their examples, and dealers boxes too, for registered
letters from about 1997 onwards, for which I thank you. Counter-terminal printed labels are also needed.
THAT during his recent well-deserved holiday in Switzerland Peter Hobbs sent me a letter from the Lake of
Geneva, cancelled on 21.6.07 in Montreux, see figure 3. Soon after its arrival I came across, by chance,
another letter from Montreux, cancelled on 22.5.42, see figure 4, both with the same local publicity slogan No.
3.3, but 65 years earlier. Checking in the SVPS catalogue I see that in the first year 1942 there were 15 such
slogans made, and several are still in use. However looking carefully at the latter, one can see that the stamp
was stuck on over the slogan. Did the PO have a friendly relationship with the local municipality, the sender'?
Fig. 3 21.6.07

Fig.4 22.5.42

(VI M:1:Z

Not much damage after 65 years
THAT the first of the three new REMA coding/sorting is coming onto line in Zurich-MUiligen as planned. From
some older examples seen the codin g along the bottom edge is now in one long line, not interrupted as before.
THAT philatelists should know that it was the Swiss millionaire: Bernard Weber (who recently "created" the
New Seven Wonders of the World), who caused the rapid withdrawal of the 1.00 Corbusier Armchair (Z 1109)
starnp in 2004. His mother inherited the rights to the famous Swiss architect's designs and he manages the
fees collected from the, oft unsuspecting, users of these "rights", like the Philatelic Bureau in Bern.
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Can anyone help our member, Derrick Slate ? He writes:
correspondence from the troops, is
'The only listing of these cards, which ensured free postage for
90 and 91. There are 40
in the Sulser catalogue 1979 (No. 21 in the Society's library) on pages
dates of printing and quantities
different cards shown with different printing firms' initials,
al (I have identified 10) with
printed. Within the 40 different printed cards there are sever
show only 4 cards (an example
different positions and types of the top 3 lines. Sulser's illustrations
of one is illustrated below).

Name des Absenders.
'4z0diteur. Name del miiterte.

b n,
Kati ton ri ent tson zug t t
!nntres

types can be published in the
I am hoping to complete this list so that examples of the different
Newsletter. However I need cards or photocopies please of:
Sulser No. 11 B.A. — G., B. VIII 15 200,000
IX 14 200,000
SuLser No. 15 U.B.
XI 14 400,000
Sulser No. 17 U.B.
XII 14 200,000
Sulser No. 18 U.B.
IV 17 200,000
Sulser No. 20 J.W.
IX 14 200,000
Sulser No. 21 L. and C.
VI 15 500,000
Sulser No. 30 0. and B.
X 15 400,000
Sulser No. 31 0. and B.
XII 14 400,000
Sulser No. 36 J. B. W.
IV 16 500,000'
Sulser No. 43 J. W.
If you can help, please forward your material to the Editor and

it will be passed on to Derrick.

Editor's Note
s that I was provided with. I will
Apologies for the rather average reproduction of the illustration
you have an excuse to bring out
persevere with my experiments to improve the quality. Meanwhile
your magnifying glasses!
details of their Autumn
Finally, could the unofficial 'regional organisers' provide me with
edition. Many thanks and
meetings so that they can be publicised properly in the September
Happy Holidays to you all.
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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MULTIPLE DOUBLE-PRINT JUNGFRAUS
Our member, Callum Watson writes:
Some years ago I acquired a used copy of Z. No: 131 — the 10Fr.
Jungfrau deep lilac — with Ab.1.09, the major double print, and
some time later a used example of Ab.1.10, the lesser double. 'Oh
good', I thought, 'that completes the page nicely.' However, not
long ago I came across a most remarkable item.
Now the double print in either form, judging by the comparatively
hefty catalogue prices, must be quite rare, so to find four of one
and five of the other on a single piece caused my eyebrows to rise a
touch (see adjoining illustration). Large multiples of these highvalue stamps, as such are, as I am sure you know, not uncommon,
having frequently been used in payment for mass mailings. But
what interests me is this:
The single copy with the major double print has an illegible
postmark, the single with the minor double print has a good clear
St Gallen postmark and these examples, which obviously came
from different sheets, have Zurich cancellations (see illustrations below). So that implies that that
there must have been at least three and probably four different sheets involved. So roughly how
many might there have been? Zumstein, who incidentally issued the Attest, offer nothing in the
Spezialkatalog.

Possibly some of the members also have examples, and it would be interesting to know if they bear
St Gallen, Zurich or other postmarks. It is also possible that a past issue of one of the Swiss
periodicals such as the S.B.Z. may have some light to throw on this, but from my isolated perch in
the wilds of Scotland I have no way of finding out. Although probably superfluous, there follows a
translation of the Attest:
th
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(Continued from Page 65)
Partially also A10)
Switzerland 1914, 10 Fr. Dark lilac with clear double print (ZstSKNr. 131/A9,
a mass mailing,
vertical strip of five and vertical strip of four used on a form as postal receipt for
10.
9.IV.21.
SE,
stamped with a black two-ring bridge cancellation ZURICH 2, FILSEIDENGAS
Conclusion : stamps and postmark are genuine.
four are to be
Note : stamps with slightly displaced double print like those of the vertical strip of
five are to be
classed as A10, clear and strongly displaced print like those of the vertical strip of
classed as A9. Photo.
Bern, 28th January 197Z
might
It would not entirely surprise me to discover that another similar multiple exists. One
counter
special
a
reasonably assume that major post offices such as the Zurich Seidengasse had
was
for mass mailings, and that the turnover of stamps of these high denominations at the counter
—
mailing
the
of
size
the
on
ng
quite rapid. It would only require a handful of customers — dependi
ist
and the two Zurich sheets would be away, unnoticed until the eagle eye of a later philatel
n
chanced to spot the rarity. I suppose that it is even possible that some still lie in the long forgotte
Who
ago.
years
archives of some periodical or trade journal, if they haven't been thrown out
knows?
A STICKY PROBLEM FROM THE PAST
Werner Gattiker writes:
ng the original
In a recently purchased bundle of covers I found a newspaper wrapper still containi
th
Amongst
paper, a copy of the `Toggenburger Volksfreund', published in Flawil on 30 April 1881.
ion
the snippets of Federal News from Berne there was a paragraph with a philatelic connect
which I thought might amuse. It reads:
postage envelopes, and
'Further to a number of cautions against the licking of postage stamps and
Post
against the use of gummed edging strips from stamp sheets for wound dressings, the Federal
Department has now published the results of expert research.
all demands that could
According to this, the gums used are manufactured with utmost care and fulfil
be made as to their health properties.
of blood
However, since then, a contributor to the 'Berne Intelligence' maintains that a new case
the
poisoning has come to light. Somebody stuck such gummed paper strips over a wound with
'
surgery.
painful
by
consequence of serious illness in the affected limb, which could only be relieved

t. G. STAMPS
Please visit my Web site:

SWITZERLAND

htto://www.igstamps.com

Over 6000 Offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all thy stock will be listed I welcome your wants list
a
Those members wrio do not have a computer please contact me. I wilt send you
printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate FIG1 1SL England
E Mail adminceb,igstamp§....L.;gm
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THE GENEVA —IVIARSEILLE CONNECTION (SWISS DLH and ZEPPELIN MAIL) 1935

- 39

By Mike Peter
(Concluding part of the article commenced in the August edition of the HPS Newsletter.
Reproduced with permission from 'Tell', the organ of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society,
our sister society in the United States of America.)
D Occurrence
area
Mail from Switzerland via Marseille to South America is scarce. Only mail from the Geneva
mail
the
only
that missed the early flight to Stuttgart was taken on the train to Marseille. Thus,
than
posted during a few late hours was routed this way. Pieces flown on DLH are easier to find
1).
(Fig.
flights
Zeppelin mail via the Marseille connection, simply because DLH made more
The
Airmail from Geneva to Marseille continued until the end of the DLH service in August 1939.
Zeppelin mail to South America ended with the Hindenburg disaster in May 1937.
period
Carefully check the covers that appear on their face to be flown via Air France during the
July 1935 — November 1936. Many of these went via Marseille on the DLH/Zeppelin service.

Fig 1. Lufhansa Flight 267, Geneva (gare) Marseille (via train) — Bathurst — Natal Buenos Aires, Argentina. 10-gram letter, 30 Rp
base + airmail surcharge CHF 4.00 = CHF 4.30.

th
Fig 2. Graf Zeppelin 11 1936 South America flight,
Geneva — Marseille (via train) — Montelimar — Natal Sao Paulo. 5-gram letter, base 30Rp. + airmail surcharge
CHF 1.60 = CHF 1.90.

Swiss Airmail Postage Rates to South America
(Total Rate = Base Rate + Airmail Surcharge + Special Services)
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Airmail Surcharge — 1935
To Brazil:
To other nations of South America:
Airmail Surcharge — 1936
To Brazil:
To other nations of South America:
Airmail Surcharge — 1937
To all nations of South America:
Airmail Surcharge — 1938 and 1939
To all nations of South America:

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams
Printed papers, per 25 grams
Postcard or letter, per 5 grams
Printed papers, per 25 grams

1.70 Swiss francs
1.70 Swiss francs
2.00 Swiss francs
2.00 Swiss francs

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams
Printed papers, per 25 grams
Postcard or letter, per 5 grams
Printed papers, per 25 grams

1.60 Swiss francs
1.60 Swiss francs
1.90 Swiss francs
1.90 Swiss francs

Postcard or letter, per 5 grams 2.00 Swiss francs
2.50 Swiss francs
Printed papers, per 25 grams
Postcard or letter, per 5 grams 2.00 Swiss francs
2.50 Swiss francs
Printed papers, per 25 grams

Swiss Airmail Dispatch Schedules for DLH Flights to South America
th
th
October 7 1935— November 12 1935

ZUrich Airport

Basel 2
Geneva 1
Geneva 1

10:35 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart
20:35 every Wednesday with train to Stuttgart (Train 67,192 and 2447)
13:00 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart
20:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille (Train 118a)

th
th
November 13 1935 — April 18 1936
9:50 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart
Zurich Airport
20:35 every Wednesday with train to Stuttgart (Train 67 and 192)
Basel 2
13:05 every Wednesday with airplane to Stuttgart
Geneva 1
20:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille (Train 118a)
Geneva 1

May 1936— December 1936
7:01 every Wednesday with train to Frankfurt
Basel 2
19:50 every Wednesday with train to Marseille
Geneva 1
23:05 every Wednesday with night flight to Frankfurt (until end of September'36)
Basel 2
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Swiss Airmail Dispatch Schedules for Zeppelin Flights to South America 1935 -1936
a) Early 1935 Graf Zeppelin South America Flights
th
th
st
th
th
th
th
Graf Zeppelin flights on April 6 and 20 , May 4 and 18 and June 1 , 15 and 29 1935:

Saturday
Tuesday

Depart Friedrichshafen
Arrive Pernambuco

Swiss mail destined for the Graf Zeppelin in 1935 was collected in Romanshorn 1 and Basel 2:
15:30 ferry to Friedrichshafen on day of Zeppelin flight
20:37 train to Stuttgart on day of Zeppelin flight
DLH Connection flight to Friedrichshafen

Romanshorn 1
Basel 2

b) Late 1935 Graf Zeppelin South American Flights

Graf Zeppelin carried only non-letter airmail (printed papers, business papers, samples, mixed

dispatches, small packets and parcels) on its 1935 South American flights from July to early
October 1935.
11
th
th
th
th
Graf Zeppelin flights July 15 th and 29 , August 12 and 26 , September 9 and 23 , October 7th

th
and 23' and November 6 1935.

d

Monday (except October 23' Wednesday)
th
Thursday (except October 26 Saturday)

Depart Friedrichshafen
Arrive Penambuco

Airmail collection in Switzerland:
July
August and Sept.
October

Romanshorn 1: 15.30 ferry to Friedrichshafen on day of Zeppelin flight.
Romanshorn 1: last train 407 to Friedrichshafen the day before the Zeppelin flight.
Romanshorn 1: last train 407 to Friedrichshafen day before Zeppelin flight
Basel 2: 20:25 on trains 67 and 192 to Stuttgart for connection flight.

c) 1936 Zeppelin South American Flights (Fig. 2)
April 13th
Basel 2
ZUrich 1

9:10 train to Frankfurt (train 453)
9:50 airplane to Frankfurt

Basel 2
Basel Airport
Zurich Airport

9:10 train to Frankfurt (train 453)
13:00 airplane to Frankfurt
13:40 airplane to Frankfurt

April 27th

th

May 11 and 25th
Basel 2
Ziirich Airport
Geneva 1

9:10 train to Frankfurt
13:40 airplane to Frankfurt
19:50 train to Marseille
th

sib

th
th
th
24th , July 8th and 29 , August 12 and 26 , September 9 and 23"I
9:10 train to Frankfurt
Basel 2
23:05 night flight to Frankfurt beginning June 26th
13:40 airplane to Frankfurt
ZUrich Airport
19:50 train to Marseille
Geneva 1

June

th

th
th
th
th
October 7 , 21" and 28 , November 4 , 11 and 25 1936
9:10 train to Frankfurt
Basel 2
9:30 airplane to Frankfurt
Zurich 1
19:02 train to Frankfurt (train 317)
Basel 2
train to Marseille (train 118a)
20:50
Geneva 1
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HEL VETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
Movements of the Honorary Secretary - Descending from the Alp
the Chilterns Peter and Hazel
The Honorary Secretary has moved. After forty-five years atop
ss details are to be found in the
Vonwiller have descended to the Vale of Aylesbury. New addre
header to this month's Newsletter.
Future Meetings of the Society
now be held on Wednesday 14th
The London Group — the next meeting of this group will
ngton Station, London W2.
November 2007 at 6:30. p.m. in Room B328, Macmillan House, Paddi
The full 2007/8 Programme will be published in the next Newsletter.
ute for the Blind and Deaf,
The Northern Group which meets at 2.00 p.m. in the Leeds Instit
g up :
Centenary House, North Street, Leeds has a number of meetings comin
2007
15 th September
6th October
3 rd November
1 st December
2008
5th January
rd February
1 st March
5th April

New Acquisitions/Members Choice
The Fischer Post
Swiss Miscellany
Chairman's Display

All Members
Cedric Dry
Capt. A. Green
Dennis Cairns

Wartime and Military Mails
Folklore and Festivals
Bundesfeier
AGM and Competitions

David Ripley
Tony Hoyle
David Hope

(Enquiries to David Hope 0161 303 0091)
day 27
Southern Group — Don't forget this Group's next meeting on Satur
full details in the next Newsletter.

th

October in Salisbury —

l auction did not attract so
Postal Auction — Don Symonds writes : 'The recently held HPS posta
participate bought items to the
many bidders as I had hoped for, but, that said, those that did
re a listing, but don't expect it
value of £179.34. I hope to run another auction when I can prepa
thankyou, and I hope all was as
until early next year. To all those who participated in the auction:
I had detailed in the listing.'
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M.Rutherfoord

Did You Know ?

new
THAT the Feldis PO problem has been "solved" by the local general, and only shop, installing one of the
new
these
on
made
changes
Ymago self-service machines (see HNL 2005 June p 47). There are some
labels, as the place is identified, to keep down (I suspect) the number of strange labels used in other places.
of
The SP does not recognise these yellow/white labels as being of philatelic interest, although the number
outlets is now rising from the original 16 test locations to the eventual 200, mainly in small country villages.
all the
THAT the SBB has promised that the new Swiss Railway Map will be on sale in December, with
2004
January
of
was
edition
previous
closures updates, High-Speed Lines, Lotschberg Tunnel etc.shown The
with maps of all town bus and tram routes, as in the 2000 edition..
line as
THAT the first of the three new REMA letter sorting installations, in ZOrich-MOIligen, has not come on
have
letters
test
My
over.
pasted
be
will
software
the
in
holes
planned, though the hope is that by Chistmas all
Ipost
arich-Sih
from
fact
in
is
month
last
d
mentione
code
"new"
The
celled.
been re-turned, nicely hand-can
where the new coding system was being tried out on one machine during a few months, a good idea.
this
THAT in 1996 I wrote about the lables used on parcels containing live animals. Now I have discovered that
too
becoming
was
it
that
being
service no longer exists, probably since the SP took over in 1998. The reason
dable.
understan
,
necessity
the
expensive and that the increased mobility of the population reduced
on
THAT I have come across 3 hand marks on covers recently: Figure 1 shows a well-worn Taxe pergue mark
a
into
fell
sender
the
But
limit,
100g
the
below
well
was
it
as
1.CHF
paid
m),
a large cover C4 ( 230x324m
100g.
max
C4,
trap; if the size requires a higher rate, then it counts, which would have meant CHF 2.20 for
e
The sender gets a postcard requesting the missing 1.20, and the letter is not held up, nor is the addresse
mark
the
Here
top.
asked to pay, which is the case if the letter has no sender's address. And the 50c fine on
the
should have had the amount — 1.20c — written in, by CH-8021 arich Sihipost. (Switzerland first coupled
).
abolished
were
rate
Postcard
the
and
weight/size rates in 1973, January 1st, when the Local Reduced rate
Figures 2 and 3 come from Geneve, "Return to Sender" covers, firstly because the time-limit for a redirected
No.
letter had expired (size reduced), and secondly for a PO Box address which did not include the Sub-office
Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

THAT this type of insured cover from the
UK is not seen very often by collectors,
BY AM- MAIL
and it needs some explanations. By a
par avian
Roy Mstrange coincidence from another cover
having nearly the same registration
number, the sending date can be
estimated as during March 2002, and the
rate of postage and fee of £ 3.52 is right
for this time. Why were the stamps not
cancelled?
The tabs from the Value Declared Label
have not been correctly detached. Top of
label is pale pink, rest white.
The contents were insured for £140.00,
and this is noted for exchange purposes,
via the bright pink Swiss label at the
bottom, which gives the actual rate of
exchange by means of a code, "158" in
this case.
SZR/DTS = Sonderziehungsrechte
Fig. 4
Fig. 5
Droit de Tirages Speciaux
(Special drawing rights)
THAT the newest version is shown in figure 5. The "stamp" is now
very plain, in yellow, obviously to encourage you to try your hand
at using one of your own pictures. The Library of picture postcards
has been reduced, to the same end. More details on either www.
swisspostcards.com , or post.ch Price worldwide CHF 2.90.

Great Britain
V Valeur declare° Royal 1Vbu•

[111111111
RV 341157403GB

Luzern
CH-6003
Switzerland

fly 341157403GB

A

PRIORITY
PRIGRITAIRE

Swiss POsrj-
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ERS TO

'PRIVATE RAILWAY COSOLIDATIONS AND AMALGAMATIONS' - ANSW
QUERIES.

el Rutherfoord's
Our Member Alan Green writes in response to the questions raised in Micha
article in the HPS Newsletter June 2007 Page 44:
'As far as I can ascertain the amalgamation dates are as follows:
TMR — 1" January 2001 ; TPC — 1" January 2000 ; TMVR — June 2001.
agreed June 2001.
TRN formulated 2" September 1999, backdated to 1" January 1999. TRAVYS
ASM includes regional bus company OAK effective 1999.
02. MThB was
THURBO — 99.8% owned by SBB due to MThB financial problems in mid-20
th
dissolved 15 December 2002 — SBB and Canton separate system.
SOB merger in 2001.
The Die Zentralbahn (ZB) is the renamed Luzern-Stans-Engelberg Bahn (LSE).
line was merged with the ZB during 2005.

The SBBBrunig

iden-Bahn (RHB),
The Appenzeller Bahnen (AB) was formed by the merger of the Rorschach-He
Rheineck-Waltezenhausen (RhW) and Trogenerbahn (TB) on the 1" January 2006.
hn (Zurich —
The SN cover illustrated in the article_appears to be from the Schweizerische Nordba
th
the Schweizerische
Baden) which opened on 9 August 1847 and which amalgamated with
Nordostbahn (NOB) on 1" July 1853.
nts Zurich' and
A contract between the 'General Post Direction des Cantons und Arrondisseme
y would convey
the `Schweizerische Nordbahn-Gesellschaft in Zurich' stipulated that the railwa
. The luggage van
300kg of postal material once a day in each direction for SFr1600 per annum
reimbursed at 3
be
would
would carry a 'Conducteue with the mail. Surplus postal matter weight
th
October 1857.
coins per 100kg. The first TPO operated between Brugg and Zurich from 12
tives, two of which
The 'Spanisch-Brotli-Bahn', as the SN was commonly known, had four locomo
are operated by the
were named ‘Limmat' and 'Rhein'. A replica of `Limmar and the first train
ising poster for the
advert
an
Swiss Transport Museum in Lucerne. Railway engines depicted on
ement (1A1 or
opening of the line and on an engraving of the Zurich station show a wheel arrang
222) which was never used in Switzerland!'
ER'S QUERY

CONTROL LETTERS AND NUMBERS ON THE 1946 LANDSCAPES — MEMB

sed a set of the
John Atkinson recently joined the Society and would like some help. He purcha
ing each pair to
1946 Landscape coil stamps in unmounted mint pairs at a postal auction expect
d horizontal
consist of one with a control number and letter and one without. In fact he receive
different letter but
pairs with both stamps having a control letter and number. Each pair had a
ed but believes
produc
the same number. He does not know how the Landscape coil stamps were
be called 'coil
that the stamps he obtained came from a sheet and is wondering if they should
er'. Can anyone
stamps'? John would appreciate an explanation from a 'knowledgeable memb
help him?
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THE OPERATION OF THE POSTAGE DUE LABELS SYSTEM
Our member, David Whitworth writes:
three
'Regarding the query concerning postage-due labels raised in the May Newsletter, I have
order to
examples from the 1950s which provide more clues as to how the system was operated in
recover the postage due.
with
The first example is a postcard from Germany addressed to Geneva dated 16.5.07. It is marked
The
mark.
a blue manuscript figure 25 and has a 25c definitive stamp cancelled with a circular T
Pr, card has had a beige label applied, printed in French — 'Office de poste Geneve 16 Grand
also
has
e
Someon
'.
Avise pour etre retire au guichet', with a black pencil addition — 'au 22.V.57
18 V 57'.
written in black pencil across the address portion of the card — `Adresser au Geneve 16 —
This appears to be in the same hand as the pencil script on the label.

indicated
The second example is a card from San Remo addressed to Basel, the Italian Post Office
the
postage due with the Tmark, and the Basel Post Office applied a 15c definitive stamp to collect
collect
to
unable
was
n
postage due amount cancelled with the Basel 2 CDS 14.5.1955. The postma
Ungiiltig,
the 15c due, the card was returned to Basel 8 Gundeldingen, when the stamp was cancelled
e end
thereby rescinding the 15c charge. The card has the remains of what appears to be the adhesiv
after
t
of a beige label at the bottom left hand side. I believe that this was removed by the recipien
5 was
the postage due had been paid. A second 15c stamp cancelled Basel 8 Gundeldingen 20.5.195
used to collect the postage due.
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957, marked with a
The third example is an unstamped inland cover from Solothurn dated 09.12.1
applied in the lower
manuscript figure 40, (hidden by a beige label). A 40c definitive stamp has been
beige label has the
left corner, tied with a circular Tmark and also overstamped UNGULTIG. The
also marked in pencil
German text — ‘Zur Abholung gemeldet' ('advised for collection'). The label is
mark Zurich 35
with Trist 13.12.57'. On the reverse of the cover there is a circular date
Stampfenbach, but the date is not clear, ?3.MI.1957.

s to postage due
In conclusion, it seems that not all post offices operated in the same way with regard
the item was
due,
e
collection. I believe that when the postman was unable to collect the postag
n was sent to the
returned to the Post Office and a beige label was applied. A tear off portio
riate post office.
addressee advising that the item could be collected, by a certain date, at the approp
added and
were
In the first example it seems that the card was not collected as no further stamps
amped ANNULE to
the beige label was not removed, although the 25c definitive was not overst
rescind the charge.
st
to 1 June
Prior
strike.
T
a
with
d
marke
been
not
have
stamps
ive
definit
the
le
examp
In the second
use of a second 15c
1955 this was not the standard practice. The postage due was collected by the
the original stamp
definitive stamp, after the original charge had been rescinded, by overstamping
the card.
on
e
to read the messag
UNGULTIG. The recipient removed the beige label in order
th
date it was possibly
In the third example the cover was not collected by the 13 December, on which
returned to the sender.
See also the Helvetia
(I am indebted to Werner Gattiker for information related to this subject.
g
Newsletter Au ust 1977 and Sentember 1979.1'
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS

News of Members
Welcome to a new member – Mr. Dik Bakker from Lancashire. I hope that you will enjoy your time
with the Society and make many friends.
of
Members will be saddened to learn that our member George Kunzle passed away in July. A letter
condolence, incorporating an offer of assistance if required, has been sent to his widow.
Southern Group's Forthcoming Meeting
Fred Hoadley writes: The Southern Group's autumn meeting will take place at the Clovelly Hotel,
th
Salisbury, on Saturday 27 October (10.30am – 4.00pm). The guest speaker will be Fred Pickard
showing items from his extensive collection of 'Swiss Revenues'. Members are invited to bring items
a
of a similar nature for a display and discussion session during the afternoon. Teas, coffees, and
y
light buffet lunch will be available. The next meeting of the Group is scheduled for 23" Februar
com)
2008. Enquiries to Fred Hoadley 01403 711987 (email: fred.hoadley@btinternet.
The Collection of Our Late President, Alma Lee
Claude Misteley writes: Members will remember that Alma Lee's extensive Swiss collection was
bequeathed to the Royal Philatelic Society London. The bulk of it was sold to provide needed funds
.
for the maintenance of the Society's premises. Some postage dues, proofs and essays were retained
Society
c
Philateli
Royal
Before disposal, colour photocopies were taken of the material sold. The
London has kindly stated that should any Helvetia Philatelic Society member wishes to look at any
of this material for research purposes, he or she should contact the Honorary Secretary, Brian
Trotter at the Royal Philatelic Society London, 41, Devonshire Place, London W1G 6JY (Telephone
—
Nunib–er A20 7486 1044) To make an appointment.
London Meetings Programme 2007 – 2008
Claude Misteley writes: All London meetings for this season will again be held in Room B328 on
the Third Floor of Macmillan House, Paddington Station, London W2 lIFT at 6.30.pm (the room
will be open from 6.00. pm) on the following dates :

Meetings usually finish at around 8.30.pm but it will be understood if any members have to leave
earlier to catch transport.
meetings.
Members who are within easy reach of Central London are urged to support their local
T
Attendance was largely very poor last season but the members who attended thorough/3 enjoyed the
excellent displays that were presented. The survey that the Society carried out on the content and
timing of the London meetings indicated that the present format and timing was the most
n
acceptable for the majority of the members who replied. The Group did try holding afternoo
nt
convenie
most
the
meetings on Wednesdays and Saturdays (the day time period indicated as being
by those replying to the survey) but there was no improvement in numbers. Unless more people
attend, it will be impossible to justify continuing to hold regular meetings after this Season. It is up
to you ! If you want regular London meetings in the future support your London Group even if you
can only come occasionally. Your Chairman looks forward to welcoming you.
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Northern Group Report:
David Hope writes:
The season got off to a fine start with a variety of material on display. First came a short display
related to forgeries, particularly the problem of identifying the very good ones.
Shown was a Geneva cantonal passed as genuine, but which under a UV light had 'faux' on the
back. Next came a selection of 'Standing Helvetia' in multiples, an inter-space pair of the 1909 10c
Helvetia with blank inter-space and a selection of 'Sitting Helvetia' on covers with various rates
the Historical
shown, particularly to the USA. This was followed by a variety of covers franked with
items —
related
issue of 1941 showing single usage in particular. Next was a selection of railway
of this year's Pro
postcards, TPOs and station cancels. The final display showed large reproductions
th
ary of the
annivers
125
Patria and definitives followed with a selection of items related to the
Gotthard railway. Postcards and cancellations of various Swiss passes, including a boxed
`Postablage Furka' and a Grimsel Hospiz pen cancel, completed the display.
Journals of Other Organisations
I have not had much response to the questions I posed on this subject in the August edition of the
Newsletter. The Swiss and American journals contain some very useful information for Helvetia
members and for that reason I will continue to provide information on any particularly interesting
articles that have been published. If you have an alternative means of accessing the publications
please let me know.
American Helvetia Philatelic Society's 'Tell' Number 5 September 2007
'Late Line/Grill Cancellations on Zumstein 27D 1 Franc StrubeIs' — George Valby
'Acceptable International Uses of Switzerland's Pre-UPU Postal Cards' — Harlan F. Stone, CPhH
'Matterhorn Meanderings' — Richard T. Hall including an item on the designer of the new
'Congratulations' stamps and details on the custom of Chalandamarz (ref, the Schellen-Ursli book).
Der Ganzsachensammler (Le Collectionneur d'Entiers Postaux) Number 86 September 2007
'Die Breifumschlage 2000 — 2006' — Ingo Debrunner
'Die Waagrecht Gezahnten Bildpostkarten' — Ingo Debrunner
'Die Postkarte P 212 50 Cents mit Sujet Volkskunst' — Ingo Debrunner.
Thanks from the Editor.
Thankyou to all the contributors to this edition of the Newsletter. I am receiving a lot more material
than I can fit in to each issue. This makes my job relatively easy, but I am aware that some people
may feel that they are being ignored. If you are worried that your article has not been included so
far, please contact me and I will do my best to accommodate you. Meanwhile, I hope you all enjoyed
your Summer breaks and are looking forward to the various Autumn meetings.

ItiCaSWVStarrittS
:
Huge stock of Swiss stamps from 1850s (Strube ts & RaYons) to present,
used.
in
strength especially

- Please send me your want lists via Post, email or Just rin g
to find out if I have what you are after.
- My website lists a tiny percentage of some items I have o n o
prices negotiable: www.iticaswystamps corn

Lucas Witte -Verrneulen, 25 Grange Gardens, Shambrook. Bedfordshire, NOW JA.
Tel: 01234-783-118 or Email: lucaswystampstaitinternet.COM

4
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PRESENTATIONS ON THE CINDERELLAS OF SWITZERLAND
Club to Club
Made by Members of the Helvetia Philatelic Society and the Cinderella Stamp
th
, London.
Society
Members on Saturday 7 July 2007 in the Meeting Room of the Royal Philatelic
Soldier Stamps. The
Claude Misteley opened the proceedings with a display of Swiss World War I
ing a sheetlet of the
material shown included 1914 patriotic labels and postal stationary includ
a block of four of the
Defence of the Frontiers map stamps, the 1916 Soldiers' Festival stamps with
used on covers, a
20c on cover, both versions of the first soldier stamp designed by Frederik Bieri,
rd
Military
part sheet of 40 of the 3 Division First General Issue and various Swiss Flying Corps and
very
were
these
that
Police items. He also showed two Swiss Military Train stamps and commented
d and unstamped
difficult to find on cover. Then Edward Quinton produced five very scarce stampe
of the 1909
range
nice
a
d
covers from various journeys in 1919 and 1920. His display also include
Kocher stamps.
ed for the 1914 Swiss
Eric Lienhard gave a very comprehensive presentation on the material produc
labels and postal
National Exhibition. He showed a copy of the official plan for the Exhibition,
postmarks and
stationary issued to advertise the Exhibition before it opened, the publicity slogan
first day usage on
the postmarks applied in the Exhibition post office including examples of
including
issued,
were
different exhibition items, many pictorial postcards from the 15 sets that
d poster stamps
several complete sets, and an equally extensive selection from the numerous coloure
that were issued during the period of the Exhibition.
entires which are
Fred Pickard gave a stunning display of Swiss Revenues on documents and part
retained by the
either
extremely difficult to find as the great majority of the documents were
on cheques, bills of
authorities or destroyed. Federal issues between 1860 and 1940 were shown
There was cantonal
lading and registration cards to Swiss nationals living in foreign countries.
ents), Geneva
material from_Baselstadt (inebiding police civil charges and _frontier control docum
st others) Vaud
(material concerning Effets de Commerce transaction fees and vehicle fares among
Luzern (a
fees),
legal
(documents relating to posters, vehicle and police permits, debt collection and
n 1874 and 1942
wide range covering the period between 1880 and 1967), Ticino documents betwee
and a selection of items from Bern.
th
ising poster stamps,
Charles Kiddie produced a very extensive show of largely 20 Century advert
and hotel publicity
many rarely seen, promoting an amazing variety of products, also some tourism
tic labels issued
stamps from the same period. Particularly unusual were a set of eight patrio
poster stamps
ing
contain
between 1914 and 1918 by Witte Shoes. Also shown were vintage albums
nies.
on various subjects issued by the Tobler, Peter, Cailler and Kohler chocolate compa

Frank Bulstrode to
CSC member Geoff Rosamund stated that he had been inspired by the late
included the scarce
collect Swiss Hotel Post stamps and showed a comprehensive selection which
ent, Dr Conrad
Presid
Engelburg, Sonnenburg and the Gotthard Monte Prosa issues. The CSC's
there was no other
Graham stated that 'the Hotel Stamps had been issued originally because
ng examples of the
method of distributing correspondence'. He presented a small display includi
s' labels and some
1897 Murren issue. CSC's Chairman, Francis Kiddie showed Swiss Stamp Dealer
Bela Szekula labels as well as some Hotel Post material.
y where something is
CSC Vice Chairman Chris Harman commented that 'Switzerland is a countr
He also had some
not illegal if it is taxable' and showed some official documents to prove his point.
Member Margaret
forgeries including a Spiro and a Fournier of the Basel Dove on cover. CSC
triangular labels
Thompson showed some sheets of false Rayon and Poste Locale issues and some
issued between 1918 and 1940.
some memorable and
Votes of thanks were proposed by both chairmen for what all agreed had been
very interesting displays by all the presenters

OBER 2007
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A PUZZLE BELOW THE MATTERHORN

A

13)

n uRNf-17. 1ru TitIBR
TAG DER BRITRIARKE

slo

GUI/MIA DEL TRAW C OULLO

when acquiring a job lot. It
Neville Nelder writes: I came across this unusual looking item (A)
side. It is reddish-mauve in
appears to be a trial essay with the letters `UVT' & `WVV' down each
tain hut exaggerated in the
colour, clearly showing the Matterhorn in the background and a moun
e on the 1946 Journee du
foreground. The only comparison I can make is with the artist's pictur
Timbre (B).
to the Editor please.
Can anyone offer any information? I would be most grateful. Responses
PROPOGANDA ON SWISS POSTER STAMPS
s illustrated below may be
Charles Kiddie has written to the Editor suggesting that the poster stamp
g of the Cinderella Stamp
of interest to our members. Charles displayed them at the recent meetin
the son of an Emmentaler
Club. They are associated with Fritz Black (1887 - 1958) who was
er, author, editor and liberal
farming family. Herr Black became a teacher, educational reform
t for his causes which seem
politician based for much of his life in Bern. He was a great propagandis
. He advocated a 'natural
to have centred around a 'third way' between capitalism and communism
power and prevented land
economic system' that would ensure money had stable purchasing
speculation by placing it in public ownership.
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M.R utherfoord

poets and
THAT the description in "Focus" of the four stamps issued on 6th September devoted to English
of postdistributor
"a
being
as
described
is
rth
Wordswo
writers is not quite clear in several points. For instance
to door
door
from
trudging
him
picture
quite
not
could
I
As
1843.
till
tage stamps in Westmoreland from 1813
London)
House,
Freeling
Archive,
and
Museum
with a bag of Penny Blacks, I asked the BPMA (British Postal
German version
for confirmation. The prompt answer was that the error lay in the translation somewhere ( the
be trusted, to
could
who
person
a
was
days
those
in
is the same), that "postage" is not correct. A distributor
he would
that
in
ts,
issue "stamps", namely receipt the fee mandatorary at that time for all official documen
cent.
19th
the
during
d
hand-emboss each sheet with the official albino impressed seal. Also used in Switzerlan
ions (K) is
THAT the revised and updated edition (4th) of the SVPS Handbook of Local Publicity Cancellat
disk is
CD-ROM
A
s.
illustration
separated
with
now available for CHF 60.-, excluding P&P, in two volumes
edition.
first
the
with
those
for
20.CHF
or
also available in an updated version, price is CHF 40.-,
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LANDSCAPES
CONTROL LETTERS AND NUMBERS ON THE 1946
Answer to query regarding the 'Landscapes' issue in HPS

Newsletter September 2007 Page 72

Eric Lienhard writes:
a special cylinder onto a continuous roll of
Basically for this issue coil stamps were printed with
rows of images with a blank margin at either
paper. For the 1936 issue there were 10 continuous
stamps were run through the numbering
side. The printed, gummed and perforated rolls of
r
th
have the same 4 figure number printed in the same colou
machine. Every 5 row of stamps would
letters omitting I) on top of the gum. Thus
as the stamp, preceded by a letter from A to K (10
). Removing used stamps without washing off
numbers always end in 0 or 5 (presumably up to 0000
the number is tricky but can be done with due care.
nation of the production and many variations
I have insufficient knowledge to give an in depth expla
this subject.
and errors. The Society library has two publications on
Werner Gattiker adds further insight:
the 1936 definitives the PTT went over to
John Atkinson's query is easy to explain. Starting with
strips (ten abreast and, after 1949, 5 abreast)
printing the commonly used coil stamps in endless
before being mechanically separated into
which were rolled up into a big roll 10 stamps wide
p collectors who did not want, or could not
individual coils. The PTT fulfilled the demands of stam
stamps, by selling panes of 50 stamps which included
afford to , buy complete coils of 1,000 or 2,000
th
These panes DO come from endless coil printings,
the usual coil numbers on the back of the 5 row.
have never actually been in a coil or stamp
i.e. they do not have top or bottom selvedges, but they
s. One small rider: thee were a very few
roll. So it is possible to have horizontal pairs and block
if memory serves me right) that dispensed 2
experimental machines (possibly only one or two,
if not impossible to distinguish between
stamps side-by-side in double coils, but it is difficult
n from collectors' coil-sheets. Most collectors
genuinely dispensed double-coil pairs and pairs take
from real coils because the latter often have
prefer stamps from the collectors' sheets over those
poor perforations along the sides.
TS

1914 J1UNGFRAUS —10 Fr. MULTIPLE DOUBLE PRIN
mber Page 65.

Septe
Answer to query of Callum Watson in LIPS Newsletter
Werner Gattiker writes:

have seen quite a few coming up at various
Regarding where these double-prints were used, I
k me that several of them have been used at
continental auctions over the last 3 or 4 ears, and it struc
ly there must have been quite a few sheets
the tiny Grisons border village of Campocologno, so clear
used in Campocologno. Perhaps these high
afflicted by the doubling, including some that were
s and someone had only recently discovered
values were used in payment of customs fees and dutie
ive?
the documents on which they were used in a dusty arch
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NOW READ THE OTHER SIDE (OR THE LETTER INSIDE)
Our member Keith Fletcher writes:
Shortly after I started collecting Swiss stamps the senior member of my local society heard of this
it
new interest of mine. At a meeting he came up to me with a neat little bundle in his hand, offering
bundle
to me he asked "Would you like to buy this group of postcards?" for this is what the
contained. I turned them down and explained that I was not collecting postcards, only stamps. He
allowed time to pass, biding his time; then at the annual auction he put the cards up for sale. At the
s
time I was the only collector of Switzerland and I had no competitor for Swiss lots. The member
of
sort
my
was
this
society,
the
turned towards me, waiting, after all this was Ronnie, the doyenne of
stuff — what was I waiting for?
a
This was some time ago, once begun it was hard to stop — the initial handful of cards became
major collecting interest and one day I sat down to see what I had. In addition to the nine cards
there were three newspaper clippings of August 1914. These dealt with the plight of British
travellers caught in Switzerland at the outbreak of the First World War; all the cards dealt with the
experiences of one of those travellers.
The cards were addressed to a Mrs Tailby, Oak Hill, Edgbaston, Birmingham, Angleterre. The first
may be by another writer, but all the rest are in the same hand and signed 'Chris' on some of them.
Chris wrote under stress, often at speed (to catch the post?) so her punctuation and writing
is
suffered. I have left the messages as I found them, spelling mistakes also — all that is on the cards
a
in
transcribed. What is written is quite selfish and understandably so. These people were caught
tight net and sought escape, saying things that in easier times they would not. What did the Swiss
think about it I ask; I would like to hear what they said, after all they were in a worse fix than any
of the tourists.
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enturm
The first card is from Bern and has a black and white photograph of the Zeitglock
the Clock Tower. The Helvetia 10c rose (Z120) has a Bern Bahnhof cancel 21.VII-9.
"This noisy brute keeps me awake but thankful leave it tomorrow morning. I am still alive
in spite of the beastly language, rotten lot nearly all speak German but all servants have to speak
respectable English."
The second has a flag cancel of Bern 1 Briefexpedition 124 22.V11 1914 of the National Exhibition
on Tell Head 10c red (Z1261I). It reads :
"I think you may like a view of hotel — we have had an excellent day at exhibition, its most
interesting & cleaver. This is a beautiful city. Love from Chris."
to
The picture on this card is of the Bellevue Palace Hotel and Federal Parliament. The move was
Can
huge
St. Moritz and the Grand Hotel Engadiner Kulm shown in monochrome and it looks
extensive pile at the upper end of the village frequented by the English, 300 beds, Baedeker 1911').
Helvetia 10c rose (Z120) cancelled St. Moritz-Dorf 23.VII.14-2.
"Received yours last night & have just received letters & parcel from Berne — very cold
here, snowing yesterday, but perfect climate — I shall write you tomorrow. Hotel crowed. Love from
Chris this is "all" out hotel. Monday 1.30pm post."
1
Then followed three cards from the Hotel Baur au Lac, Zurich, with a flag cancel of Zurich
of
Briefversd 4-5 22%/Ill 1914 of the National Exhibition on Tell Head 10c red. The first two cards
'Baur
with
card
y
the hotel are colour reproductions of watercolours and the third a postal stationar th
Great Britain
au Lac Zurich' printed heading. A month has passed and it is August. On August 4
declared war. They read :
1) "4 p.m. Saturday — Trains are now running slowly so we commenced y.day journey
is
home — they stop at every station!! All night and restaurant trains are suspended, our next move
is
Geneva (wh. is the only route open) a whole day, we expect to do tomorrow Sunday, there
about
us
take
will
it
so
trains
prospect of next journey taking us to Paris but it is all a question of
five days return instead of one. This is the most wonderful and perfect spot — we should stay a week
if we had not stayed so long at St. Moritz. The flowers are something marvellous & a grand
town."(Fig. 1).
2) "4 p.m. Saturday — I send you these P.Cs to give you an idea of this beautiful hotel we
are travelling with people from London - & I write P.Cs because we understand they come through
better than letters. You will realise how we have been & still are out of all news before I say a friend
gave him in exchange for assistance the latest news from
came to see Norman off Friday and th
England the Pall Mall Gazette Aug 8 just arrived. Ted's letter to consul at Bern arrived at our
consuls Moritz Thursday night!! We don't want the past 14 days repeated."
3) "4 p.m, Saturday — Thousands of soldiers "around us" all banks and railways are
guarded with fixed bayonets & if you wanted to go to your bath you must ask the bayonets if you
can. I would love to have seen Edward in it but think he would prefer Oakhill !! You have to please
in German or French, no English allowed wonder when you will get these if ever. We are very well
off as Norman is friendly with the consuls and has an entrée immediately. Consul at Moritz gave
him introductions every where. It takes 27 hours to Paris from Geneva now & usually 10 so
!
travelling you will understand is not easy. Our love to all & Edward — Hope to see you for Xmas
Chris."
The final three cards are from Geneva 1 Exp. Letter 8-9 24.VIII 1914 flag cancel on Helvetia 10c
rose. They read :
1) "We arrived last night after travelling 13 hours at a rate of 12 miles an hour or rather
a
less — we leave tomorrow for Paris at the same pace and shall be anything from 20 to 40 hours —
(Continued on Page 88).
few hours are of no consequence !!"(Fig. 2).
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POSTCARD ZURICH TO COLOMBO John Cordinglev

Reading the March Helvetia Newsletter and the notes of the London Meeting
got me looking into my own collection for items that had been sent to
different countries. The card illustrated seemed interesting. Dated 17th
March 1913 it was sent from ZURICH to COLOMBO Ceylon. The postage of
10c is the correct foreign postcard rate and perhaps typical of the time the
appropriate stamps have been applied to the face of the card — just Type II
and Type III Tellboys. The 'stamps on the reverse' cachet has been correctly
applied on the address side. On arrival in Ceylon the card has gone through
the machine canceller and the receiving date of 5 April can be made out. So
it's a genuine attractive card. Looking at the picture perhaps members can
identify the cable car line bearing in mind the description of the scene being
Wetterhorn — Aufzug mit Eiger'. Surely the cable car is a superimposition on
another scene! A closer look at the top car shows a very intrepid traveller!

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
Next Meetings of the Society
th
— All
London Group — Wednesday 14 November `Tete-beche, Se-tenant and Inter-space Pairs'

Members commencing at 6.30.p.m. in Room B328, Third Floor, Macmillan House, Paddington
Station, London W2 1FT.

Northern Group — 3rd November 'Swiss Miscellany' — Captain A. Green
1 st December 'The Chairman's Display — Denis Cairns
House,
Both meetings commence at 2.00.p.m. at the Leeds Institute for the Blind and Deaf, Centenary
North Street, Leeds.

Southern Group — 23 February 10.30.a.m. at the Clovelly Hotel in Salisbury.
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The Society's Website
No doubt all the switched-on 'computer buffs' are regularly accessing the Society's wonderful
Website. If you are not yet one of them, have a go - www.swiss-philatelv.co.uk — it contains a lot of
useful information including a list of books in the Society's Library and an index of articles in the
Newsletter.
Journals of Other Organisations
I have received some thoughts from our member Robert Johnson. Robert is also a member of our
'sister society' in the Netherlands (Stuliegroep Nederlands) and regularly receives its publication
`Jungfraupost'. Some examples of recent articles that have appeared are set out below :
March edition
'Priority for Nature Protection'
'A Propos Alt Schweiz' (the Zurich 4 Winterthur)
Postage Due Stamps and the Sekula Brothers'
'A Letter in Braille' (appeared subsequently in our newsletter thanks to Robert).
June edition
'The Centenary of Telknap 'FRANCO'.
September edition
'Making Sure that Your Relatives are Aware of the Value of Your Collection'
`SCADTA — Letters from Switzerland'
'The Classification of Postal Tariffs' (including a table from 1876 to 1976 of the methods of
calculating postage due for both Inland and Foreign completely unfranked or partly unfranked mail).
At present we do not exchange copies of our respective journals — should this link be restored and
each copy placed in the Society's library for reference? Are any members able to translate the Dutch?
'BELOW THE MATTERHORN' PUZZLE
Answer to Neville Nelder's query in HPS Newsletter October 2007 Page 78
Eric Lienhard writes :
'This is a Tourist Tax Stamp (ref. the Gainon Revenue Stamp Catalogue Section 4). There are 4
values from thSets. to 5frs. in this set with respect to laws passed on
different
th designs and 10 different
th
the 14 September 1934, 6 July 1937 and 16 January 1948. The initials UVT stand for the 'Union
Valaisanne de Tourisme'. WVV, I'm guessing, probably stands for the `Wallis(er) Verkehrs Verein'
i.e. the Valais Tourist Office. This would be a Cantonal Tax.'
Fred Hoadley submitted a similar explanation and added:`The stamp set shows various views from
around the Canton. There is no direct connection with the illustration on the 1946 Stamp Day cover
and I am not even sure whether the mountain shown on the 20c UVT stamp is the Matterhorn at all.'
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began
post,
by outlining the origin of the Fischer Post. Before 1675 Cantonal messengers had carried the
mainly of an official nature. Beat Fischer, a member of the Bern aristocracy, suggested through a
As a
third party that money could be made from the postal service even with official mail going free.
result Fischer was given the job and he set about increasing the speed of delivery of the mail Through
diplomacy and blackmail he extended control into neighbouring countries. Originally the Bernese
authorities paid the Fischer family to run the post but eventually the Fischer family paid them for the
privilege so successful were they. This section was illustrated with stamps, maps and pictures. After
this Cedric showed a variety of covers from Bern, Basel, Geneva (in 1815 the Fischer family obtained
a 15 year contract to run the post), Neuchatel, St Gallen and Zurich. A variety of postal markings,
straightline and boxed, semi-circular and in circle, were shown including 'Suisse par Delle', 'Suisse
par Ferney', 'Suisse par Belfort', 'Suisse par Huningue', 'Bale Suisse' (BS in circle), 'FF' (Fischer par
Ferney) and `FD' (Fischer par Delle). The Fischer Post came to an end in 1832 when the Bernese
authorities took it over. In giving the vote of thanks Tony Hoyle commented not just on the superb
material on show buf on the MiticuFous research which Cediic had carried out to tell tke story. -

The 'Fischer Post' was the subject of Cedric Dry's presentation at the October meeting. Cedric

OFFICIAL POSTAL ENVELOPES

Michael Rutherfoord

In 1886 the last so-called Tfibli (Little Dove) stamped covers were printed after 20 years of popularity,
brought to an end by the PO asking for an additional fee of lc above the value of the printed-on
"stamp". When the covers themselves were no longer free, sales dropped dramatically. In 2000 the SP
started selling a modern multi-coloured version, so far in four styles. At first the price was that of the
"stamp" and they were selling well„ then for the third issue, under pressure from Parliament, the
price was raised by 10c per cover, irrespective of size. Once again, as over 100 years ago, sales
dropped.
Now Ingo Debrunner, Editor of "Der Ganzsachensammler" in No. 86 of Sept. 2007, has updated that

section of the Zumstein "Ganzsachen-Schweiz" Catalogue of 2002, as well as giving suggested prices.
This I have simplified and reproduced here, using his illustrations which he had somewhat reduced.
First issue 21.11.2000 See "Focus on Stamps" 5/2000.

Note: Envelope sizes: C6 = 167 x 114mm, C5 = 229 x 167mm, C5/6 = 223 x 114mm.
Bars: A-post is indicated by 9 bars in red and B by 8 bars in dark blue, located about 81mm from the
facing and sorting.
right-hand edge of the cover, to speed up automatic
th
Second issue 1.02.2003 For Valentine's Day, 14 February. See "Focus on Stamps" 1/2003.
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A PUZZLE FOR THE MATHEMATICIANS
Answer to Michael Rutherfoord's nuzzle regardine the 'Safety at Work' issue (Zuni. 614 — 616) (Ref.
HI'S Newsletter September 2007, Page 70)
is
There were was only one response to Michael's puzzle — from Werner Gattiker. Perhaps because he
below
out
'in the trade' Werner was aware that the stamps were printed se-tenant in sheets of 50. Set
is his winning answer:
Because the 'Safety at Work' issue is arranged in a regular non-varying pattern (unlike the 1942
Salvage issue) and because it has been printed in sheets of 50 (not 25 as suggested) one sheet is all you
need to get 4 identical blocks of four of any of the possible arrangements of which there are only three
(not four as stated):
Block B:
French — Italian
German — French

Block A:
German — French
Italian — German

Block C:
Italian — German
French — Italian

In fact, even the half-sheet of 25 is enough to get four Block As, but you can only obtain 3 each of
Block B or Block C out of the half-sheet or 2 sheets to get 4 each of all possible blocks.
FOR SALE — SPECIAL AUTUMN CLEARANCE
d
Our Honarary Librarian Derrick Slate is offering some of his material for sale. He can be contacte
on 01992 421784.
'1) Miniature sheet : 1943 Centenary of the Swiss Stamps '1843 Centenarium 1943'
FDC 26.11.43. With four central cancellations — lovely. The sheet without FDC cancellations was
listed by A/C Ltd. in 2000 at $65 - Special price of £13.50 (incl. postage).
2) Miniature sheets : 1974 Internaba complete series numbers 1 to 15. Face value 30 Fr. — Special
price of £15 (incl. postage).
3) PTT Souvenir 1993 — '150 Years of Swiss Postage Stamps 1843 — 1993' including a special
Miniature Sheet and face value of the stamps 9 Fr. 60cts. Muller sales list shows 22Fr. - Special
price of £5 (incl. postage).
4) Air Mail : Pro Aero 1981 sheet of 8 ( A/C. cat.49S ). Catalogued 2000 at $32.50 mint and $37.50
used (face value 20 Fr. ). - Special price of £2.75 mint and £2.75 used with FDC cancel (incl.
postage).
value
5) Miniature Sheet : 1995 '150 Anniversary of the Basel Dove' (A/C Cat. Number 79). Face
5Fr. - Special price of £2.75 mint and £2.75 used with FDC cancel (incl. postage).
.
6) Collection of 41 Castle Chinon postcards (unused). - Special price of £11.50 (incl. postage)
album
year
7) Year Albums 1996, 1997, 1998, and 1999 (mint) each with a special vignette label. Each
cost 45Fr. - Special price of £21.00 each (incl. postage).'
th

I. G STAMPS

SWITZERLAND

Please visit my Web site: http://www.icistamps.corn
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postt Idstnry.
Each iti:rn h:isa hii:f dest;!iptonn and picture.
You can se: Itch tor your p p rt y, ular 4-.ollecting interest.
be listed welcome your wants list.
As not all my stuck
Those members who cio not have a computer please contad me. wt send you a
printed copy of your c;oliecting intorci;,1;,

Ian Gilchrist, 1.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL_ England

E Mail acirninOicistarnps.corn
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Michael.Rutherfoord

DID YOU KNOW?

THAT the ZUBRA 07, 4-7 Oct., was a big success at a Step II Exhibition to celebrate 60 years of the local
Philatelic Society. Under the Celtic name Tenedo it was an important fortified crossing over the Rhein into
Germany during the Roman occupation, but had a history going back into the Neolithicum. In 1914 during
drilling for salt a thermal spring was found, which is today the big attraction from both sides of the border.
However 115 Exhibits were to be studied, and enjoyed. Harlan Stone received Gold and the Best of Show
awards, and Charles LaBlonde Vermeil for his interesting collection of Denmark — World War ll Postal History.
See figure 1 for the special cancellation. The parachute represents Space Philately and the Balloons on show.
THAT the new top-modern letter coding and sorting centre in Zurich-Mulligen has started up on the 26th
August, and my covers came at last dated 21 09.07, though I admit that I sent them in rather late, following my
previous try which was too early. They were (are?) having trouble with such a complex installation. The new
cancellation is shown in figure 2. Note the "a", something new. One of the troubles has been that the 18 old
sorting places are to be closed down as each of the three new centres comes into service. The first to be
closed was that of Winterthur and for an unknown reason the old reserve machine with the 22 mm crown was
also discarded. This means that until it is replaced Winterthur does not have its publicity slogan No. 3.276.
THAT the new coding is a single continuous line of 93 4-state bars 108 mm in length. The previous type was
128 mm long, in two groups with a 9 mm gap, and unreadable. Perhaps the new one is readable:There are 45
pairs and 3 bars for start and finish signs. However this code can only with great difficulty be copy printed, it is
so faint, though to the eye it is clearly legible.
THAT the old PO in the Parliament building in Bern was closed (without a word to anyone) more than a year
ago, but there must still be a mail room there to handle incoming and outgoing mail, which is I believe free to
MPs. The other day I found proof of this, as shown in figure 3. The dipatching PO is given as"3030 Bern" as
before (perhaps they were just using up old stickers), but there is no indication on the large cover of any
payment. However there is a curious text "Bund/ Confederation/ Confederazione" indicating that it is "Free"
Federal Official Mail. The "99" indicates a parcel, ie above 1000g in weight, "34" for a non-postal office, which
applies its own labels.
84
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THAT tests are being made with evening delivery of parcels,as so many households today have only a single
occupant, who often works all day. In some areas 60% of parcels cannot be handed over."PickPost" is another
answer. Here parcels can be delivered to a railway or petrol station and picked up there when convenient.
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A POSTAL STATIONARY ENVELOPE

NOVEIVIBEK ZUU

John CordingleV

Not the greatest of items as far as condition is concerned but not without interest either. The
cancellations are not very clear but as they show some consistency this must be due to a combination
of wear and inking. Dated 5 April 1909 this commercial printed envelope has been sent from 'Henri
Picard & Frere' at its Head Office in La Chaux-de-Fonds to its Paris branch. Was it an error that
the arrondissement in Paris was printed as 'X' instead of the corrected 'II', or was there an
a
adjustment in boundaries? The envelope was probably printed in 1907 with the original Helveti
bust denominations of 10c and 12c. Envelopes exist with the values printed side by side but these are
placed vertically and perhaps oddly some distance down from the top.
The remaining stamps have a face value of 63c so bringing the postage up to a total of 85c. It would
have been too much to have had a 40c Zu 107, the issue with full signature, but at least there is a 3c
s
Zu 118 with cord in front of the crossbow stock! A postage of 85c seems to indicate content
weighing between 80g and 100g. There is no marking on the envelope to confirm this and the
envelope does not seem to be creased to indicate bulky contents.
To me the cover does look to be non-philatelic.
of
'Henri Picard & Frere' was established during 1857 in La Chaux-de-Fonds as a family firm
mid
watch and clock makers. It eventually had branches in Morteau, Paris and London. Since the
1960s the English branch is all that remains having now moved from London into Surrey. Two
catalogues are printed and it runs as a Mail Order only firm supplying precision hand tools and
materials to clock makers, engravers, jewellers and engineers. Some of the items are still sourced
from French speaking areas of Switzerland. Incidentally the firm lists a great range of clock keys!

Messieu
Henri Picard & Frere
13t. 134 Sebastopol.

Paris --,X*
NOW READ THE OTHER SIDE (Continued from Page 82)

2) "These P.Cs give you a small idea of this place. I have never seen anything like it the sky is as blue
as the lake — the hotel is situate right on lake & is altogether beyond description; weather perfect.
This is the only route we can come home."
3) "We are travelling with very nice people who mitigate the awful hours somewhat, & the journey
of course is interesting from the one point of view & four of us together makes is very comfortable,
Love from Chris I wonder if you will get this."
Obviously the cards did arrive, but there are no other postmarks, making it impossible to say how
long they took, or in what order they arrived. Reading bits of a story such as this makes one wonder
what happened next. With what we no know, the thought that it might have been something
achingly sad is inescapable.
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THE RAILWAY POST OFFICE AND STRAIGHTLINE HANDSTAM

's Railways and
At the Southern Group's July meeting in Salisbury, featuring Switzerland
with the circular
Cancellations, I showed examples of straightline handstamps used in combination
. Found mainly on
Railway Post Office (TP0) cancels and applied to mail carried on the trains
le below, these handstamps appear to have been used in the years 1870 to
postcards, such as the examp
d Period', and used in
1910, Lëthat interval in Swiss TP0 history commonly referred to as the 'Secon
conjunction with the mainline TPO cancels of the time.

1883: Winterthur — NOrnberg. TPO type 76B14 with WINTERTHUR
Ambulant 34, Train 11 — Route: Lausanne-Bern-Romanshorn
From Romanshorn, the mail was taken across Lake Constance
by lake steamer to Lindau and onward transit to Nurnberg

AMBULANT or
Mainline TPO cancellations of the Second Period - bearing the inscription
from about 1870,
BAHNPOST, a route number and a train number - were gradually introduced
needs copies of the
although the majority were in use from 1889-1910. To identify a given route, one
schedules (winter and summer) for each year throughout this period.
Some examples of these cancels are shown on the next page :
HELY PHIL SOC NEWSL
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76C/1

76B/1

76C/10

However, there also exist examples of these straightline handstamps on mail carried on the private
railways, such as that shown below for the Appenzell-Winkeln route :
Carte postate — Postkarte

— Oopirooka — tsvolax
—
C.4.11..a
IketwondeoZof fisleY — lkistuarl — Iesthaarl. — Peaked —

Union potato universelle — Weltposteerein — Union

TarAta Postal — Elfhch Racial — Carta aastaia — HoN,
0:17.11IATOE MICI4I0 — 001460I4..

4./ •
•
44,44

4-4

gas
rCel .-.‘4,-,14 ' 4 2,
fi-.4.044:42`

/i

t

1906: Hoisau (AR) to Auvernier (NE). TPO type 86D/3
During the Salisbury display, a lively (and thought-provoking) discussion took place, with opposing
views aired regarding the actual use of these handstamps, i.e. when, where and by whom were they
applied to the mail?
It had always been my understanding, based on the excellent article by Roy Christian (HNL 1968-69),
that mail posted in the station post box had been collected by TPO staff when the train arrived at the
station and taken onboard the wagon, where a combination of TPO cancel and straightline
handstamp were applied. However, I now felt a more accurate description was required, and so, after
further research, including information obtained from Michael Rutherfoord, I am now able to offer
some clarification on this subject.
I recently discovered that most of the straightline handstamps are recorded in Groups 43-46 of the
Andres & Emmenegger handbook, with the place names annotated by the initials BA (Bahn Amtlich).
The illustrations can be found in green volume II and the listings in brown volume II.
My guess is that these entries were included when the handbook was updated in 1968, as a result of
additional research by Alfred Muller and Anton Lipp, which suggests they had identified the
handstamps as official railway cancels.
Examples of Straightline Handstamps

43B/190

451/4

46/20
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39,
Less common are handstamps with the place names in Elzevir script. These are listed in Group
to
d
addresse
postcard
1907
a
on
and include the Geneve example 39a113 shown below. I have this
Cannes in combination with Ambulant No.1, used on the route Genive-Culoz-Geneve.

Geneve
Principle Aims of the Straightline Handstamp
The purpose of these handstamps was twofold. First, they provided post office staff at the sorting
g
distribution office with a means of checking that the reduced rate for certain items of mail (excludin
The
.
postcards and printed matter) travelling within the 10km rayon, was not being misused
straightline mark identified a town or village (not specifically a station), indicating the point at which
the mail entered the postal system.
The second reason why these handstamps were introduced was to assist in the return of an item (for
ter
whatever reason) that did not have a clear sender's address. One hoped that the village postmas
TPO
the
through
passing
mail
of
might recognise the handwriting, or follow another clue! Every item
had to be checked and sorted. It is unclear how this was done, as it depended on the route and where
the
the mail was handed over. Foreign mail certainly had to be checked for correct postage. Did
special border rates (Rayon Limitrophe) present a problem?
All these details were meticulously recordedthand statistics produced, following standard Post Office
practice. Very time consuming, but in the 19 Century it was not the problem it would become in the
20th Century. This, however, was a contributing factor in the Post Office's decision in 1910 to stop the
in
use of these marks. It did not pay, i.e. the cost of checking and claiming the money was far too high
relation to staff wages, etc.
Not-all Items of mail bear the straighthne handstamp. This may be due to heavy workloads on some
sections of the route, forgetfulness, or a clearly printed or stamped-on sender's address. As the '10km
it
rayon' rule never applied to postcards or printed matter, it left only letters. On the other hand,
would have been simpler to instruct the clerks "Apply the straightline handstamp to everything".
the
This helps to explain why so many items of mail from this period have been cancelled with
the
AMBULANT cancel only. Presumably, these items had been correctly franked and included
sender's address.
The TPO staff sorted into the pigeon-holes (for each place on their route) the items that were
delivered by bag at the start and en route. This meant that each clerk had to have the '10km rayon'
for every place on the route firmly placed in his mind, and mark the item with a "T" if necessary. Has
an example of a Postage Due ever been found?
The TPO wagons belonged to the Post Office and were operated by Post Office personnel. Each
the
wagon carried a circular cancel and a rack of straightline handstamps bearing the names of
stations visited on the route. Although the trains to which these TPO wagons were attached often
transferred to a different scheduled route, the TPO remained on the same section of line. For security
or
reasons TPO staff did not leave the wagon. Mail was either put into the TPO slot by the sender,
Office
Post
a
that
assumed
is
It
train.
handed over by the stationmaster, or the conductor of that
letterbox existed at all stations, and that the stationmaster had a key.
was
The straightline handstamps were always applied to mail in the TPO concerned. If a handstamp
s
missing or broken then the station name was written by hand. I have examples of these on postcard
crayon.
blue
or
from Jens (in Canton Bern), Ecublens (Vaud), Leuk and Brig written in black
Only in 1922 was a contract established between the Post Office and the Federal Railways (and other
lines), authorising the stationmaster to empty station post boxes, cancel mail (including express letters
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that circular and
handed in at station offices), and perform other postal duties. It is at this point
in 1995, as the SBB
boxed station cancels were introduced. However, the contract was cancelled
claimed that waiting for the post, unloading etc, made the trains late.
ry, I have written
Encouraged by the considerable interest demonstrated by BPS members at Salisbu
is a fascinating part of
this article in the hope that it will stimulate further discussion on, what for me,
examples of these
Swiss postal history. I am sure there are many Helvetia members who have
a more accurate start
straightline handstamps in their possession, and could help to piece together
the Editor.
and end date for their use. Please forward your comments and contributions to
I am indebted to Michael Rutherfoord for his great help in the preparation of this

article.

izer Abstempelungen 1843Bibliography - Andres & Emmenegger - "Grosses Handbuch der Schwe
Railways and their
1907"; Alfred Muller - "Swiss Railway Postmarks"; R. L. Christian - "Swiss
Cancellations" (FINL: Mar 1968 - Nov 1969).
i
NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN LEEDS r NOVEMBER 2007

David Hope

Green. Alan began by
At the November meeting we were pleased to welcome Helvetia member Alan
history collection
postal
explaining that he came to collect Swiss material when his English early
history and as a
began to get too expensive to develop. He decided to concentrate on Swiss postal
Adelboden and its
result we were treated to a magnificent display. Alan said that he and his wife liked
internment mail. Next
environs and so he began with a few sheets related to that area, including some
various places round
came a variety of newspaper wrappers, some with advertising on them, sent to
wrapper to Russia.
triple
the world including Japan, Bolivia and Basutoland. Also included was a
from 1870 and cards
This was followed by a selection of postcards starting with the plain ones
came a selection of
advertising the Vitznau-Rigi Bahn, the Pilatus Bahn and various hotels. Then
the Simplon Tunnel,
Suchard cards and cards from the opening of the St Crois railway in 1893 and
of colourful covers
including two overprinted for the inauguration. His next frame displayed a variety
included three
These
dealing with express, nachnahme, registered and value declared up to the 1930s.
ost 1901 — 1945
registered covers with Franco labels. This was followed by a section on the Fieldp
n, French and
Germa
in
d
attache
including postcards with military themes plus two covers with labels
a section on Airmails
Italian explaining that the items were not postage free. Finally, Alan presented
in mail. Alan was
including a 1913 pioneer flight, military flights, various first flights and some Zeppel
t.
presen
all
thanked by the Chairman, Dennis Cairns, for an outstanding display enjoyed by

I. G. STAMPS

Please visit my Web site

SWITZERLAND
S.COM

Over 0000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can ;(.1;:rch ter 'your narticui:Jr collecting inte est.
As not all my to will be listed I welcome your wants
send you a
Those me,mbers who co not have, a computer please cntact me, i will
.
interests
g
collectin
printed copy of your

Ian Gilchrist, LaStamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL., England
E Mail adminai. igstam scorn

The views expressed in articles appearing in this Newsletter are those of the
writers and are not necessarily endorsed by the Helvetia Philatelic Society.
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
The Society's Annual National Meeting 2008
Peter Vonwiller, the Society's Honarary Secretary writes : This event will take place over the
th
Stratford upon
th
weekend of 18 and 19 April at the Charlecote Pheasant Hotel, Charlecote near
the other by
Mistely,
Claude
n
Avon. Two presentations are planned, one to be given by our Chairma
a leading member of our Northern Group Denis Cairns. The Society's AGM and Cup Competitions
will be included in the programme, as will an Auction and a Dinner on the Saturday evening. This
central location is readily accessible and the surrounding area offers a wealth of historic places of
interest for those seeking non-philatelic pursuits! Those members and their partners who last year
were in Salisbury and earlier this year in York will vouch as to how interesting, entertaining and
sociable such a Society event can be. Full details of the meeting itself and the available facilities,
together with a booking form; will appear in the January edition of the Newsletter. But do make a
note of the dates in your new diary NOW.
Next Meetings of the Society
th
London Group — 12 December 2007 — 'Letters of the Alphabet — All Things X, Y or Z' All
Members, commencing at 6.30.p.m. in Room B328, Third Floor, Macmillan House, Paddington
Station, London W2 1FT.

Northern Group
Dennis Cairns
'The Chairman's Display'
1" December 2007
David Ripley
' Wartime and Military Mails'
5th January 2008
Tony Hoyle
'Folklore and Festivals'
2" February2008
Meetings commence at 2.00.p.m. at the Leeds Institute for the Blind and Deaf, Centenary House,
North Street, Leeds.
Southern Group — 'A Postcard from Switzerland' — Norton Wragg on Saturday 23' February 2008
at 1030.a.m. at the CloveIly Hotel in Salisbury.
If you haven't been before, why not get along to one of these events. You can be assured of a very
friendly welcome. They all need your support to enable the Society to grow and prosper.
Members' News
A former member of our society has rejoined — Mr. Marc Burgess from West Sussex. Welcome back
Marc. A member living in Newton Abbot would be happy to host a get together of members residing
within reasonable travelling distance with a view to possibly setting up further meetings. Any
interested member should initially contact the Editor or the Society's Secretary.
I uc as wystarnps
- Huge stock of Swiss stamps from 1850s (Strubels & Rayons) to present,
strength especially in used.

-Please send me your want lists via Post emait or just ring me
to find out if I have what you are after.
- My wensite lists a tiny percentage of some items I have on offer,
prices negotiable www lU s 23, sSta1
Lucas Witte-Verrneulen, 25 Grange Gardens, Shambrook, Bedfordshire MK44 1.JA.
re 1:

01234-783-118 or Email: lucasvvvstarrips@btinternet.corn
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Michael Rutherfoord
OFFICIAL POSTAL ENVELOPES — PART II
(Ref. HPS Newsletter November 2007 Pages 85/86)
Third Issue

48
Fourth Issue

30.12.2003 See "Focus on Stamps" 1/2004

C5 W W = Window envelope

7.03.2006

See "Focus on Stamps" 1/2006

Future Savings
90c or 70c values, these
By designating the First Issue in 2000 with "A" or "B" only, without the
future rates might be.
envelopes are forever valid for the "A" or "B" service, whatever the actual
19.10.06 the "B" rate had
The example shown below was purchased for 70c. But when used on
"A" service for Fr.1.00. was
become 85c. Then by adding a 15c stamp and noting A on the right, the
23%!
nearly
25c,
claimed correctly; and without the additional fee of 10c. A saving of

ETY NEWSLETTER Page
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Michael Rutherfoord

DID YOU KNOW?

is available to business customers
THAT a new Registration/Express/Insurance service called "A-Post Plus"
rate is CHF 2.- for all seven normal A
only, not for ordinary folk, nor heaven forbid for philatelists. The aditional
1000g). I discovered it in a regular
letter rates (except only CHF 1.- for the biggest and heaviest; Large 84 should be delivered the next day,
letters
publication for businesses, but our local PO told me; not for you. Such
fine. This does not seem to be much
if not, or if they are damaged or lost, then the PO has to pay a CHF 150.terised "Track and Trace" system
compu
a
also
have
in advance of the normal next-day A delivery, but here we
Balimann then found a 2-page
ni
Giovan
.
waiting
is
in action, for those who want to know where their letter
giving an early date of use
cover
a
also
and
e,
websit
"
instruction on this new system in the "www.postch
figure 1. The blue IFS is from a new
7.11.07. The self-stick label is white with black printing, 75 x 25 mm, see
new service be used ?
Frama machine, and has a new slug "A-1-", see figure 2. How often will this

141113111

•

07.11.07
CII-3052
Intlikofpn

782545

004,40
A
D
A T• G

POST

Fie 1
m of Communication (10.5.07),
THAT it has been discovered that the new 3-D pair of stamps for the Museu
off easily and the stamps used again
have a fourth dimension. The usually pale cancellation can be washed
and again; timeless. Now sold out
es can also be registered, not only A
THAT I have been reminded that B (Economy) letters to foreign countri
rs of "correctly franked" covers,
collecto
for
nt
letters, and are therefore a little cheaper. However this is importa
(A&B from 1.2.1991) this was
rates
letter
1991
the
d
because such B covers are extremely rare. When I checke
d the normal rate for at
include
always
rate
A
inland
red
registe
not specifically mentioned, then or later. The
least the first weight step.
years after closing down. It runs
THAT there is still one TPO in service, for sorting only, no cancelling, three
piles of A letters and newspapers
with
every night from Bern to Brig at 2:50am, but the sorters start at midnight this way can deliveries to the Upper
Only
rland.
fresh off the presses, from all over east and central Switze
berg Tunnel opens on 12th Dec,2007.
Wallis be kept to schedule. I wonder what happens when the new LOtsch
article in German on 150 years of
In the Nov 07 issue of the SBZ there is an interesting illustrated 4-page Editor.
the
Swiss TP0s, by Reinhard Stutz of Winterthur. Copies can be ordered from
stamps, especially the Standing
THAT all philatelists have spent happy hours counting the teeth of Swiss
of the New Philatelic Policy of
spite
in
ued
Helvetias of 1882-1904. Well this exacting work can now be countin
Postal History Society a
Swiss
the
of
r
semina
"Olten"
supplying strange "modern" creations. At the annual
ns to be found in the majority of the
remarkable paper was presented by Hans Hafeli of Zarich on the variatio
cturing differences, as they were
89 self-adhesive stamps issued since 1996. The first 27 show no manufawas often produced in a variety of
made only for booklets from 1996 to 2007. From 2002 the basic stamp
subtypes. The main cause is that
forms for different applications, and so we have to date 62 stamps with 164
from each other and from the
stamps
the
different production methods were required for the separation of
self-adhesive issue of 2003
PJ
first
the
with
noticed
backing paper according to the application. This had been
DYK for Jan 2004, but I
See
ement
arrang
"
"illegal
an
into
when I for one could reassemble a block of four
failed to follow it up.
but cannot be sure he has them all.
THAT luckily Hans Hafeli has made lists of the numerous posibilities,
ts, in coils of 2000, for collectors,
bookle
These stamps need to be produced often in sheets of 50, in panes for
e indication of the method of
positiv
a
is
and for FDCs, in various combinations. Often the number of teeth
way to collect stamps? It
new
the
this
Is
ant.
import
production, and the shape of the corner teeth is also
interesting details. Have a look into
reduces the number of stamps in a "full" collection, is cheaper, but full of
lities in "Focus". The wavy rouletting,
your collection, with a magnifying glass, and check the application possibi
means that the "teeth" of adjacent
which must cut through the stamp only, and not touch the backing paper,
shapes are found. Then some of the
stamps fit into each other, and not form holes. At the corners different
torn. This depends on the printer and
"teeth" are not cut through at their peak, respective valley, but have to be
other factors which are not clear.
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ZEPPELINS AND THE NAZIS
Calling all Zeppelin Mail enthusiasts. During his display on Swiss Zeppelin Mail at the Southern
Group's meeting in July 2007, HPS member Martin Manta reported on his latest researches into the
naming and first flights of the 'Hindenburg' Zeppelin. ItApparently Goebbels wanted Dr. Hugo
Eckener's latest airship secretly named the 'Adolf Hitler' . The Nazis saw the official 'first flight' of
an enormous new airship as an opportunity to celebrate and promote the power of Germany. Eckener
was not a Nazi sympathiser, indeed he had even public support to opposition leaders and was not
happy with the Nazis holding a rally at the Zeppelin works. Despite his personal concerns the Nazis
insisted on promoting the official 'first flight'.
The new Zeppelin had been up for two short test flights before the 'official first flight' and before it
had been named. Eckener chose the name the 'Hindenburg' but it was kept secret until the 'first
flight' when the name was clearly displayed on the fuselage.
Unfortunately for Eckener the propaganda value of the event was further marred by Captain
Lehmann, the pro-Nazi Zeppelin pilot, who accidentally climbed too steeply on take-off and clipped
the tail-fin on the ground. The 'first flight' had to be delayed and its value for engine testing purposes,
prior to its very ambitious next flight across the Atlantic and back, was lost.
Eckener was temporarily declared a "non person" by the Nazis which effectively meant he was exiled
from the country. Contrary to some versions of the story, he was not exiled because he had refused to
name the air-ship after Adolf Hitler. It was probably due to his known wider opposition to Hitler and
the Nazi Party, exemplified by a report that he had been overheard at the 'first flight' (whilst
remonstrating with Captain Lehmann) describing Herr Goebbels as an idiot. It was this personal
insult that led to Goebbels declaring Eckener a "non person". Eckener's enormous popularity within
Germany and his international reputation meant that even the Nazis had to relent and withdraw their
ban, thou gh not before Eckener had to write a "diplomatically worded" apology **.
* From eye-witness accounts — due to secrecy, no written record has survived.
** Ref. 'LZ 129 Hindenburg — The Whole Story' - by John Duggan
SWISS REGISTRATION LABELS — HELP NEEDED
To help Michael Rutherfoord sort out the present rather confused state of listing the old and new
registration labels, of all sorts, he would be glad of members' help, especially the types used during
the last 20 years to foreign countries (e.g. to Great Britain).These can be the usual undated types or
the new dated versions.
Please send copies of any interesting examples that you may have, to the Editor who will pass them on.
Michael would also be prepared to try to answer any questions that you may have on this subject.
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